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ABSTRACT 
DENOMO PROTEIN STRUCTURE MODEUNG FROMCRYOEM 
DATA THROUGH A DYNAMIC PROGRAMING ALGORITHM IN 
THE SECONDARY STRUCTURE TOPOLOGY GRAPH 
Kamal Al Nasr 
Old Dominion University, 2012 
Director: Jing He 
Proteins are the molecules carry out the vital functions and make more than 
the half of dry weight in every cell. Protein in nature folds into a unique and 
energetically favorable 3-Dimensional (3-D) structure which is critical and unique to its 
biological function. In contrast to other methods for prota'n structure determination, 
Electron Cryo-microscopy (CryoEM) is able to produce volumetric maps of proteins 
that are poorly soluble, large and hard to crystallize. Furthermore, it studies the 
proteins in their native environment. Unfortunately, the volumetric maps generated 
by current advances in CryoEM technique produces protein maps at medium 
resolution about (~5 to 10A) in which it is hard to determine the atomic-structure of 
the protein. However, the resolution of the volumetric maps is improving steadily, and 
recent works could obtain atomic models at higher resolutions (~3A). 
De novo protein modeling is the process of building the structure of the 
protein using its CryoEM volumetric map. Thereupon, the volumetric maps at medium 
resolution generated by CryoEM technique proposed a new challenge. At the medium 
resolution, the location and orientation of secondary structure elements (SSE) can be 
visually and computationally identified. However, the order and direction (called 
protein topology) of the SSEs detected from the CryoEM volumetric map are not 
visible. In order to determine the protein structure, the topology of the SSEs has to be 
figured out and then the backbone can be built. Consequently, the topology problem 
has become a bottle neck for protein modeling using CryoEM. 
In this dissertation, we focus to establish an effective computational 
framework to derive the atomic structure of a protein from the medium resolution 
CryoEM volumetric maps. This framework includes a topology graph component to 
rank effectively the topologies of the SSEs and a model building component. In order 
to generate the small subset of candidate topologies, the problem is translated into a 
layered graph representation. We developed a dynamic programming algorithm 
(TopoDP) for the new representation to overcome the problem of large search space. 
Our approach shows the improved accuracy, speed and memory use when compared 
with existing methods. However, the generating of such set was infeasible using a 
brute force method. Therefore, the topology graph component effectively reduces the 
topological space using the geometrical features of the secondary structures through 
a constrained /(-shortest paths method in our layered graph. The model building 
component involves the bending of a helix and the loop construction using skeleton of 
the volumetric map. The forward-backward CCD is applied to bend the helices and 
model the loops. 
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Proteins are complex molecules play an essential role and involved in every process 
within cells. The Protein is a linear copolymer made of sequence of molecules called 
amino acids, referred to residue, arranged linearly. Naturally, there are 20 kinds of 
amino acids build up all proteins. Amino adds are made of amine group (FfeN), 
carboxyl group (COOH) and a side chain (R) that differs from one amino acid to 
another. Amino acids are connected by peptide bonds between the carboxyl and 
amino groups of any two adjacent amino acids to form one protein [3]. Amino acids 
can be classified into several groups according to some features and properties they 
may have. They can be classified according to their charge, hydrophilic or 
hydrophobic, size and functional group. Such properties play a main role in protein 
structure folding and protein-protein interactions. For example the location of some 
amino acids determined by its charge, while hydrophobic amino acids (i.e., Leu, lie, 
and Val) buried in the middle of the protein, hydrophilic amino acids like to be in the 
outer shell of the protein. Fig. 1 shows the 20 amino acids found in the nature and 
some groups they are classified into. University of California at San Francisco (UCSF) 
Chimera [2] was used to view the structure of proteins shown in the course of this 
dissertation. 
The general chemical formula of the amino acid is H2NQ,HRCOOH, where R is a 
chemical side chain (one atom or a group of atoms) differ from one amino acid to 
another. In this formula, the carboxyl group, amino group, and side chain are 
connected to the same carbon atom which called alpha-carbon (Q). All amino acids 
are made up of a backbone consists of main element atoms carbon, oxygen, 
hydrogen, and nitrogen, where a bonded sequence of nitrogen and two carbon atoms, 
one of them is Q. Fig. 2 shows these main element atoms and the side chain, 
represented by R. Each amino acid has its own side chain attached to alpha-carbon 
varies in size from just a hydrogen atom as in glycine to heterocyclic group as in 
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tryptophan (see Fig. 1). The sequence of amino acids form the protein are connected 
to each other by a peptide bond between the carbon (C) atom from cartooxyl group of 
one amino acid to nitrogen (N) atom from amine group of the following amino acid 
and form what is called a polypeptide chain. Fig. 2 depicts the formation of peptide 
bond between twa residues. When two residues form a peptide bond, they lose a 
water molecule. 
1.1 PROTEIN STRUCTURE 
Protein in nature folds into a unique and energetically favorable 3-dimensional (3-D) 
structure which is critical and unique to its biological function [4,5] which can vary 
from structural over immunological to material and signal transporting, cell adhesion 
and cell cycle [6,7]. A particular function can also be achieved by a stable complex of 
proteins [8]. Proteins participate in every process within cells [8]. Enzymes proteins 
are vital to metabolism. Several proteins have structural functions; such function 
maintains the shape of the cell by forming a system of scaffolding. Examples are actin 
and myosin in muscle [8]. Proteins are also important in animals' diet in which it 
broken down into free amino acids that are used in metabolism [8]. 
Proteins can be classified based on the structure and function they carry out. 
According to the molecular structure, it can be divided into three groups, fibrous 
proteins, globular proteins, and conjugated proteins. Fibrous proteins are fiber-like 
proteins that help in structural purposes in organism. One example of such proteins is 
collagen. Globular proteins are knot-like proteins serve in hormones or enzymes. 
Hemoglobin is a good example of globular proteins. On the other hand, conjugated 
proteins are globular proteins have sugars or nucleic acids bound to it [8]. Proteins can 
be divided according to their functions into enzymes, hormones, transport proteins, 
antibodies, motor proteins, receptor proteins, structural proteins, signaling proteins 
and storage proteins [8]. One possible classification of proteins is according to their 
location relative to the cell. For example, membrane proteins are the proteins that 
located in the cell membrane lipid bi-layer. Internal and external proteins are located 
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within living cell and outside the cell respectively. Virus proteins are proteins that can 
be found only in virus organism. Example of virus proteins is Gp41 present as a coat 
for HIV virus [8]. 
Aliphatic ^ 4 
•s/ A- /\ /—— 
Glycine (Gly, G) Alanine (Ala, A) Valine (Val, V) Leucine (Leu, L) Isoleucine (He, I) 
Aromatic Basic 
£° Z % i. 
Tyrosine (Tyr, Y) t ryptophan (Tip, W) Phenylalanine (Hie, F) Histidine (His, H) Lysine (Lys, K) 
(Cyclic Hydroxyl SulfurC bntninin^ 
txkt a ; 
Arginine(Arg, R) Proline (Pro, P) Serine (Ser, S) Threonine (Thr, T) Methionine (Met, M) ( ysteme (( ys, C') 
Acidic Amine 
Aspartic Acid (Asp, D) Glutamic Acid (CJu, F.) Asparagine (Asn, N) Glutaminc (Gin, Q) 
Figure 1. The structures of the 20 amino acids build up the proteins in nature. On the 
top of some amino acids is the name of the group they are classified into. The 
backbone of the amino acid is the bottom part (clearly found in Glycine because it has 
no side chain), the side chain is the upper part of each amino acid. The three-letter 
and one-letter abbreviation code of each amino acid is listed between two brackets. 
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The unique conformation in which the protein folds into is called a native 
structure [9]. The sequence of amino acids build up the protein ultimately determine 
its native structure, in which corresponds to the favorable energy of the molecule 
[10]. Structure of Protein can be expressed to four levels as follow; 




Figure 2. The formation of the peptide bond between two amino acids. Public 
domain permission (NMkipedia.comj 
1. Primary Structure: refers to the sequence number and order presents of amino 
acids in the protein. The two ends of the polypeptide chain of the protein are referred 
to amino terminus (N-terminus) to the left and the carboxyl terminus (C-terminus) to 
the right. The numbering of amino acids start from N-terminus toward C-terminus. 
Fig. AA depicts a portion of primary structure. 
2. Secondary structure: refers to a regular sub-conformational structure formed by 
consecutive amino acids stabilized by hydrogen bonds (H-bonds). The most common 
examples of secondary structures are alpha-helices (a-Helices), beta-sheets (p-
5 
Sheets), and turns/loops (see Fig. 46). The two secondary structures, helices and 
sheets, are geometry stabilized by hydrogen bonds between amino acids peptide 
groups. Different regions on the poiypeptide chain may adopt different secondary 
structures according to the primary sequence of amino acids in the protein. 
a. a-Helix: The conformation of the a-helix is stabilized by H-bonding between N-H 
group and OO group of peptide bonds four residues apart. The orientation of such 
a conformation produces a helical coiling of the peptide backbone such that the 
side chain groups stem out of the helix coil and perpendicular to its axis. Not all 
amino acids prefer forming alpha helices due to some constraints of their side 
chains. Amino acids such as alanine (Ala), asparatic acid (Asp), glutamic acid (Glu), 
isoleucine (lie), leucine (Leu), and methionine (Met) favor the formation of a-
helices, whereas, glycine (Gly) and proline (Pro) favor disruption of the helix 
[11,12,13,14]. Among types of local structure in proteins, the a-helix is the most 
regular and the most predictable from sequence, as well as the most common. The 
average length of a-helices in proteins is 12 residues [15] which corresponds to 
3.33 turns and 18A length on 3-D space (1.5A is the rise length of the amino acid in 
a-helix). Fig. 34 shows the geometry of a helix and the H-bonding formed to 
stabilize it. 
b. p-sheet: the second common conformation after a-helix. It is composed of two or 
more different segments (strands) of stretches along the primary structure of the 
protein. The conformation of the 3-sheet is stabilized by H-bonding between N-H 
group of one strand with OO group of an adjacent strand. The average number of 
strands in a 3-sheet is between two to as many as 22 strands [15]. The average 
length of a strand is six residues. However, each strand may have up to 15 residues 
[15]. 3-sheets are either parallel or anti-parallel. In parallel sheets following peptide 
chains proceed in the same direction, whereas, in anti-parallel sheets following 
chains are aligned in opposite directions. Fig. 38 shows two strands in a sheet with 
hydrogen bonding between them Fig. 48 shows an example of two anti-parallel 
strands. 
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c Turns: refers to the close approach of two consecutive Q, atoms (less than 7A) in 
which residues do not form any kind of other secondary structure (i.e., a-helix or 0-
sheet) [16]. Turns can be classified into many types according to the number of 
residues separate the two ends residues [17]. a-turn is one example of such 
classification. In a-tums, the two residues at the ends of the turn are four peptide 
bonds apart. Other types include (i-tum, y-turn, 6-turn and rc-turn. A special case of 
turn is (3-bends which connects two successive anti-parallel beta strands [15]. A 
loop is an extended or disordered structure. Most of proteins contain more than 60 
residues have one or more of Q-loop. Q-loop contains six to 16 residues and it is 
adopt the Greek uppercase letter omega [15]. 
Figure 3. The geometry of a-helices and P-sheets. (A) The geometry of a-helix and 
the H-bonding (thin lines) formed to stabilize the structure. (B) The geometry of a 
sheet contains three strands forming and the H-bonding (thin lines). Two 
secondary structures are taken from Alzheimer's Amyloid Precursor Protein (PDB 
ID: 2FMA). 
3. Tertiary Structure: refers to the complete 3-D structure of a single protein 
molecule. It defines the spatial relationship of different secondary structures to one 
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another within a polypeptide chain and also describes the relationship of different 
domains to one another within a protein. The physics of the intra-protein and the 
environment interactions beside the primary chain govern the interaction of different 
domains such as H-bonding, hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic interactions and 
Van Der \Afeals forces. An example of tertiary structure is shown in Fig. AC. 
4. Quaternary Structure: refers to multiple polypeptide chains may form the protein 
molecule. The quaternary structure is stabilized by the same non-covalent interactions 
and disulfide bonds as the tertiary structure. Fig. 4D shows one example of quaternary 
structure. 
A EACKFLHQERMCA/CETHLHWHTVAKETCSEK5TNLHDYGMLLPCGIDKFRGVEFVCCPL 
Figure 4. The four levels of protein structures. (A) The primary structure, only 
ordered sequence of amino acids for Alzheimer's Amyloid Precursor Protein (PDB 
ID: 2FMA) (B) Secondary structures, (3-sheet shown as segments of stretches, 
helices are spiral, and loop/turn connects other secondary structures (PDB ID: 
2FMA). (C) Tertiary structure, complete 3-D structure of a single protein molecule 
(PDB ID: 2FMA). (D) Quaternary structure, multiple polypeptide, of a sugar kinase 
(PDB ID: 4E69). 
B C D 
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Several numbers of experimental techniques are used to determine the 
structure of proteins. The most common technique is X-ray crystallography which 
measures the 3-D density distribution of electrons in the protein. Another, valuable 
technique is NMR spectroscopy. Unfortunately, these techniques are expensive and 
time consuming (sometimes longer than a year) [18]. Therefore, developing new 
computational methods to predict the structure of proteins has given a considerable 
attention and effort [19]. 
1.1.1 Protein Structure Determination 
The early effort on protein determination began in 1958 when British scientists John 
Kendrewand Max Perutz published the very first high resolution protein structure. For 
this work which had started as early as 1937, Kendrew and Perutz shared the 1962 
Nobel Prize in chemistry [20]. Two techniques are used to determine structure of 
proteins: 
1. X-ray Crystallography: the most common technique used to solve 3-D protein 
structures. Most of proteins found on Protein Data Bank (PDB) [21,22] have been 
solved by this technique. A beam of X-rays hits a crystal then diffracts into many 
specific directions. A 3-D picture of the density of electrons within the crystal can be 
produced by a crystallographer from diffraction patterns, angles and intensities, of 
these diffracted beams. The actual positions of atoms and their chemical bonds can be 
determined by this produced electron density. The set up process of this 
experimental technique is still one of the difficulties. The main difficulty is the 
recovery of phase information. The diffraction pattern produced from the 
crystal lographer has only the information about angles and intensities of the beams 
that hit the detector. The phase of the beams is lost and the method to recover it is 
yet hard and iterative. Fig. 5B shows a workflow for solving the structure of a 
molecule by X-ray crystallography. 
2. Nuclear IVbgnetic Resonance (NMR): is the second popular technique used to 
determine the structure of the proteins. A significant number of determined protein 
structures have been resolved by NMR The main idea of the technique is to place the 
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protein inside a strong magnetic field and irradiate it with radio-frequency pulses. The 
energy radiated back at specific resonance frequency depends on neighborhood. The 
distances between neighboring hydrogen atoms are measured by a Nuclear 
CX/erhauser Effects (NOEs). Some constraints such as primary structure and reference 
protein geometry are used to calculate the 3-D structure of the protein in addition to 









Figure 5. Two experimental methods to determine protein 3-D structure. (A) A 
900MHz NMR instrument with a 21.2 T magnet at HWB-NMR, Birmingham UK 
Courtesy of Martin Saunders. (B) Workflow for solving the structure of a molecule 
by X-ray crystallography. Courtesy of Thomas Splettstoesser. 
1.1.2 Protein Structure Prediction 
Protein determination techniques are relatively expensive, time-consuming and not 
successful with all kind of proteins. Membrane protein is one example of those 
proteins unsuccessfully determined by experimental methods [23,24]. In particular, 
the success of X-ray crystallography is limited to the existence of suitable crystals of 
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the protein, and unfortunately large proteins can't easily produce crystals. On the 
contrary, the sequencing of proteins is fast, simple and relatively less expensive. Due 
to rapid growing of the gap between number of known sequences and number of 
known 3-D structures determined, which is expected to keep growing because of 
genome projects worldwide, the need of computational methods that give some 
indication or prediction of protein structures/functions are become critically 
important [18]. The number of protein sequences available at the time of writing this 
dissertation is more than 31m1 while number of structure determined and posted on 
Protein Data Bank2 so far is less than 82,000. Furthermore, the sequence of amino 
acids, together with the physics of the intra-protein and the environment interactions, 
plays an important role in determination of protein structure [10,11,12,13,14]. 
"Therefore, the prediction of protein native structure (tertiary structure) from its 
amino acids sequence (primary structure) has given more considerable attention [19]. 
It is becoming one of the most important goals in Bioinformatics and theoretical 
chemistry. The design of drugs and novel enzymes are two important examples on the 
applications of protein structure prediction in medicine. 
Still, protein structure prediction is extremely a hard process for some 
proteins. The two most important difficulties in such a field are the calculation of a 
good energy function and finding the global minimum of this energy function. The 
search space of the problem in which prediction methods need to explore is 
astronomically large. In 1969, Cyrus Levinthal stated in what is known by "Levinthal's 
Paradox" that, due to the large number of degrees of freedom in the primary 
structure of the protein, the molecule has an astronomical number of possible 
conformations [25]. For example, if a protein of length 100 residues were to attain its 
correctly folded configuration by sequentially sampling all the possible conformations 
(3198 different conformations), it would require a time longer than the age of the 
universe to arrive at its correct native conformation. The huge search space could be 
1 The information is collected from the website http://www.uniprot.org/uniparc/ 
2 From the website of Protein Data Bank www.pdb.org 
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pruned by comparative modeling or ab initio modeling. When the target primary 
structure is assumed to adopt a similar structure of another experimentally 
determined protein, comparative modeling would narrow the search space and guide 
the prediction method. Otherwise, ab initio modeling is used to predict the structure. 
The accuracy and performance of current prediction methods is assessed by CASP 
experiment (Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction) every 
two years [19,26,27,28,29]. 
1.1.2.1 Ab Initio Modeling 
Ab initio modeling is a computational method aims at predicting and characterizing 
the structure/function of the protein using the information of primary structure, i.e., 
sequence of amino acids, as the only input. Due to the difficulty of the problem and 
the astronomical size of the search space, most of ab initio approaches use 
knowledge-based and physics-based potentials that may govern protein folding to 
guide the prediction process. The usage of such information is helpful to exploit 
important features regarding secondary structures, distant constraints, and 
conformational preferences taken from sequences. The majority of ab initio 
approaches focus on three aspects in this problem First, suitable protein 
representation and corresponding protein conformation space in that representation. 
Second, an accurate energy function that is able to distinguish good conformations 
from bad ones and compatible with the representation. Third, efficient approach that 
is able to search the conformational search space to minimize the energy term [30]. 
Numerous sophisticated algorithms such as Monte Carlo, genetic algorithms, and 
molecular dynamics are used to search the conformational space. 
ab initio modeling requires vast and intensive computations. For larger 
proteins, ab initio modeling needs an efficient algorithmically methods and very 
powerful computational resources such as supercomputers (i.e., IBM® Blue Gene or 
RIKEN MDGRAPE-3) or distributed systems (i.e., Stanford University project 
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folding@home3). However, many representations have been proposed to simplify the 
protein structure than its full 3-D coordinates representation. The ultimate goal of 
such methods is to reduce the complexity of the model in which overcomes the 
sampling problems. These methods can be divided into two major classes: lattice and 
off-lattice models [31]. Lattice models are simple and the calculations of energy can 
be done fast and efficiently [32,33,34,35]. However, they are hard to represent 
geometric considerations (i.e., secondary structures) and most of these models exhibit 
various degrees of secondary structure bias which outweigh the advantages of this 
model [32,36,37,38]. Off-lattice models also tend to simplify the complexity with 
avoidance of the restrictions exhibited by lattice models. Some of these models limit 
the side chain to one center coordinate, or further to either Cp orQ, [39], or represent 
the side chain as spheres or ellipsoids [40], or recently to multiple geometrical shapes 
[41]. 
The most challenging aspect in ab initio prediction is the accurate energy 
function that distinguishes between good and bad conformations built through the 
process. The difference on energy between these conformations could be several 
kcal/mol in most cases which is equivalent to several atomic interactions [42,43]. The 
inaccuracy of force field may mislead the conformation sampling in which it may guide 
the energy minimization to a wrong conformation of global energy minimum that is 
totally different than the native one [23]. Thus, energy function should properly 
reflect the forces responsible for protein structure formation. Many energy functions 
have been developed; some based on the hydrophobic effect [44,45,46], pair 
potential interactions [35,47,48,49,50,51,52], or more complicated energy functions 
such as Rosetta energy function [53,54]. 
The fundamental idea of ab initio modeling was first proposed by a pioneering 
work of Anfinsen [10]. In his work, Anfinsen developed his thermodynamic hypothesis 
which states that the primary structure alone provides sufficient and adequate 
information for finding the native conformation of a protein. Later works have been 
3 The official vvebsite of folding@home project is http://folding.stanford.edu/English/Main 
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done by Bowie and Eisenberg [44] who assembled new tertiary structures using small 
fragments cut from other PDB proteins. Baker et al. [55] similarly developed ROSETTA 
which, in addition to its new developments [56,57], work well and made the use of 
fragments popular in the field. A good survey of what Rosetta can do can be found on 
[58]. One example of models based purely on knowledge is called TASSER which is 
proposed by Zhang and Skolnick [59], and l-TASSER, a newer version, developed by 
\AAj et al. [60]. CUdziej et al. [39] developed UNRE5 which is a reduced physics-based 
model. Klepeis et al. [61,62], developed a novel four-stage ab initio approach called 
ASTRO-FOLD. TOUCHSTONE [63,64] is a threading-based algorithm of secondary and 
tertiary restraint prediction. 
1.1.2.2 Gorrparative Modeling 
In contrast to ab initio modeling, comparative modeling uses previously determined 
structures as templates. This modeling is seems to be effective due to the limited 
number of tertiary structures motifs available even though the number of proteins in 
the nature is credibly huge. Many proteins with good sequence similarity have similar 
functions and structures; when a query protein shares 30% sequence identity with a 
protein of known structure, comparative modeling can predict the structure to fairly 
good accuracy [65,66,67,68]. Most of comparative modeling consists of four steps 
[69,70]: First, finding a good template from already determined structures in protein 
data bank. Second, aligning query sequence with the template structure. Third, 
building the structural framework based on alignment by copying aligned regions. 
Fourth, filling up the gaps found on the framework. These four steps are actually 
performed in two steps. The first two steps are done in one step called threading (or 
fold recognition) [71,72]. Similarly, the last two steps are performed simultaneously in 
one step [30]. 
Although the Homology-based comparative modeling is the most successful 
methods for structure prediction to date [19,31,73], identifying the correct template 
and refine it closer to the native one is still an important condition. The appropriate 
template in the PDB is a crucial condition for the success of this modeling otherwise 
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ab initio modeling should be used. On their recent study, Zhang and Skolnick [74] 
showed that high quality models could be built with average RMSD 2.25A when the 
best template in the PDB used. Various algorithms have been developed for threading 
(i.e., identifying structure template) since its early invention in 1990s [71,72]. 
Examples of these techniques are: Profile-Profile Alignment (PPAs) [75,76,77,78], 
machine learning [79,80], Hidden Markov model [81,82], structural profile alignments 
[83] and many more. Furthermore, numerous refinement methods have been 
developed to put the templates doser to the native which is extremely hard question 
[30]. Examples of refinement techniques are: refinement techniques based on 
molecular dynamics [84], techniques based on AMBER [85] with Generalized Bom 
(GB) [86] implicit salvation model potential [87], other techniques recently concluded 
based on knowledge of atomic contact potential [88], and many more. Some 
successful homology servers are available online such as spatial restraints-based 
server MODELLER [66,89,90], rigid-body assembly-base servers COMPOSER [91] and 
SWISS-MODEL [92], and other servers. 
1.2 CRYO-ELECTRON MCROSGOPY 
Cryo-electron Microscopy (CryoEM) is an advanced imaging technique that aims at 
visualizing and interpreting unstained nanostructures biological complexes such as 
viruses [93,94,95,96]. In contrast to X-ray Crystallography and NMR, CryoEM is able to 
visualize relatively larger molecules of atomic mass of 200 kDa or larger 
[97,98,99,100] (Fig. 7). CryoEM involves a process of freezing the sample in ethane 
slush to produce specimen's non-crystalline ice. These frozen specimens studied at 
very low temperature (i.e., below -238 °F) show a structure similar to the native state 
[97]. The advantage of freezing process of the biological sample is to view it without 
any distortion or artifacts such as redistribution of elements or removing av\ray of 
substances and its ability to visualize different functional states [101,102]. A later 
averaging and processing of multiple images (i.e., thousands) leads to a relatively 
good resolution information (between 5 and 15A). Unfortunately, at such a resolution, 
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atoms positions are hard to be interpreted directly from the volumetric density map. 
However, Hong Zhou et at. [103] reported recently an image of a virus structure at a 
high resolution (3.3A) which is enough to see atoms effectively. They used a single-
particle CryoEM to report the structure of the primed, infectious subvirion particle of 
aquareo virus. The volumetric density map they have generated reveals side-chain 
densities of all types of amino acids (except glycine). It allows them to construct a full-
atom model of the viral particle. 
Since the first CryoEM volumetric density map (henceforth affectionately 
referred to as volumetric density maps) reported for hepatitis B virus in 1997 
[104,105], many volumetric density maps of large protein complexes have been 
generated to low and/or intermediate resolution using CryoEM technique 
[95,103,105,106,107,108]. The Electron Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) currently holds 
more than 1300 volumetric map entries in addition to more than 400 PDB entries of 
fitted coordinates (Fig. 6). The deposition rate of volumetric maps and fitted PDB 
models in 2008 and 2009 were around 150 and 40 per year [109]. 
• EMDB 
2004 
Figure 6. The growth of EfVDB of CryoEM and fitted PDB models entries. The data 
is cumulative by year. Number of entries for year 2012 is through the month of 
May (May 9th). 
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At the medium resolution range such as 5-1QA, the volumetric density map is 
not resolved well enough to determine the atomic information of the protein. In 
contrast, protein structure prediction techniques (i.e., ab initio and comparative) have 
been proven to be capable of producing relatively good structural models for isolated 
proteins or domains [106]. Recent works has shown the ability of volumetric density 
maps to help in discriminating between models built by ab initio and/or comparative 
modeling and building final models as well [54,100,106,110,111,112,113]. Given an 
initial structural model obtained by either ab initio or comparative modeling, the 
volumetric density map is used to refine and fit the model structure to generate a 
high-resolution, all-atom protein models. Refinement process is done by heuristic 
methods, and a fitting scoring function measures how well the model fits into the 
volumetric density map to guide structure refinement process and identify mismatch 
regions between the model and the map. 
The de novo structure prediction from the volumetric density maps is not the 
same as the general structure prediction problem. While the general structure 
prediction is to predict the atomic structure when the amino acid sequence of the 
protein is given, the de novo structure prediction from volumetric density maps is to 
predict the atomic structure when both the protein sequence and the volumetric 
density map are given. Instead of fitting those models already generated into 
volumetric map to refine the structure of the model at atomic-resolution, the 
prediction starts from volumetric density map to produce the atomic-structure of the 
protein. 
At medium resolution (around 5 to 10A), the location and orientation of the 
secondary structure such as helices and 3-sheets can be computationally identified 
[114,115,116,117]. It is also possible to derive the 3-sheets computationally [118]. 
Since the densities of the region connecting two consecutive secondary structures are 
not well resolved, the backbone structure of adjacent secondary structures elements 
is modeled in a separate step. Numerous recent methods have proven the 
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effectiveness of predicting the structure of protein from low to medium resolution 
maps [52,119,120,121]. 
Figure 7. 3.88A structure of Cytoplasmic Folyhedrosis virus (EMDB ID: 1508, 
PDB ID code: 3CNF) by OyoEML Qiimera [2] is used to visualize the CryoEM 
volume map. 
1.3 SEGONDARY STRUCTURE ELEMENTS EXTRACTION FROM CRYOEM 
CryoEM is an experimental technique in which its capability to study large protein is 
advantageous on other experimental. Although the backbone of the complexes could 
not be derived directly from the volumetric map since the characteristics of amino 
acids are not well resolved at this resolution, secondary structure elements such as a-
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helices and 3-sheets still can be detected. The location and orientation of these 
elements can be computationally identifies; a-helices can be detected as rods and 0-
sheets form plates areas. 
Figure 8. Two examples of helices extraction from volumetric density maps. (A) The 
prediction of helices of bacteriorhodopsin (PDB ID code: 1C3\A  ̂simulated at 8A using 
EMAN suite [1] by HelixHunter, the helices are straight cylinders. (B) The prediction of 
helices of crystal structure of bacteriorhodopsin in the light-adapted state (PDB ID 
code is 1BM1) simulated at 10A using EMAN suite [1] by HelixTracer, the helices are 
bent. 
Many tools have been implemented to automatically extract secondary 
structure information from low to medium maps. HelixHunter [122] is a segmentation 
and feature extraction tool capable of identifying helix position, orientation and 
length using a five-dimensional cross-correlation search of a 3-D volumetric density 
map followed by feature extraction. EMatch [123] is a segmentation tool similar to 
HelixHunter. HelixTracer [115] differs from HelixHunter by the novel representation of 
a-helices. Helices are modeled as general cylinder-like shapes. Differently, 
A B 
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HelixHunter represents the helices as straight cylinders with a 5A diameter. In 
HelixTracer, the cylinder-like shapes is defined by a central axial line in which may not 
necessarily be a straight line. The central line is described by a set of control points 
represent the central axis of the predicted helix This representation provides more 
flexibility and accuracy to the approaches that aim at building atomic-resolution 
structures. The advantage of HelixTracer over HelixHunter is on the segmentation 
method. The segmentation method used in HelixTracer relies less on threshold. Fig. 8 
shows two examples of helices extraction from low resolution map using the two 
tools, HelixTracer and HelixHunter. Several other tools have been developed for 
automatic and manual secondary structure prediction from maps such as SSEhunter 
[116], Sheet miner [117], and Sheettracer [118]. HelixTracer and SSETracer are the 
tools bang used through this study. 
Rgure 9. Helices extraction from the volumetric density map using SSETracer. 
Example of helices extracted from real CryoEM volume map (EMDB ID: 5100) at 6.8A 
for the first 222 residues N-terminal of Scorpion Hemocyanin resting state (PDB ID: 
3IXV). The extracted helices are bent. 
Recently, a machine learning tool was developed in our group called SSETracer 
[124], In SSETracer, some image processing concepts are used and the problem is 
translated to a multi-task learning problem and is then solved by using Support Vector 
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Machine (SVM). Each voxel in the volumetric map is classified into one of the three 
types of voxels: helix voxels, sheet voxels and background voxels. The feature 
extraction step in SSETracer characterizes each voxel based on the local geometrical 
features. Local gradient is often used to characterize the geometrical features and the 
local tensor used to define the local shape. Fig. 9 shows one example of helices 
extraction using SSETracer. 
1.4 SECONDARY STRUCTURE ELEMENTS PREDICTION FROM THE 
PROTEIN SEQUENCE 
Secondary structure prediction from protein sequences can be defined as the 
prediction of local secondary structure elements (i.e., positions on the sequence) of 
protein based on the given primary structure. The prediction of local secondary 
structure involves determination of the likelihood of the different segments on the 
sequence to different secondary structures types (i.e., helices, sheets, or turns). The 
success rate of the technique is determined by comparing its results to the results of 
Define Secondary Structure of Protein (DSSP) [125]. 
Secondary structure prediction has begun early in 1960s on single protein 
sequences and concentrated mainly on helix-like regions [11,12,13,14], The accuracy 
of such methods was around 60-65% and they were relatively unable to predict beta 
sheets [126], Recently, several prediction tools have been developed based on 
machine learning methods such as neural networks and support vector machines 
which are around 80% accurate in their prediction [127]. Numerous tools are now 
available for secondary structure prediction from protein sequences such as YASPIN 
[128], PHD [129] , JPRED [130], PSIPRED [131], Porter[132], and many other tools. 
Although the accuracy of secondary structure prediction tools is increasing, Dor et al. 
[127] stated that the theoretical upper accuracy of such methods is around 90% 
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1.5SUMVIARY 
Protein is one of essential organism parts on the planet. The word protein came from 
Greek word protos which means the most important. Proteins are the molecules carry 
out the vital function and make more than the half of dry weight in every cell. The 
function of proteins varies from acting as enzymes, cellular signaling (i.e., hemoglobin) 
and Molecular transport. Protein in nature folds into a unique and energetically 
favorable 3-D structure which is critical and unique to its biological function [4,5]. The 
unique conformation in which the protein folds into is called a native structure [9], 
The sequence of amino acids build up the protein ultimately determine its native 
structure, in which corresponds to the favorable energy of the molecule [10]. 
The current methods of protein structure determination are not suitable for all 
kind of proteins such as membrane proteins. On the other hand, the sequencing of 
proteins is fast, simple and relatively less expensive. Thus, the gap between number of 
known sequences and determined structures is growing, which is expected to keep 
growing, and the need for computational methods to determine the structures of 
proteins is become critically important. 
In contrast to traditional experimental techniques used to determine protein 
structures, CryoEM is a promising advanced image processing method for structure 
determination. Unlike X-ray crystallography, CryoEM is able to produce volumetric 
maps of proteins that are poorly soluble, large, and/or hard to crystallize. 
Unfortunately, at medium resolution, the volumetric maps generated by CryoEM are 
unable to determine the structure of protein at atomic-resolution. However, some 
features of the protein can be visually and computationally identified such as the 
location of secondary structure elements. The two protein structure prediction 
techniques (i.e., ab initio and comparative) have been proven to be capable cf 
producing relatively good structural models for isolated proteins or domains [106]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
STATE OF THE ART 
Relatively good structure models for isolated proteins or domains have been 
generated experimentally either by X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy, or 
computationally either by ab initio or comparative modeling tods [100,106]. When a 
high-resolution atomic structure is available for small proteins or for a part of large 
proteins, fitting and refinements tools have shown the ability of deriving the atomic 
structure of a protein from CryoEM maps [54,100,110,111,112,113], Given an initial 
structural model, the volumetric density map is used to refine and fit the model 
structure to generate a high-resolution, all-atom protein models. Refinement process 
uses a fitting scoring that measures how well the model fits into the volumetric map 
and identify mismatch regions between the model and the volumetric map. 
2.1 RIGID FITTING 
The techniques that attempt to fit the given atomic structure into the low or medium 
volumetric density map are called rigid fitting [100]. In rigid fitting techniques, keeping 
the structure being fit rigid, the ultimate goal is to minimize the fitting error with 
density map by finding the best correspondent position and orientation. Segger [133] 
is a latest example of rigid fitting techniques. It applies a watershed algorithm to 
segment the density map into regions corresponding to molecular components such 
as proteins and then fits them into the map based on the alignment of structures with 
segmented regions. A refinement on resulting alignments is accomplished locally to 
optimize the cross correlation score. Generally, in most rigid fitting techniques, a 
score function guides the exhaustive search over the search space. The most popular 
score function is the cross-correlation coefficient and its variants 
[122,134,135,136,137,138], 
One difficulty arises when fit models generated for isolated proteins or 
domains by rigid techniques, is that the atomic structure is not the same as in the 
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assembly. Different factors could cause this problem, for example when the structure 
is not solved to atomic resolution or existing of errors between the isolated protein 
and the assembly. Some errors caused by experimental methods [139] or some other 
errors caused by computational methods [65] such as the assignment of secondary 
structures to incorrect sequence regions which result in misplacing them in the 3-D 
space. To overcome this pnoblern a flexible fitting should be considered where the 
conformation of the structure being fit can be changed accordingly to improve the 
correspondence to density map. 
2.2 FLEXIBLE FITTING 
Several methods and tools recently developed to address the problem of rigid fitting. 
The early vsrork of Volkmann et al. [140] has deployed flexibility fitting by breaking 
down the molecule to smaller rigid components and fitting them independently. Situs 
[141] uses a reduced representation for the molecule structure and the volumetric 
density map to undergo changes in the process of fitting. Another approach called 
vector quantization has been introduced that also uses a reduced representation 
[142,143]. NMFF [144], NORMA [145] and QEDM [146,147] use what is called normal 
mode analysis, where a linear combination of low-frequency normal mode is used to 
update the atomic structure while maximizing the correlation coefficient between the 
molecule structure and volumetric density map. A real space refinement method, 
RSRef [148], also proposed which optimizes the stereochemistry simultaneously while 
fitting the structure to the volumetric density map. Mod-EM [110] and Moulder-EM 
[111] combine comparative modeling of MODELLER [89] and structure refinement. 
The implementation of flexible fitting is done by fitting alternative comparative 
models according to the difference in sequence-structure alignments and different 
loops conformations. S-flexfit [149] and its substantial improvement [150], use the 
information posted in protein data bases like CATH to exploit the structural variability 
of protein domains within a given super family. Flex-EM [100] is a hierarchical 
approach that integrates rigid and flexible fitting of a component structure into the 
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volumetric density map. The rigid fitting is done by a Monte Carlo search and then 
two refinement steps held based on simulated annealing and a scoring function. DEN 
approach [151] is a general geometry-based algorithm that combines constraints 
imposed by volumetric density maps and deformable elastic network (DEN). Jolley et 
at. [152] proposed a Monte Carlo simulation method with constrained geometric-
based from FRODA [153]. In their work; Li and Frank [154] correlate the result from 
molecules dynamics simulations with volumetric density maps. MDFF [155] also 
performs molecular dynamics simulations to flexibly fit atomic structures into 
volumetric density maps. The simulations incorporate the volumetric density map as 
an external potential added to the molecular dynamics force field. Volumetric density 
maps have also been used to filter ab initio models [106]. Internal Coordinate 
Mechanics (ICM) [156] uses flexible fitting with cab initio prediction on transmembrane 
protein (relatively small proteins) to accomplish a high resolution protein structure 
refinement in simulated volumetric density maps. In a recent work of DiMaio et at. 
[113], unlike other methods which start with complete models, Rosetta structure 
prediction methodology [55,56,57] has been used to refine comparative models and 
low resolution Q, traces using volumetric density maps. A local measurement fitting 
score function has been used to identify incompatible regions for intensive rebuilding. 
The input comparative models in this method are relatively fit the map. 
Inaccuracy in comparative modeling caused by target-template differences in 
the correctly aligned regions could not be addresses by flexible fitting. Moreover, On 
the absence of a high resolution structure correspondent to the map or part of it, 
which is mostly for all large proteins, it is impossible to fold the sequence to the map 
[119]. Therefore, for medium resolution volumetric maps, the location and orientation 
of the secondary structure elements such as helices and p-sheets can be 
computationally identified [115,116,117,122]. It is also possible to derive the 0-
strands computationally [118]. Since the densities of the region connecting two 
consecutive secondary structures are not well resolved, the backbone structure of 
adjacent secondary structures elements is modeled in a later step. Numerous recent 
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methods have proven the effectiveness of predicting the structure of protein from 
medium resolution maps [52,119,120,121]. 
2.3 DE NOVO PREDICTION 
The de novo prediction becomes very important when a high resolution structure is 
absent. A common step used is to extract the information of secondary structures 
from the map. Thus, many tools have been implemented to automatically extract 
secondary structure information from volumetric density maps. HelixHunter [122] and 
EMatch [133] are segmentation and feature extraction tools capable of identifying 
helix position, orientation and length. Both methods consider alpha-helices as 
continues, long, straight cylinders. HelixTracer [115] is a different segmentation and 
feature extraction tool in which it differs from both methods by the novel 
representation of a-helices, where helices are modeled as general cylinder-like shapes 
whereas HelixHunter represents the helices as straight cylinders with a 5A diameter. 
The cylinder-like shape is defined by a central axial line called spline, which may not 
necessarily be a straight line, described by a set of control points represent the central 
axis of the predicted helix. Therefore, this representation provides more flexibility and 
accuracy to the approaches that aim at building atomic-resolution structures. The 
advantage of using HelixTracer over HelixHunter is on the segmentation method. The 
segmentation method used in HelixTracer is Iks threshold-dependent. HelixTracer 
has shown improved accuracy over the HelixHunter tool. Several other tools have 
been developed for automatic and manual secondary structure prediction from maps 
such as SSEhunter [116], Sheetminer [117], and Sheettracer[118]. In SSEhunter, a 
skeletonization algorithm has been used to identify secondary structures and suggest 
possible connections between them according to the density strength especially for 
short loops. 
Contrary to the rigid and flexible fitting and refinement using density maps, de 
now modeling of protein structures using volumetric density maps has started 
recently. An early effort of mapping between 3-D and 1-D structures using constraints 
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obtained from density map is proposed [157]. The proposed approach builds a 
mapping library for helices between 3-D and 1-D structures by combining the 
information from protein secondary structure prediction and the information 
obtained from volumetric density maps. A parallel algorithm using dynamic 
distributed scheduling for load balancing is used to build a mapping tree. The 
algorithm was able to work on small to medium size proteins. Another work of Dal 
Palu et al. [158] is then proposed to work on larger proteins (up to proteins with 18 
helices). A parallel constraint logic programming framework is developed to 
determine the 3-D structure of large complexes proteins. The framework is used to 
determine the association between parts of the primary sequence of the protein and 
a-helices extracted from volumetric density map of the large protein complex. 
Constraints include the length, relative position, and the connectivity of helices. 
V\Aj et al. [120] proposed a procedure to determine the protein fold based on 
positions of secondary structure elements obtained from medium resolution 
volumetric density maps. The procedure they have proposed uses a knowledge-based 
geometry filter followed by an energetics-based evaluation uses a knowledge-based 
pair-wise potential function [159] to evaluate fold candidates. For each of the fold 
candidates passes the geometry screening filter, a coarse-grained model for 
secondary structure elements has been built, where each amino acid is represented 
by one atom Q. Loop regions were built using an off-lattice Monte Carlo procedure 
[160,161]. Once the full Q trace structure is built, a global optimization included the 
genetic algorithm used to rotate helices, and Monte Carlo relaxation was applied for 
loop regions, and Monte Carlo optimization for (3-sheets regions. One drawback of 
their work was the time required to accomplish the search process. The time they 
have reported to find the solution for a small protein of three helices was more than 
100 minutes. The time required to generate the entire set of candidates to evaluate 
using the knowledge-based geometry filter is protein size-dependent as well. 
The correspondence between the set of helices on the volumetric density map 
and the helices on the sequence has been studies by Abeysinghe et al. [162]. They 
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represented the problem as a subgraph-isomorphism between the primary chain (1-D) 
and the density map (3-D). The two shapes were modeled as attributed relational 
graphs. A constrained inexact graph matching problem has been solved by a heuristic 
function. On this work, the structure of the protein is not built; the only question 
answered is the correspondence between the two shapes based on geometrical 
features. SSEHunter [116] in addition to a skeletonization approach [163] to trace the 
volumetric density map were used to extract the geometric features from the 
volumetric density map. On some of proteins in the small data set, their geometrical 
approach failed to find the correct correspondence for some of proteins before the 
user is allowed to interactively add some constraints. The problem of wrong 
correspondence was due to the insufficient information extracted from the volumetric 
density map. On his latest work, Abeysinghe et at. [121] extended the method to be 
able to work on sheets and build the Q, traces for the proteins. The method suffers 
some limitations. The most important limitation is the computational cost. Thus, due 
to memory limitation the method was unable to W3rk on proteins with more than 25 
helices without a large number of specified user constraints. Moreover, the method 
showed a sensitivity to one type of (3-sheet mis-prediction which is proven to be a 
challenge for current secondary structure extraction techniques [119]. Furthermore, 
on low resolution density, the success rates of the method are low due to the bad 
quality of geometry skeleton obtained. 
Lu et al. [54] have incorporated the constraints extracted from low resolution 
volumetric density maps in ab initio proteins structure prediction. A two-stage 
approach to predict the backbone of a protein from a low resolution map is 
incorporated with Rosetta [55]. In the first stage, a small set of possible topologies will 
be predicted for the helical topology. Rosetta is used to produce 1000 of ab initio 
models purely based on sequence. The produced structure then screened for 
agreement with the helix topology derived from volumetric map [54]. In the second 
stage, the proposed approach searches for the conformations satisfying the 
constraints derived from the first stage. A modified Rosetta energy function is used to 
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carry out the search process. The proposed approach does not use the entire 
volumetric density map at the stage of simulation. The volumetric density map is used 
for ranking the near native models generated from Rosetta package. 
Lindert et al. [119,164] proposed a de novo folding approach of a-helical 
proteins guided by medium resolution volumetric density maps, EM-Fold. EM-Fold 
uses a Monte Carlo sampling method to build and refine protein fold into medium 
volumetric density maps. The first early step, like other tools, is to identify helices on 
the volumetric density map where EM-Fold considers helices as density rods. The 
predicted helices from the sequence then placed on the density rods using a Monte 
Carlo assembly algorithm A Monte Carlo refinement process then used to improve 
the placement of structural a-helices. On a Later step, the loop and side chains are 
added by Rosetta's iterative side-chain repacking and backbone reconstruction 




The method proposed aims at predicting the atomic-resolution of a protein using its 
CryoEM volumetric density maps. The de novo structure prediction from the 
volumetric density maps differs from the general structure prediction problem While 
the general structure prediction is to predict the atomic structure when the amino 
acid sequence of the protein is given, the de novo structure prediction from CryoEM 
maps is to predict the 3-D position of every atom when both the protein sequence 
and the volumetric density map are given. 
We have decomposed the entire process into smaller components. Fig. 10 
shows the three main components that form the entire system of prediction. Each 
component consists of smaller processes that produce intermediate structures or 
parts of structures. The first component is the preprocessing and data preparation 
(upper component in Fig. 10). The second component is the intensive component in 
which the prediction of secondary structure elements at atomic-resolution takes 
place. The third component (bottom in Fig. 10) is where the post processing and loop 
region modeling accomplished. 
3.1 PREPROCESSING AND DATA PREPERATION 
The first step in the method is to prepare the two inputs of the system, the secondary 
structure elements from the sequence (SSE-S) and positions of secondary structure 
elements in the 3-D space (SSE-D). SSE-S can be obtained from one of secondary 
structure tods [128,129,130,131]. The accuracy of secondary structure prediction 
plays a main role in the later prediction process. The poor predicted secondary 
structure may lead to a wrong prediction of atomic-resolution structure for the entire 
protein. Thus, to overcome this problem and decrease its negative impact, a 
consensus prediction over some tools also is possible. However, the true position of 
the SSEs-S is used in this work 
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The second input of the systenr\ the positions of SSE-D, can be obtained from 
one of several tools available [128,129,130,132]. HelixTracer [115] and SSETracer 
[124] were used in this method as the tools to extract positions of secondary structure 
elements from volumetric density maps. The extracted elements are represented by a 
set of points of its axis, spline. The extracted information of secondary structures only 
contains their positions. The order of the SSEs-D along the protein sequence is not 
known. This question will be addressed in the next component process. The backbone 
atomic structure of each extracted SSE-D is built separately in this step. No 
connections or order is assumed. Some geometrical features also extracted from 
atomic-resolution structures built, such as the distances between every two ends of 
these structures. 
3.2 TOPOLOGY PROBLEM 
The second component is the major component. In this component we address the 
problem of ordering and direction of the SSE-D that can be obtained from HelixTracer 
and/or SSETracer along the SSE-S on the sequence that can be obtained from 
secondary structure prediction tools. Furthermore, in this component not only the 
order and direction of sticks will be answered, also an atomic-resolution for these 
sticks will be built. To address this problerr\ every pair of sticks and sequence 
elements has been converted to a node in a layered graph. The connections between 
these nodes are governed by the geometrical features collected from the previous 
component. The layered graph was built to enumerate all valid candidates for further 
evaluation and modeling. More details about this component will be discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
3.3 LOOP MODELING 
Loop modeling and prediction is as hard as predicting the entire structure of the 
protein. Most of problems encountered in protein prediction also encountered in loop 
modeling as well. The only difference is the size of the problem in both cases [165]. In 
loop modeling, as in protein modeling, the energy function used to test of native-like 
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conformations is the essential discriminator between the qualities of different 
conformations. Moreover, to be able to predict a protein structure, your loop models 
predicted should be native-like and stable. 
Recently, ab initio loop modeling has showvn a considerable accuracy of 
predicting loops of length up to 12 residues [166,167,168,169,170]. In ab initio 
methods, loops are generated from random conformations. In contrast, Comparative 
modeling depends on databases to extract loop structures has also shown important 
progress [171]. A recent multi-method comparative approach was used to build loops 
of lengths up to 25 residues [172]. Most of loop modeling approaches that sample 
large number of conformations add side chains in later steps. Some of loop modeling 
approaches and tools are based on Random Tweak [173,174], such as LOOPY [166]. 
Random tweak is based on the computation of the Jacobian matrix of the first 
derivatives of error distance with respect to the torsion angles. It uses Lagrange 
multipliers to minimize the change of torsion angles while satisfying the constraints. In 
each iteration, the adjustment applies to all phi and psi (4>J angles of the loop. It 
does not have the flexibility of imposing additional constraint on specific residues. 
Another drawback is that it is not free from mathematical singularities. LOOPY [166] 
avoids structure collision while applying loop closure. Loop closure problem, which we 
will discuss in Chapter 5, aims at filling a gap in between two fixed portions of 
structure (i.e., loop modeling). A self-organizing algorithm is used to generate clash-
free loops of lengths between four and 12 residues [175]. The algorithm starts from 
random initial atomic coordinates followed by fast geometric matching of the 
conformationally rigid components of the constituent amino acids. RAPPER [176] 
avoid structure collision while sampling conformations using a predefined set of 
backbone torsion angles (i.e., cj) and tp)- Rosetta [177] uses a Monte Carlo procedure 
to assemble the set of fragments sampled from database. PLOP [178] builds its 
fragments from a build-up procedure from N-temninal and C-terminal stems that meet 
in the middle. Sub-angstrom methods were introduced recently for relatively long 
loops (i.e., 12 residues). Mandell et at. [179] developed a kinematic closure that 
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produces loops with sub-angstrom resolution. Li et at. [180,181] introduced a 
computational sampling approach to obtain reasonable loop backbone models. The 
sampling method is called Pareto Optimal Sampling (PCS) which is derived from 
Pareto Optimality. The method uses multiple scoring functions to model the loop. 
PCS efficiently tolerate insensitivity and inaccuracy in individual scoring function. 
Similarly, the method produces loops with sub-angstrom resolution. Each one of loop 
modeling approaches uses a score function to pick the most stable and energetically 
favorable conformations among the generated fragments. 
3.4 CONTRIBUTION 
In the course of the proposed systern the following original contributions have been 
made in this dissertation: 
1. Efficient and fast graph-based approach to solve the problem of secondary 
structures and sequence elements assignment: we have developed a 
framework to perform the de novo structure prediction for secondary 
structures. On this framework, we have converted the problem of enumerating 
all the topological space. Instead of enumerating all possible topologies for 
validity evaluation in a separate step, we have built a graph in which only valid 
topologies to be enumerated. Two papers have been published on this field 
[182,183]. The proposed algorithm reduced the factorial term in the problem, 
N\2N, to a polynomial term When the number of sequence segments and 
secondary structure sticks detected on volumetric map are equal, the 
complexity of the algorithm to build the graph and find the best topology is 
0(NZ2N). Moreover, we have introduced an alternative version of Yen's 
algorithm to enumerate the /(-best possible topologies from the graph. The 
complexity of the proposed algorithm after building the graph is 0(KN2). One 
paper is being written to be published on this field of study. 
2. The graph representation proposed for the topology problem is general. The 
graph representation as well as the K-shortest paths algorithm developed can 
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be applied to many similar problems. For example it can be applied to inexact 
graph matching problems and to any assignment-like problem in the presence 
of constraints. 
3. A novel approach to build a structure on the top of a skeleton trace: Recall that, 
in HetixTracer or SSETracer, the helix is defined by a central axial line called 
spline, which may not necessarily be a straight line, described by a set of control 
points represent axis of the predicted helix. One challenge is to build bent helix 
on the top of this axis. In a previous work [183], we have built straight helices 
using the first and last points in this axis. Currently, we are using a Cyclic 
Coordinate Descent method (CCD) (to be discussed in Chapter 5) to build such 
curved helices. CCD is an inverse kinematics approach to solve the problem of 
moving a robotic gripper to a specific position by changing joint angles and 
segment lengths. 
4. A fast, accurate, and convergence-independent method for loop closure 
problem: we have addressed the problem of loop closure. \Afe have proposed a 
FBCCD approach which is fast, accurate, and convergence-independent. More 
details about this approach can be found on Chapter 5. Two papers have been 
published on this work [184,185]. 
5. A system of three components for de novo prediction of protein structures 
instead of a number of components to solve problems separately: we now have 
an entire system for de novo structure prediction. One paper is being written 
for this work. 
6. Parallel scheme for de novo structure prediction: we have built a simple 
dynamic master/slave parallel scheme to model the proteins. One of the future 
works is to parallelize the process of enumerating topologies from layered 
graph. Parallelizing layered graph will allow us to work on larger and/or multi-




Prediction of secondary structure elements on the sequence, prediction of the atomic 
positions of secondary structures are essential steps in our system. These steps are 
separated and accomplished in the preprocessing component. The problem being 
addressed is the topology determination of the protein. The topology problem can be 
simply defined as the correspondence between the secondary structure elements on 
sequence (SSE-S) and those elements on 3-D (SSE-D) (i.e., order and direction). The 
problem can be represented and simplified by building a layered graph where each 
node represents one assignment between one element from SSE-S to one element 
from SSE-D. 
The topology determination in this process is to identify the order and the 
direction of the SSE-D (i.e., sticks in Fig. 11) detected from the volumetric density 
map. The computational tools, such as HelixTracer and SSE hunter, provide the 
location of the SSEs in the volumetric density map, but they do not provide the 
topology information about the SSEs. For example, the true order is the one in which 
the protein sequence starts from stick T3 then goes to T4 (Fig. 11C and 11/4). At the 
medium resolution, the order of the sticks is often ambiguous in the volumetric 
density map and has to be determined. The SSE-S provides an estimated location of 
the SSEs on the protein sequence. Therefore, the topology determination problem is 
also an assignment problem between the SSE-D and the SSE-S [51,52,112,183]. In the 
ideal case when there are N helices and M 3-strands in the SSE-D and the SSE-S 
respectively, the total number of possible topologies isN\ 2WM! 2M. This number is 
based on the fact that there are Nl different orders for the N helices and two 
directions to assign for each helix. The same rule is applied for 3-strands. Due to the 
large topological space, topology modeling often involves two steps: the generation of 
a subset of the topologies that are more likely to include the true topology and the 
evaluation of each such topology by building the corresponding structures. The 
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second step is computationally intensive and often involves the evaluation of the 
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Figure 11. Helical sticks and topologies of ovine interferorvtau (1B5L) protein. (A) 
The density map (grey) was simulated to 10A resolution using protein 1B5L from 
the PDB. The helical SSE-D (7j to Ts) were detected using HelixTracer and viewed 
by Chimera. (B) The helices SSE-S are highlighted (bold) on the proteins sequence. 
Two alternative topologies are shown as diagrams in (C) correct and (D) wrong 
topology, in which the N to C direction for the loop (arrow) and for the stick (cross 
and dot) is labeled. The true assignment is labeled on the stick with Hj being the 
first helical SSE-S. 
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4.1 TOPCXDGYAJVD THE ASSIGNIVENT PROBLEM 
The sticks in the 3-D space are detected using image processing tools such as 
HelixTracer. They are not associated with the protein sequence until we assign a 
segment of protein sequence for each of the sticks. The assignment problem can be 
described as the following. Let HltH2, -,HM be a linear order of the segments located 
on the protein sequence, where H1 is the first sequence segment and the HM is the 
last sequence segment for the possible locations of helices (Fig. llfl). Let the set of 
sticks be T1 (  Tz , . . . ,  TN ,  and each stick T t  is labeled with the two end points S t  and S' t  
where t = 1,..., N. Each topology is the result of a possible assignment between the 
sequence of Hv H2,..., HM to the set of sticks Tlt T2,..., TN. The topology refers to the 
linear order of the sticks and the directionality of each stick. For example, a topology 
(S3,S[,S2) refers to an assignment of the three SSE-D (T3,T ,̂T2) to three SSE-S 
The goal is to reduce the large topological space quickly to a small subset of 
possible topologies without the use of energy evaluation. This is likely to achieve 
because most of topologies might be invalid due to the geometrical constraints. The 
goal is to include the true topology in such a subset. One approach, the naive 
approach, is to generate all the topologies in the entire solution space and then 
evaluate each one. This approach will be covered in Section 4.3. Another approach is 
to translate the problem into a graph matching problem aiming to find the optimal 
match of the two attributed related graphs. This approach was introduced by 
Abeysinghe et at. [162,187]. One graph was created from the SSE-S. The other graph 
was created for SSE-D. Each of them describes the connection relationship among the 
SSEs. However, this method requires that the true link between the SSE-D to be 
detected in the volumetric density map. In reality the true link may be missed due to 
the quality of the volumetric density map. Lindert et at. [186] used Monte Carlo 
method to generate the topologies in which the helical sticks were assembled in 
different orders and directions. This approach allows the sampling of the large 
topological space, particularly with the consideration of the errors in the data. 
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However, the random nature of the Monte Carlo method does not guarantee to find 
all the top ranked topologies. We propose a general framework to the topology 
determination problem using a weighted directed graph. The topology determination 
problem is then represented as a layered graph problem. In the layered graph (called 
topology graph) the topologies are represented as paths from the start node to the 
end node. The best topology is then represented by the shortest path in this graph. 
The shortest path can then be found using a depth first search, best first search or any 
other search algorithm In this dissertation we vmII examine the approach of finding 
topologies from the graph using a depth first search in Section 4.4. More importantly, 
we will illustrate our dynamic programming algorithm to find the topology with the 
minimum cost in Section 4.5. This algorithm is, as expected, significantly faster than 
the naive method and the depth first method. It allows us to find the topology with 
the minimum cost for large proteins. We also developed a method to enumerate the 
topologies with the top-A" cost using the layered graph. This is the first dynamic 
programming approach to rank the topologies of the SSEs. The complexity of the 
proposed dynamic programming method is 0((D + 1)2N22N), where D is the 
difference between number of SSE-S and number of SSE-D (M-N). 
4*2 CONSTRAINTS 
We use the distance and length constrains to screen for valid topologies. The distance 
constraint requires that the number of amino acids (in the loop) between two 
consecutive helical SSEs-S to be large enough to make the connection between two 
consecutive helical SSEs-D. The distance constraint was used to evaluate any two 
assigned pairs <  Hi.Tj  > and < H k l H t  > where i  <  k  i , k  =  1, . . . ,M and j? l , j , l  =  
1, ...,N. In the topology example (S3,S[,S2),< H2LS[ > and < H2LS'2 > violate the 
distance constraint (Fig. 12). We made the judgment as the following. Given any two 
assigned pairs, we count the number of amino acids on the sequence that is expected 
to connect the two SSEs-D. Since the typical distance between the Q, atoms of the two 
amino acids is 3.8A. The maximum expected distance for the loop that is in between 
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two SSEs-S can be calculated. If the maximum expected loop distance is less than the 
corresponding distance measured in the 3-D space, a violation occurs. In order to 
simulate the inaccuracy from the actual secondary structure prediction, two times the 
allowable shift were added in this estimation. In this topology, there are only five 
amino acids on the loop between H2 and H3 (Fig. 12), therefore, the maximum 
expected loop distance span is about (5+2*2)*3.8A=34.2A, if two shift positions were 
allowed. Therefore five amino acids are not enough to make a connection from the 
point to the point S'2 which is 5lA (Fig. 12). 
DftFM WNPMKTK ,.„X NRSSA RKMSK 
Figure 12. Secondary structure elements for the N-term'nal domain of syntaxin 
(PDB ID code: IBRD). The three SSEs-D and the three SSEs-S are shown. The amino 
acids in the loop between H2 and H3 were highlighted in a disk. The measured 
distance between point Si and S2' was indicated. 
In addition to the distance constraint, we also applied a length constraint to 
eliminate the situation when a SSE-D is assigned to a SSE-S when their length 
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difference is too large. Based on experience, we required that 40% of the SSE-S length 
to be within the length of the SSE-D and 40% of the SSE-D length to be within the 
length of the SSE-S. 
4.3 THE NAIVE APPROACH: TOPOLOGY SCREENING 
The early approach that vac have used is the naive approach [183]. In the naive 
approach, we have generated all the topologies in the entire solution space and then 
eliminated the ones that are impossible or less likely to be true based on geometrical 
constraints illustrated in Section 4.2. 
43.1 The Method 
The input of the method includes two sources of information: the low resolution 
protein volumetric density map and the sequence of the protein. The volumetric 
density map was simulated from the native 3-D structure of the protein in the PDB to 
10A resolution using EIWKN [1]. HelixTracer was used to detect the location of helical 
SSEs D [115]. In order to map the SSEs-D to their corresponding SSEs-S, we generated 
all the (")Nl 2n possible topologies of the SSEs-D, where M is the number of SSEs-S in 
the native protein and N is the number of helical SSEs-D [52]. To eliminate the unlikely 
topologies in the early stage of the process, the combination of geometrical 
constraints illustrated in Section 4.2 was conducted. For each possible backbone of 
the SSE-D stick, the distance, d, between the last C atom of a stick and the first N 
atom of the next stick is measured. We eliminated the topologies that satisfy 
d > 3.8 (ntoop + 2s) where nloop is the number of amino acids on the loop 
connecting the two adjacent sticks and s is the maximum number of shift allowed in 
the sequence assignment. We used s = 2 for this work. This empirical rule was used 
to overcome the problem of errors (i.e., wrong position of the start and/or end amino 
acid) in the prediction of SSEs-S. The other rule we used to eliminate the bad 
topologies is to require an equivalent length detected from the stick and that from the 
sequence segment. A stick has an equivalent length as a sequence segment if their 
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length difference is within 60% of the length of the stick The length of a helix stick is 
the number of amino acids it contains estimated using a rise of 1.5A per amino acid. 
Since the secondary structures such as helices has more or less consistent 
backbone torsion angles, we generated a pool of possible backbone structures that 
share the same central helix axis. For each of the sticks, an initial backbone was 
constructed using the torsion angles (<p = -60°, 0 = -50°) to simulate a perfectly 
straight helix. \Afe then generated an alternative structure by applying a rotation, 6, 
and a translation, t, to the initial backbone of the SSE-D around its helix axis. Since 
each topology determines an assignment between the SSEs-S and SSEs-D, it is possible 
to assemble the side chains to the backbone. To simulate the inaccuracy of the 
secondary structure prediction, we introduced a shift, s, for each sequence segment. 
S = pp - pt where pp is the index of the center amino acid of the predicted SSE-S 
and pt the index of the center amino acid of the helix SSE-S in the native structure. 
Thus, for each topology, we constructed a pool of backbones, each of which can be 
represented by a set of parameters (.S1,91,t1),(S2,02,t2),...,(.SN,6NltN), when 
there are N SSEs-D in the volumetric density map. For each backbone constructed, we 
added the side chains based on a specific topology. The side chains were added using 
the rotamer library and the algorithm of R3 [188,189,190]. We developed a parallel 
simulated annealing process to optimize the all-atom structure for the sticks using a 
multi-well energy function previously developed [51]. A set of 55 processors were 
used in a master-slave dynamic load-balance implementation to perform the 
optimization. The master processor sends topology variables (the orders and the 
directions) and the set of parameters (Sit 0,) to each available processor. Each slave 
processor executes a simulated annealing process on the given topology. Fig. 13 
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Figure 13. Secondary structure prediction using the nai've approach. 
4.3.2 Results 
Given the protein density map at 5-10A resolution and its primary structure, our 
method generates a list of possible 3-D structures for the helices of the protein. Fig. 
14 shows an example of the predicted structure for the helical SSEs-D detected from 
the 10A resolution protein volumetric density map. In this case, HelixTracer detected 
five of the six helices in this protein (1B5L, Table 1, the 34th protein). In theory, there 
are totally Q)5! 25 = 23,040 different topologies, with each one representing a 
specific order and direction of the SSEs-D sticks [51,52], After distance and length 
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screening there were 438 valid topologies (Table 1, row 34, column 7). For each valid 
topology, 500 structures were generated using simulated annealing to sample the 
freedom from (S1(9 ,̂(S2,d2),(S5l6S). The translation along the helix axis was 
set to zero for simplicity. The predicted structures were sorted by the effective multi-
well contact energy formed by the helices [51]. The highest ranked structure with the 
correct topology (red in Fig. 14) is the 759th out of 219,000 structures (Table 1, row 34, 
column 8). It has a backbone Root-Mean-Square-Deviation (RIVED) of 5.44A from the 
native protein. The RMSD was calculated for the helix portion of the chain that was 
constructed by our program Note that this method predicts the helix portion of the 
chain without building the loops; the predicted structure does not have the 
information about the loops. The two adjacent helices were simply connected with a 
straight line between the last C atom of the first helix and the first N atom of the next 
helix (Fig. 14). The amino acid names were shown for one of the five helices (Fig. 14). 
For viewing clarity, certain constructed side chains were shown for that helix. It can be 
seen that the sequence segment, the direction of the assignment are correct for this 
helix when the predicted helix is compared to its native peer. We noticed that the 
perfect helix model has introduced error in the predicted structure, since helices are 
often not perfectly straight and contain slightly different dihedral angles (data not 
shown). 
To test the performance of our method, we generated 35 density maps at 10A 
resolution [1] using the native structures from the PDB. The proteins were randomly 
selected among the proteins that have three to seven helices (Table 1, column 4). The 
total number of possible topologies (̂ )/V! 2N is shown in the 6th column. It appears 
that the distance and the length screening are generally effective to reduce the 
number of topologies (column 6 and 7). However, this reduction is protein dependent. 
For some proteins, it only reduces less than 10% of the topologies (1DXS, row 17), and 
for other proteins, it reduces more than 80% (1JW2, 20th row). This is expected since 
the distance screening can only reduce the topologies in which the loops appear to be 
short in amino acid sequence but long in the density map and not the other way 
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around. The structures were ranked by the contact energy formed by the constructed 
helices and not including the loops. The highest rank of the structure that has the 
correct topology is listed in column 9 (Table 1). Our previous study has shown that if 
the backbone coordinates are fixed, the correct topology can generally be located at 
the top 25% of the list that is ranked by the effective contact energy [51]. In this study 
we relaxed the requirement of fixing the backbone coordinates and built the possible 
backbones from the central helical axis. This involves the sampling of the rotation and 
translation freedom about the helix axis. Our simulated annealing test in this work 
suggests that a near-native helical structure can be found within the top 1% of the 
structures generated (Table 1, column 11). 
Figure 14. The highest ranked structure with the correct topology for 1B5L (PDB ID 
axle). The native structure (grey ribbon) and the predicted structure (red ribbon) 
were superimposed on the protein density map. In the predicted structure, the 
connection between the two helices is simply drawn as a straight line that is 
smoothed by the ribbon representation. The amino acid labels and the side chains 
are shown for one of the five helices. The clotted line (grey) represents the missing 
IOOD in the native structure. 
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1 1DP3 55 3 3 48 6 3.000 10 4.78 0.33% 
2 1A2T 149 3 3 48 32 16,000 15 3.72 0.09% 
3 1AIL 73 3 3 48 16 8,000 3 3.96 0.04% 
4 1BUU 168 3 3 48 16 8,000 27 4.67 0.34% 
5 1IRE 81 3 3 48 18 9,000 10 4.55 0.11% 
6 1BR0 120 3 3 48 4 2,000 4 11.17 0.20% 
7 1B67 68 3 3 48 14 7,000 17 4.03 0.24% 
8 1AYI 87 4 3 192 48 24,000 93 3.8 0.39% 
9 1BEA 127 4 3 192 160 80,000 572 4.75 0.72% 
10 1GXG 85 4 3 192 40 20,000 12 2.8 0.06% 
11 INOl 126 4 3 192 120 60,000 42 4.24 0.07% 
12 2EZH 75 4 3 192 104 52,000 47 4.2 0.09% 
13 1A3C 181 4 3 192 48 24,000 110 3.57 0.46% 
14 1A32 88 4 3 192 40 20,000 9 3.69 0.05% 
15 1PZ4 116 4 3 192 72 36,000 147 7.3 0.41% 
16 1UH 164 4 3 192 124 62,000 114 5.48 0.18% 
17 1DXS 80 5 3 480 450 225,000 30 3.51 0.01% 
18 1SU0 159 5 3 480 96 48,000 60 6.69 0.13% 
19 1B09 73 6 3 960 438 219,000 35 3.43 0.02% 
20 1IW2 72 4 4 384 66 33,000 31 4.26 0.09% 
21 1I2T 61 4 4 384 64 32,000 21 5.58 0.07% 
22 1CCD 77 4 4 384 20 10,000 3 4.75 0.03% 
23 2PSR 100 5 4 1,920 468 234,000 339 4.75 0.14% 
24 1A7D 118 6 4 5,760 139 69,500 144 5.33 0.21% 
25 2US 136 6 4 5,760 144 72,000 8 4.84 0.01% 
26 1ALU 186 6 4 5,760 419 209,500 288 7.22 0.14% 
27 1HXI 121 6 4 5,760 400 200,000 17 3.78 0.01% 
28 UMW 146 6 4 5,760 304 152,000 129 5.25 0.08% 
29 1AA2 108 7 4 13,440 768 384,000 3,599 4.15 0.94% 
30 1BVC 153 8 4 26,880 1215 607,500 8 5.59 0.00% 
31 1BZ4 144 5 5 3,840 16 8,000 31 4.91 0.39% 
32 1AEP 161 5 5 3,840 157 78,500 204 5.3 0.26% 
33 1DUS 194 6 5 23,040 3840 1,920,000 2,179 4.44 0.11% 
34 1B5L 172 6 5 23,040 438 219,000 759 5.44 0.35% 
35 1FLP 142 7 6 322,560 7734 3,867,000 4,707 4.65 0.12% 
a: the number of amino acids in the protein. 
b: the number of helices in the protein. 
c: the number of sticks detected by HelixTracer. 
d: the number of all possible topologies. 
e: the number of valid topologies after applying distance and length screening. 
f: the number of structures generated for all valid topologies. 
g: the highest rank of the structure that has the correct topology. 
h: the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) of Q, atoms of the structure that has the 
highest rank with the correct topology. 
i: the percentage of the highest rank among all generated structures. 
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Since our method predicts the structure for the helical sticks without building 
the entire chain, we explored the possibility of applying it to large proteins at multiple 
local regions. We performed a test on two proteins that have 290 and 322 amino acids 
respectively (Table 2). For each protein, we generated their volumetric density map at 
10A resolution and used the HelixTracer to detect the SSEs-D sticks. We selected two 
local regions with closely associated sticks and v\anted to see how well our program 
can predict a near native structure for the local regions without building the entire 
chain of the protein. Each local region consists of four helical sticks. The structures 
constructed for each local region were ranked by their effective contact energy. The 
highest ranked structure that has the correct topology is at the 10,448th of the 
6,973,800 pool of structures generated for the first local region (1A0P_G1, Table 2, 2nd 
row). The structure for region G1 has a backbone RMSD of 3.96A when it is compared 
with its native peer (Fig. 15 and Table 2). It is ranked at the top 0.15% in the pod of 
structures for this region. The two local regions we selected have no common SSE-D, 
although they may have in principle. We simply combined the ranked list of structures 
for the first local region (Gl) with that for the second local region (G2). Since each list 
is developed independently from the other, the conflicting assignments need to be 
eliminated when the two lists are combined. A conflicting assignment is such that the 
same SSE-S is assigned to both a stick in the first region and a stick in the second 
region. After this screening, the highest ranked structure with the correct topology 
(red ribbon in Fig. 15) for eight sticks was ranked the 3,741,775th of a pool of 5.9E+13 
structures, about the top 0% of the list. 
Our exploratory test about the local regions of large proteins used minimum 
rules to eliminate the impossible structures. \Ne expect that more geometrical rules 
can be used to enhance the ranking of the near-native structure. This work suggests 
that a near-native structure for the helical skeletons can be found near the top of the 
list ranked by the effective contact energy. In order to generate a few most likely 
structures, additional evaluation is needed involving statistical analysis of the likely 
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structures, refinement of the structures and using additional information from the 
density map. 
Table 2. Structure prediction of the local regions in two large proteins. 
I I I 
(A i/i 
W 
'5b £ '5b 
a o o 
o o o a. Q. 4k Q. 
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1/V0P_G1 14 4 384,384 69,738 6,973,800 10,448 3.96 0.15% 
1A0P_G2 14 4 384,384 84,733 8,473,300 14,673 4.11 0.17% 
1A0P 290 14 8 5.90E+13 3,741,775 0% 
1WQ3_G1 20 4 1,860,480 184,255 18,425,500 40,485 6.47 0.22% 
1WQ3G2 20 4 1,860,480 280,708 28,070,800 18,412 4.65 0.07% 
1WQ3 322 20 8 5.17E+14 32,104,299 0% 
a: the number of amino acids in the protein. 
b: the number of helices in the protein. 
c: the number of sticks used for structure prediction in the region. 
d: the number of all possible topologies in the region. 
e: the number of valid topologies after applying distance and length screening. 
f: the nunnber of structures generated in the region or the total number of the structures evaluated 
for two regions. 
g: the highest rank of the structure with the correct topology among the generated structures, 
h: the RMSD of the highest ranked structure with the correct topology among the generated 
structures. 
i: the percentage of the rank for the structure with the highest rank and the correct topology. 
The results of the naive approach shows that it simply becomes very hard to 
enumerate all the possible topologies, and then screen each of them for validity 
especially for the large proteins. To be able to work on large proteins, we will 
introduce a graph representation of the enumeration problem when the length and 
the distance constraints are present. We will also show the structures simulated from 
the valid topologies that are generated from the constraint graph. 
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Figure 15. The predicted structure for two regions in 1/VOP (PDB ID code). The 
native structure (grey) and the highest ranked structure with the correct topology 
(red) are shown. 
4.4 THE TOPOLOGY GRAPH 
In this Section, we propose a general framework to the topology determination 
problem using a weighted directed graph. The topology determination problem is 
then represented as a problem of enumerating constraints paths in a layered graph. 
4.4.1 Protein Topology and the Topology Graph 
Let (H v  H 2 , ..., H m )  be a sequence of the SSEs located on the protein sequence (SSEs-
S). Due to the linear nature of the protein sequence, the order of the sequence 
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segments fy, i  =  1,. . . ,  M is fixed. Let {Si, S 2 , . . .  , S N }  be the set of sticks detected from 
CryoEM volumetric density map (SSEs-D). In principle, the number of SSEs-S can be 
different from SSEs-D due to the errors detecting the sticks and the errors estimating 
the sequence elements. For simplicity, we only allow M > N in our method. The 
topology determination problem can be described as a problem to find a permutation 
Y of {1,2,..., JV} such that assigning H to 5 )̂, i = minimize the assignment 
score. In the assignment, each H,  is assigned to S Y  ̂ in one of the two opposite 
directions. 
It has been observed that various constraints related to two adjacent SSEs can 
be used to reduce the number of possible topologies significantly [120,162,183,186]. 
One such constraint comes from the length of the loop that connects the two SSEs S. 
The other constraint \ac use in this method is the variance in length between 
secondary structure elements. The assignment between SSEs is not possible if the 
variance in length, in terms of number of amino acids, between the two elements 
(SSE-S and SSE-D) is more than %60. See Section 4.2 for more details about 
constraints. To estimate the number of amino acids in SSE-D, we simply divide the 
length of the stick by 1.5 which represents the rise of a helix in real. Other constraints 
such as the geometrical constraints and the connectivity constraints have also been 
used [120]. The nature of such constraints is that it involves the assignment of two 
SSEs. Such constraints involving two SSEs can be naturally represented by an edge in a 
graph. In Section 4.7 we will explain the method of assigning weights to the edges of 
the graph. 
We use a weighted directed graph G T 0 P 0  = (V,  E ,  w) to represent the 
topology problem. Vhas two special nodes START and END and N xNx 2 "regular" 
nodes. More precisely, 
V =  |l < i  <  M,1 <j  < N, t  €  {0,1}} U[START,  END)  
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tX i ' J ' . t ' ) )  
1  <  i  <  M — l , i  <  i '  <  min(M, i  4- M — N +  1) 
1  ̂U 
l < j  * j '  E  { 0 , 1 }  )  
{(((5ri4«r)(i,y,t))|i < i < M - N  +  i , i < j < N , t e  {o,i})} u 
{((iJ,tXEND)\N < i < Af,l <j < N,t G {0,1})} 
Let w(i,y, ) > 0 e E be a real number associated with the 
edge e(i,j, f) E E. Each element in SSE-S can be assigned to each element in 
SSE-D in two different directions. In G r 0 P 0 ,  each possible assignment between SSE-S 
and SSE-D is represented by twD nodes, one node for each direction. A node (i,j, t) 
represents an assignment of to Sy in t direction (Fig. 168). An edge from node 
(i,j, t) to (i',y, f) represents the assignment of toSy in direction t' after the 
assignment of Hi to Sj in direction t. In reality, the detection of SSEs-D is not error-
free due to noisiness in the CryoEM volumetric density map. Thus, to consider the 
error of detecting helices from the map which leads to missing helices, we add an 
edge between nodes in rowi and rows i + 1, i + 2,..., min(M, i + M — N + 1). The 
maximum number of rows can be skipped each time is equal to the number of helices 
missed (i.e., the difference between SSEs-S and SSEs-D). Initially, if the twD 
assignments involved in an edge do not satisfy the constraints described in Section 
4.2, the weight of the edge was assigned to indicating that the edge is not feasible. 
Otherwise, the weight of the feasible edges was assigned to initial weight winit. The 
i n i t i a l  w e i g h t  w a s  s e t  t o  | 3 . 8  *  l o o p L e n g t h ^ i ^ i )  -  D i s t m a p ( ( j , t ) , ( j +  
e\, where loopLength(Hi, //t<) is the number of amino acids in the loop between the 
two SSEs-S, Hi and H .̂ Distmap((j,t),(j',t')) is the Euclidian distance from the 
ending point of Sj in t direction to the beginning point of Sy in t' direction, and £ was 
used to be zero if Distmap is less than seven and 50 otherwise. The reason we used 
e=0, if the twa sticks are less than 7A apart, is the fact that if the sticks are less than 
7A apart they are more likely to be connected. In a later step, we will use the CryoEM 
volumetric density map to re-assign weights of the edges with initial weight Wjnjt. The 
weights of special edges from ST ART and to END nodes should always remain zero. 
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Figure 16. The constraint graph built for the N-terrrinal domain of syntaxin (PDB 
ID code: IBRD). The three SSEs-D and the three SSEs-S were shown in (A). The 
amino acids in the loop between H2 and H3 were highlighted in a disk. The 
measured distance between point Si and S2' was indicated in (A). The constraint 
graph was drawn in (B) with an invalid edge labeled with X and colored in red. The 
path that corresponds to the true topology is highlighted in green. 
Fig. 166 illustrates the topology graph. A node v  = (i j ,  t ) is located on the f h  
row, fh column and 1th position inside the box drawn in a clashed line. The graph is a 
directed graph in which each edge points downwards. An edge represents a valid 
relationship between two SSEs-S. Since each SSE-D can be only assigned to one SSE-S, 
there is no edge between the nodes in the same column, and similarly there is no 
edge between the nodes in the same row. When M=N each edge links between two 
adjacent rows. When M > N (Fig. 17), an edge links between non-consecutive rows, 
where the maximum number of rows can be skipped is M — N. Special edges are 
drawn from node START to each node in the first M — N + 1 rows and similarly from 
each node at the last M — N + 1 rows to node END. The weight on the special edges 
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is zero, and the other weights are non-negative. However, only non-special edges and 
edges with weights not equal to 00 are shown in Fig. 17 for simplicity. 
Figure 17. A topology graph with number of SSEs-D is less than number of SSEs-S. 
The dashed red line is an example of one invalid path. The green line is one 
example of a possible valid path. 
4.4.2 Constraints in Finding Valid Paths 
A path of GT O P O  begins at START node and ends at END node. The problem of 
enumerating all valid topologies becomes the problem of enumerating all valid paths. 
Not every path is a valid path. For example, those paths that visited the same column 
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more than once are not valid paths, since each stick cannot be assigned to multiple 
SSEs-S. A valid path needs to satisfy the following constraints: 
(1) The path begins at START node and stops at END node. 
(2) A valid path should visit all columns, each column exactly once. 
More precisely, a valid path is a sequence of nodes (< START >,  <  tj > 
< h . j z .h  >> • • • '<  END >) where { i 1 ( i 2 , . . . ,  iN}  e  {1,2,  { j v  
j z>  ••• JN) =  {1 .2 , ,  N} and { t x ,  t 2 , . . . , t N }  =  {0,1}. The number of nodes in the valid 
path, exclude START and END nodes, should be exactly equal to number of columns 
(N). An example of a valid path is shown in green thick lines and a non-valid path is 
shown in red dashed lines in Fig. 17. \Mth the formulation of the topology graph and 
the valid path, a valid topology corresponds to a valid path from START to END. The 
optimal path is the path that has the minimum cost. In this work, the cost of a path is 
simply the sum of  the weights along the path,  c(p)  =  £p  w.  
4.5 DEPTH FIRST SEARCH APPROACH 
The topology graph was built to represent the pair-wise relationship between any two 
assigned pairs of two SSEs-D and two SSEs-S. Given the representation of the topology 
graph, the problem of enumerating all valid topologies becomes the problem of 
enumerating all valid paths. A valid path needs to satisfy the constraints in Subsection 
4.4.2. In order to enumerate all the valid paths, we performed a depth-first search in 
the topology graph. 
4.5.1 Construction of the Protein Chain 
Since a valid topology determines the assignment between the sequence of SSEs-S 
Hlt H2, - ,Hm and the set of SSEs-D {S1( S2l..., SN}, the backbone of the protein and 
hence the side chains of the protein can be simulated. For each valid topology, five 
hundred protein conformations were constructed [183]. This was done by randomly 
sampling the freedom of translation and shift parameters. The translation is the 
movement along the central axis of the helical SSE-D. The maximum translation is set 
to 1.5A, about the rise of an amino acid in a helix. The shift is the amino acid position 
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shift from the true position of the helix on the protein sequence. The shift parameter 
was introduced to partially simulate the error of the secondary structure prediction. 
The range of the shift is [-2,2], which refers to the inaccurate shift of two position to 
the left and right of the true position of the amino acid. The conformations were 
evaluated and sorted using the multi-well energy function previously used for naive 
approach [51]. 
4.5.2 Results 
We used a data set consisting of 25 proteins to evaluate the enumeration and the 
accuracy of the protein conformations predicted. This data set was randomly selected 
from the helical proteins in the PDB with the requirement of having three to seven 
helices. No large proteins were selected for this approach because of the intensive 
time it takes to evaluate the structures after finding all valid topologies. We first 
generated the protein volumetric density map to 10A resolution using EMAN [1] for 
the 25 proteins. HelixTracer [115] was then used to detect the helical SSEs-D from 
each of the volumetric density maps. The SSEs-D for the helices were obtained from 
the true structure as a test. We built a topology graph for each protein and generated 
all the valid paths. For each valid path, we construct 500 conformations each 
consisting of the coordinate of the heavy atoms in the backbone and side chains of 
the helices. The conformations were sorted based on their effective energy. Table 3 
shows the highest rank (column 9) of the constructed structure with the true 
topology. For example, in the case of 1BZ4 (Table 3, row 23), the highest ranked 
conformation with the correct topology is at the 70th (the top 0.5% of all the 14,000 
structures generated) of the list that was sorted by the energy. We compared the 
accuracy of the constructed helices with the helices in the native proteins using the 
Root-Mean-Square-Deviation (RMSD) between the corresponding Q atoms on the 
helices. The RMSD between this conformation and the true structure is 3.732A. The 
best ranked structure with the correct topology was aligned with the native structure 
for protein 1BR0 (PDB ID code) in Fig. 18. For clear viewing, the side chains of one of 
the three helices are shown. The RMSD for this structure is 3.808A (Table 3, row 5). 
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In addition to the 25 proteins in Table 3, we built the layered graph for four 
larger proteins with nine to 14 helices in Table 4. It is expected that the total nunnber 
of possible topologies increase quickly as the number of helices increase. However, 
the number of valid paths enumerated from the graph is a very small percentage of 
the total possible number. In the case of 2H70 (Table 4), there are only 755,142 valid 
paths of 371,960 million total possible topologies, a number that was impossible for 
us to generate in our previous approach (naive approach, Section 4.3). The number of 
valid topologies varies from protein to protein. For some proteins, building the 
topology graph may not be needed, since there is not a big difference between the 
total number of the possible topologies and the number of valid topologies. However, 
we noticed that as the number of helices increase, the benefit of the graph become 
evident since it does not have to enumerate all the possible topologies. 
Figure 18. The predicted structure with the correct topology for protein IBRD 
(PDB ID code). The native structure of 1BR0 in gray is superimposed with the 
highest ranked predicted structure (in orange) with the correct topology of the 
skeletons. The side chains are only shown for one of the three helices for clear 
viewing. Note that the energy evaluation does not rely on the loop. The helices 
were directly connected without the loop information. 
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Table 3. The highest rank of the structure with the correct topology using DFS. 
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1 1DP3 55 3 3 48 4 2.000 8 5.031 0.4% 309 
2 1A2T 149 3 3 48 48 24,000 1 6.085 0.004% 280 
3 1AIL 73 3 3 48 18 9,000 6 3.544 0.06% 251 
4 11 RE 81 3 3 48 36 18,000 19 4.077 0.11% 292 
5 1BR0 120 3 3 48 14 7,000 7 3.808 0.1% 687 
6 1B67 68 3 3 48 16 8,000 1 3.651 0.01% 147 
7 1AYI 87 4 3 192 108 54,000 17 4.361 0.03% 311 
8 1BEA 127 4 3 192 156 78,000 175 3.586 0.2% 400 
9 1GXG 85 4 3 192 131 56,500 206 3.278 0.36% 531 
10 2EZH 75 4 3 192 128 64,000 74 2.927 0.12% 529 
11 1A3C 181 4 3 192 96 48,000 461 3.274 0.9% 201 
12 1PZ4 116 4 3 192 84 42,000 33 5.126 0.07% 275 
13 1LIH 164 4 3 192 168 84,000 72 4.519 0.09% 495 
14 1B09 73 6 3 960 420 210,000 229 2.514 0.11% 402 
15 DW2 72 4 4 384 122 61,000 581 3.542 0.95% 493 
16 1I2T 61 4 4 384 136 68,000 108 3.279 0.16% 490 
17 ICED 77 4 4 384 59 29,500 8 4.279 0.03% 393 
18 2P5R 100 5 4 1,920 572 286,000 300 5.499 0.1% 518 
19 1A7D 118 6 4 5,760 175 87,500 203 3.250 0.23% 676 
20 2US 136 6 4 5,760 224 112,000 3 3.944 0.003% 493 
21 1J MW 146 6 4 5,760 380 190,000 1,174 5.68 0.62% 781 
22 1BVC 153 8 4 26,880 3,573 1,786,500 182 3.827 0.01% 1161 
23 1BZ4 144 5 5 3,840 28 14,000 70 3.732 0.5% 879 
24 1AEP 161 5 5 3,840 624 312,000 755 4.870 0.24% 1287 
25 1B5L 172 6 5 23.040 816 408.000 1.436 4.374 0.35% 1163 
a: the number of amino acids in the protein. 
b: the number of helices in the protein. 
c: the number of sticks detected by HelixTracer. 
d: the number of all possible topologies. 
e: the number of all valid topologies (valid paths) after applying distance and length .screening 
f: the number of generated structures for all topologies (500 each). 
g: the highest rank of the structure with the native topology of the skeletons. 
h: the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of Ca atoms of the structure in column g. 
i: the percentage of the highest ranked structure in g among all generated structures. 
j: the time in millisecond needed to build, process, and traverse (find all valid paths) the graph. 
We included a column of the time consumption for the enumeration in Table 
3. The value is the total time from building the graph, processing the graph and the 
traversal for all the valid paths. For example, it only takes 1161 milliseconds to 
generate all the valid paths for 1BVC (row 22). It appears that the time spent on 
building the topology graph which is about OfMN2) pays off during the later step of 
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the enumeration. Although we did not include the detailed comparison between the 
time consumption using the current topology graph and those from the naive 
enumeration, the time saving is significant. Such comparison will be shown later 
(Subsection 4.6.4, Table 5). We were not able to generate all the valid paths for 
proteins with more than seven helices using parallel computers in the naTve approach 
[183]. Now we can enumerate all the valid paths of proteins with 14 helical SSEs-S and 
nine SSEs-D sticks (Table 4) using one CPU. We expect this is particularly true when 
the P-strands are considered in the graph which increases the total number of the 
possible topologies quickly. 
Table 4. Enumeration from the constraint graph of large proteins. 
No ID #AA





1 1NG6 148 9 7 23m 3,668 0.02% 
2 10FC 304 13 8 13,284m 33,094,704 0.25% 
3 1ZA0 275 13 8 13,284m 11,632,336 0.09% 
4 2H70 303 14 9 371,960m 755,142 0.0002% 
a: the number of amino acids in the protein. 
b: the number of helices in the protein. 
c: the number of sticks detected by HelixTracer. 
d: the number of all possible topologies (rounded to millions). 
e: the number of valid paths (topologies) after applying distance and length screening. 
f: the percentage of number of valid topologies to the all possible topologies after applying 
screening. 
4.6 DYNAMC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 
We will illustrate our dynamic programming algorithm to find the topology with the 
minimum cost. This algorithm is, as expected, significantly faster than the naive and 
the depth first approaches. It allows us to find the topology with the minimum cost for 
large proteins. We also developed a method to enumerate the /(-minimum cost 
topologies using the topology graph (Subsection 4.6.3). This is the first dynamic 
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programming approach to rank the topologies of the SSEs. The complexity of the 
proposed dynamic programming algorithm is 0((D + 1)2N22N).  Where D is M — N, 
M is the number of SSE-S and N is the number of SSE-D. In this dynamic programming 
algorithrrv the topology graph introduced in Section 4.4 is used. The geometrical 
constraints illustrated in Section 4.2 are applied in order to build the graph. 
4.6.1 The Complexity of the Problem 
In this Section we will proof the complexity of the problem For the simplicity, we will 
use the case that number of SSEs-D is equal to the number of SSEs-S. The solution 
space for the problem of assigning N SSEs-D to N SSEs-S segments is N\ 2N. It is often 
desired to reduce the solution space to a set of small number of highly ranked 
possible topologies, and the correct topology is contained in the set. We investigated 
the complexity of the reduction problem that involves the constraint from a pair of 
nodes. We will show that finding the set of the top-K ranked topologies is NP hard by 
showing that finding the top-ranked topology in the topology graph is already NP 
hard. The dynamic programming algorithm we are introducing will improve the 
shortest path search from N\ 2N  time, as in the naive approach, to 0((D + Y)2N22N~) 
time. 
Note that the problem of finding the shortest valid path in the topology graph 
is equivalent to finding the shortest valid path from a node in row 1 to a node in row 
N. We know that the following variant of travelling salesman problem is NP hard: 
Given a complete weighted graph G = (V, E, c) find the minimum cost Ham'ltonian 
path in G. Ws call this variant as MCHP. We provide a polynomial-time reduction 
from MCHP to our problem Intuitively, this reduction is possible because the 
constraint of not revisiting a column in the shortest path in GX0P0 is similar to the 
constraint of not revisiting a vertex in a Hamiltonian path. 
Gaim. The problem of finding the shortest valid path from a node in row 1 to a node 
in row N in the topology graph Gropo is NP hard. 
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Proof. Consider an instance of MCHP, GMCHP = (V, E, c) of N nodes, with c( i j ) being 
the cost of travelling from node i to node j. We construct an instance of GT0P0 = 
(V , E ,w) as follows. 
V'  =  { ( i j ,  t )  :  i  e  V  and  l< j  <N,0<t<l )  
r = {(«*. i. 0. (k + u t% ((M. 0, (t +1, i. t fss J) 
W ((/c, i, t), (k  +  1 , j ,  t ' ) J  =  w ( (k j ,  t ) ,  ( k  +  1, i ,  0) = c( i , j )  for  1 < i , j  <  N,  1 < 
k < N  -  1,0 < t,t' < 1 
Intuitively, for each vertex i  of MCHP, we create a row of nodes in Gr0P. For 
each edge (ij) of MCHP, we create the links, using the weight c(i,;'), between the 
nodes at the ith column and the jth column in two consecutive rows. Now consider 
the path tx), (2,j2, t2)... (N,jN, tN) in GT0P0 = (V',E',w) and the path 
A, j 2 ,  JN in GMCHP- Noticing that both paths have the same cost, if 
(l,y1,t1),(2,A,t2) ...  (N,jN , tN) is the shortest valid path in GT 0 P ,  then A, J2 ,  - JN 
is a minimum cost Hamiltonian path inGMCHPB 
4.6.2 Finding the Shortest Path Satisfying the Constraints 
Finding the shortest path is a long studied problem because it is general and 
fundamental in many areas of computer and non-computer sciences. The problem has 
been extensively studied in different applications such as netwarking, robotics, 
operations research, and Plant and facility playout. Many other applications can be 
found in the study of [191]. Several algorithms can be found in the literature that find 
the shortest path for a given graph, which can be defined as the path between two 
vertices (i.e., source and destination), in which the sum of edges weights is minimum 
One well known, and largely used example, is Dijkstra algorithm [192]. Dijkstra 
algorithm finds the shortest path in a single source and destination graph with 
positive edge weights. Another example is, Bellman-Ford [193,194] algorithm which 
solves the problem of finding the shortest path in a single source destination graphs 
with the existence of negative edge weights. In contrast, Floyd-Warshall [195,196] and 
Johnson's [197] algorithms for example solve the problem on a graph between every 
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pair of vertices. However, these generic shortest path algorithms cannot be applied 
directly to this problem due to the constraints that need to be satisfied by a valid 
path. In this Subsection, we give a dynamic programming algorithm to find the 
shortest valid path. 
The valid paths represent the valid topologies, and ideally, the valid path with 
the minimum cost represents the true topology of the protein. To find the shortest 
valid path, our method maintains of, at each node v = (i,j, t), the shortest path for 
each possible set of columns can be visited. Let 5 = {1,2,...,N} is the set of all 
columns in the graph, and let {/w is the set of subsets of S with number of elements 
equals tox. \Miereraax(l,i — (M — N)) < x < min(i,N). U(I) represents all 
columns can be visited to form a valid path to node v = (i,j, t). That it, for each 
v  e V at  level  i ,  we maintain al l  subsets of  columns could be visi ted f rom START to v  
to form a valid path. Let U c U(l\j G U with U representing the set of columns 
visited in a path. The algorithm only saves the shortest path among |{/|! possible 
different paths for the set of columns in U. For example, there are maximum 3! =6 
different paths that visit the three columns when U = {1,3,5}, regardless of the order 
of the visits. The different cardinalities of U in t/(t) at level i represent the different 
possible order of the node along the path. For example, there are two possible orders 
for nodes at level i = 2 along valid paths (Fig. 19fl). One possible path may have 
nodes at level two visited directly from < START > node. Another possible path may 
have the nodes at level two visited after nodes at level one visited. Let f(v, U) be the 
minimum cost of the path for reaching v by using the elements of U as columns. 
f {v ,U)  =  )  
f  0 v  =< START >  
w(< START > ,v )  =  0 1 < i  <  M -  N +  1, U =  {/ ' }  
!"(»,.) \f ((i y0))+w &'•")] 
i  6 [2 ,M] ,  max(l ,  i  — (M — N)  — 1)  <  i '  <  i , j  G U 
oo o therwise  
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Figure 19. The topology graph built for NS1 protein from Influenza A virus (PDB 
ID 1AIL). (A) The weights were restricted to integers to save the space in drawing. 
(B) The example of U and fly, U) for the nodes (1,3,0), (1,3,1), (2,3,0), (2,3,1), 
(3,1,0), (3,1,1), (4,2,0), (4,2,1), (5,1,0) and (5,1,1). The shortest path is shown in 
the thick green lines and an example of an invalid path is shown in the red dashed 
lines. 
Fig. 198 shows an example of f ( v ,  U)  for some nodes (i.e., dark boxes in Fig. 
194). At each level i, there are |f/̂ | subsets represent all possible sets of columns 
can be visited. Only subsets that have j as an element are shown. Other subsets do 
not have j as an element, trivially, have a value of f(v, U) equals to °°. At node (2, 3, 
0), there are six instances of U with two different cardinalities. "The subsets U1 = 
{3}, U2 = {1,3} and U3 = {2,3} are only shown. The minimum cost of reaching (2, 3, 
0) using column 1 and column 3 is 3. The minimum cost of reaching it using column 2 
and column 3 is 2. Finally, the minimum cost of reaching the node directly from node 
ST ART is trivially zero. The pseudo code of algorithm 1 that used in order to find the 
shortest valid path is given in Fig. 20. 
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Natation: 
• For a given set S = {1,2,3, -,N}, we define as the set of the subsets of S with 
cardinality of x, where max(l, i — (M — N)) < x < min(t, W), 1 < i < M, and M > N. 
• \M2 define U l̂> asthefc"1 subset of U('\ 
•> v'y £) is the jth column with t direction in the ith layer. 
Algorithm 1 (CalculateSets): 
input: Weight array w (no edge => oo weight) and V 
output: Mnimum path cost mmC05! 
S<-{1,2,3,...,N} 
/ " (*> u k°)  l ' 7 *°l  = i , i<t<M-yv + i , i<k< | ( /« |  
f( * ' u k ° )  ° °> |U®|  * l , 2< i<M, l<k<  
/or t <- 2 to M do 
fork «- lto |{/(l)| do 
/or each p G u£'\ | U® \ > 1 and t «- 0 to 1 do 
W <- U ( k ° \p  
for each q e Uandt *- 0 to ldo 





mincost = min{/(y(/ t),S) : N < i < M, 1 <7 < N,0 < t < l} 
Figure 20. The pseudo axle of Algorithm 1 (CalculateSet). Algorithm 1 is used to 
build the subsets of possible paths for each node. The algorithm is also used to 
simply find the shortest path at the end. 
If we assume that the access of any entry in the table f(y, U) is in constant 
time, the time to find the shortest valid path is 0((D + 1)2N22N). The dynamic 
programming approach reduced the N! component in the naYve approach (^)(/V! 2N) 
to(£> + 1)2N2, where D = M — N. However, the nature of the problem is still NP 
hard. The following is the analysis of the run time required for the algorithm to 
calculate all subsets: 
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M min(£,W) 
Time  = (i — max(l, i  — (M — N)  — 1)) *  
1=2 k=max(l,£—(M—A/)) 
M min(i,W) 
7ime < (Af — /V + 1) * 
i=2 fc=max(l, i - (M-N))  
LetD = M -  N and = 4 * k  * (fc - 1) * (J), then 
M min(i,N) 
time < ̂  {D + 1} * 
i = 2  fc=max(l,i-D) 
We claim that 
M rn in ( i ,N)  N 
Thus 
£  {D +  l } *  £  X f c  = (D  +  1 ) 2 *  
i = 2  k=max( l , i -D )  f c = 2  
t ime  < (D + l)2 * > 4 * /c * (7c — 1) * 
w / 
fc=2 s 
Now, after differentiating the Binorrial series 
c * + D " = £ 0 * '  
k=0 
With respect to x twice 
N *  (x  +  l ) w  1  = ^  k *  {^ j ^ x k  1  
k=l  
N 
N *  (N  — 1 )  *  ( x  +  1) N ~ 2  = Y i k *^ k ~ 1 ^Ck)  X > C ~ 2  
k=2 
And then substituting x = 1, we get 
N ( 
N * ( N -  1 )  *  2 n ~ 2  =  N 2  *  2 n ~ 2  -  N  *  2 n ~ 2  =  Y  ( k  *  ( k  -  1 )  *  
Therefore, 
t ime  <  (D + l)2 * 4 * N 2  *  2 N ~ 2  = (D +  l)2 *  N 2  *  2 N .  
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The proof of the claim is by induction on D.  For D =  0 ;thatis,Af = N. lhen  
M min(i,Ar) 
Z{o+i)* z 











1 = 2  f c = 2  
And so the base for the induction is proven. 
Now, assume that the claim holds for D =  q .  This means that 
M min(i,W) 
£{q+l}* £  ** =(<7 +  l ) 2 * 
i=2 fc=max(l , i—q) k=2 k=max(l,i-q
Divide both sides by (q  4- 1) to get 
M min(UV) 
i=2 k=max(l,i-q) fc=2 
We need to show that the claim holds for D -  q + 1. From the behavior of the 
domain of i (from 2 to M) we note that for e = 2 to d + 1 the starting value of /c 
always equals to 2 (since when k = l,Xk = 0) and from i = d + 2 to M the value of 
k goes from 2 to/V. 
f min(i,W) 
/or  2 <  i  < q + 2 ;  
min(i,/V) 
z 











{<7 + 2} * 
M 
Z *«=(1 + 2)Z 
k=max(l,i-(q+l)) 





((? + 2) Z Z *" + Z z 
i=2 fc=max(l,i-q) 
M min(i,iV) 







-  (? + 2) |  xk  + ^ [Xj_(q+ 1 ) ]  
i=2 fc=max(l,i-q) 
M 
i = q + 3  
Then, using the inductive hypothesis as stated above for the first summation, re-
indexing the second summation (  by let t ing k  =  i  — (q  +  1)  and M = N +  (q  +  1) )  
and combining, we get 
M I 
i = 2  
N 
(g + l)* +£/* 
k = 2  k = 2  
m i n ( i , N )  
{q  +  2 } *  £  =(q  +  2 ) -
fe=max(l,i-(q+l)) 
N 
= (q  +  2) 2 *  
k = 2  
And this completes the proof. 
4.6.3 #f-Shortest Valid Paths Satisfy the Constraints 
The prediction of secondary structures from both sequence and CryoEM volumetric 
maps may contain some noise. For instance, the current accuracy of the prediction of 
SSEs-S is around 80% which means that the prediction will have noise in some cases. 
Similarly, the prediction of SSEs-D might contain some noise such as in the position of 
sticks, positive false prediction, or the length of sticks. The shortest path may not be 
the true topology, although the true topology often has near minimum cost. On the 
other hand, enumerating all paths and then evaluating them is not practical for large 
proteins as well (as shown in Section 4.5). 
"The K shortest path problem is a generalization of the shortest path problem 
where not only the shortest but the first K paths (p1,p2,...,pK),K > 1 is determined 
in non-decreasing order of the cost between two vertices. The cost of each path pl is 
smaller than the cost of path pl+1. Two types of paths were examined in the 
literature, simple path where no repeated vertex is allowed and non-simple path in 
which repeated vertices are allowed. Finding the simple K-shortest paths makes the 
problem remarkably harder.  The early at tempt to solve the problem of  f inding K-
shortest paths is done by Hoffman and Pavley [198] which with other attempts led to 
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an exponential run time [199], Many papers have examined the problem since then 
[200,201,202,203,204,205]. The fastest algorithm known to date is the generalization 
algorithm of Lawler [206] for the algorithm first proposed by Yen [202] which can be 
implemented in 0(kn(m + nlogm)) worst case run time, where n is the number of 
nodes and m is the number of edges. Although the asymptotic worst-case bound for 
Yen's algorithm is still unbeaten [203], several algorithms have been proposed to 
improve the expected run time of Yen's algorithm with the same worst-case bound 
[204,205]. 
The traditional algorithms of finding A"-shortest paths can't directly be applied 
to the problem being proposed in this work. Unfortunately, these kinds of algorithms 
are not suitable for domain-specific graphs such as the topology graph in this work 
One challenge in the topology graph is the nature of the shortest path in which the 
next node to visit is a function of the nodes visited so far. To find the shortest path or 
the top-K paths, one possible approach is to apply a simple and fast algorithm (i.e., 
Dijkstra) to find the first shortest path between node START and node END that 
verifies the constraint. This solution is infeasible because, interestingly, the probability 
of finding a path verifies the constraint decreases considerably with N. The number of 
valid paths (N\ 2N) compared to the total number of possible paths (2N(2N - 2)w_1) 
in a fully connected graph is very small. For example, for a N = M = 5 fully connected 
graph, the probability of finding one path verifies the constraint is 0.09375, and for a 
graph with N = M = 10 the probability decreases to 0.0009375 (the total number of 
possible paths is approximately 4 X1012). 
4.6.3.1 Problem Definition and Notation 
For the topology graph we define a valid path as a sequence of nodes of the 
form p = (START = v0, vx,v2, —,vN,vN+1 = END). The cost of the path p is simply 
the sum of edges weights along the path and denoted by c(p). 
Let Pi j  denotes a valid path between nodes and v } .  Let Pitj denotes the set 
of all valid paths in GT0P0 between the pair of nodes and vjt and Pfj = 
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[pi  j ,  p f  j , . . . ,  p f j}  G Pi j  be the set of /(-shortest paths over the set of paths between 
the pair of nodes, vt and Vj. For simplicity, we will use P to denote for the set of all 
valid paths between START and END nodes and P* to denote the K-shortest paths 
between START and END nodes. The concatenation of two paths pxy and pw z is 
denoted by px y o pw z and forms the path from node vx to node vz, pxz. For any node 
v G V, let H(v)  denotes the set of edges whose head nodes is v.  
In the problem of /(-shortest path, for a given graph GTOPO and the two given 
nodes, START and END, the goal is to find the set P* such that: 
1. c(p k) < c(pfc+1), 1 < k < K.  
2. c{pK )  < c(q) ,  q  EP -  PK .  
3. p k + 1  is determined immediately after p k .  
In the proposed algorithm, we define the k t h  shortest path as p k  =< 
START = v k ,  v k , . . . ,  i7$+ 1  = END >,  k  < K.  We define the set of columns in GT 0 P 0  
that being visited by a path p by U(p).  
4.6.3.2 The Reverse-F*seudo-Tree 
Our implementation of /(-shortest paths is based on a generalization of Yen's 
algorithm (a deviation algorithm) [204], an alternative with improved expected 
running time. We replaced the generic shortest path algorithm used (i.e., Dijkstra) 
with our constrained shortest path algorithm that was described in the previous 
Section 4.6.2. Most of the deviation algorithms known in the literature that find the 
/(-shortest paths between a pair of nodes are based on the construction of what is 
called a "pseudo-tred'. The pseudo-tree contains repeated nodes in which makes it 
not a tree as it is defined. However, because the same repeated node belongs to two 
different paths in the tree, all nodes are considered different in the tree. In /(-shortest 
paths problem, the /(-shortest paths form a tree. Therefore, the goal of any path 
ranking algorithm is to build the tree of /(-shortest paths. To do so, a pseudo-tree is 
built and determined for top-K paths. 
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In the proposed algorithm in this work, we introduce the "reverse-pseudo-
tred', the tree of paths from START node to END node. If a simple labeling algorithm 
is used on " reverse-pseudo-tred', the direction of edges can be reversed, and the 
END node can be considered the root of the tree. Fig. 21C shows a "reverse-pseudo-
treef' for the first three shortest paths for GT0P0 in Fig. ISA. 
p1(C=1) p!(C=2) p1(C=1) p!(C=2) p'(C=1) p3(C=2) 
A B C  
Figure 21. The formation of the "reverse-pseudo-tree" of P3. (A) The shortest 
path. (B) The second shortest path coincides with p1 at the END node. (C) The third 
shortest path coincides with p1 at node <2,2,1> and with p2 at END node. The 
coinciding node for each path is shown. 
V\Ae can use algorithm 2 shown in Fig. 22 to build the corresponding "reverse-
pseudo-tree, denoted by TK, for K-shortest paths. When constructing the tree, the 
path p1 6 P simply forms a tree with only one path. To add the path pk e P — 
{p\p2, ...,pfe-1} to the " reverse-pseudo-tree!' of k — 1 pathsT ,̂ the 
branch PSTART.VIC denotes the subpath from START node to the node vk is added. For 
example. Fig. 21 shows the "reverse-pseudo-tree, T3, built for the topology graph, 
GTOPOI 'n Fig. 19A The tree can be built by three consecutive calls to algorithm 2. The 
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initial tree should be sent is an empty tree. To build Tlf T0 = 0 is sent. The value of 
other parameters at the end of executing the algorithm as follow; edge = 
(5.3.0)(END), tai l  — < 5,3,0 >, p = << 5,3,0 >,END >,  v* = ̂ ^^•PSTART ,V%  =  
p1. The piece code of the loop will not be executed since p € T0. See Fig. 21A To 
build T2, should be sent to the algorithm. The "reverse-pseudo-tred' Tx contains 
one path, p1. The values obtained for different parameters as follow: edge = 
(5.1.1)(END) , tai l  = < 5,1,1 >, p = << 5,1,1 >,END >,v 2  = END,PSTART,V2 =  
p2. The loop will not be executed in this call as well because p £ Tv See Fig. 218. For 
the last call to add p3,the values are: edge = (5,3,0)(END),tail = < 5,3,0 >, 
p = « 5,3,0 >, END >. Since p G TZ this time the loop should be executed. Then 
edge = (2,2,1)(5,3,0), tail =< 2,2,1 >, and p =<<2,2,1 >,END>. Again 
p G T2 and the loop should be executed for the second time until we obtain values: 
edge = (l,l,0)(2,2,l),ta£Z =< 1,1,0 >, and p =« 1,1,0 >,END>. Nowp g 
T2, then the inner loop should not continue. The values of other parameters will be as 
follow. =< 2,2,1 >,PSTART,V3 =< START, < 1,1,0 >,< 2,2,1 > >. See Fig. 21C. 
The node determined by algorithm 2 is called the coinciding node. The 
pathpfc € P — Pfe-1 coincides with each path p e {px,p2, ...,pk~1} at some node and 
never deviates. The closest node to START node among other nodes where p k  
coincides with each pathp E {p^p2, ..̂ p -̂1} is called the coinciding node. 
Therefore, the subpath from coinciding node to END node, p  ̂END, is the longest 
subpath, in terms of number of nodes, that the path p k  could share with any path 
p G {p\p2, ...,pk~x). For example, the initial coinciding node for p1 in the example 
discussed in Fig. 21 is END node, p2 coincides with p1 at the last node, thus, the 
coinciding node for p2 is END node. Finally, p3 coincides with p2 at END node and 
withp1 fromEND node back until node < 2,2,1 >, thus, the coinciding node for p3 is 
< 2,2,1 >. 
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Notation: 
• Let pk is the k'h shortest path. 
• Tk is the reverse-pseudo tree of the k'h shortest path. 
Algorithm 2 (TreeConstruction): 
Constructing the reverse-pseudo-tree for the k* shortest path. 
input: pk,T(k_t) 
ouput. Tk, and 
edge «- last edge of pk 
tail *- tail node of edge 
p  « -  s u b p a t h  o f p *  f r o m  t a i l  t o  E N D  
while pe T(k-i) do 
edge «- edge preceeding edge in pk 
tail *- tail node of edge 
p  « -  s u b p a t h  o f  p k  f r o m  t a i l  t o  E N D  
end 
vk *- head node of edge 
PSTART VK subpath Pk from START to vk 
Tk -  U P*TAIITam 11 pk = P*TAI!T^ ' l s  a  of Tk now 
Figure 22. The pseudo code of algorithm 2 (TreeConstruction). Algorithm 2 can 
be used to prove that the first K-shortest paths forms a reverse-pseudo-tree. 
4.6.3.3 Finding the /C-Shortest Paths 
For the deviation algorithm be able to find the /('-shortest paths, a set X of pairs is 
maintained. The pair of information we store in X are a candidate path and its 
corresponding coinciding node. The set X is initialized with the shortest path p1 and 
its coinciding node v* (i.e., END). The shortest path can be determined by algorithm 1 
introduced in the previous Section where c(pa) < c(q),q £ P — {p1}. At each 
iteration k to find path pk, the pair of lowest cost path in X is picked up and new 
candidate paths are generated and re-stored in .̂ The process will repeatedly 
continue until the K-shortest paths are determined. Moreover, the process of 
generating new candidates includes the process of deleting some edges in order to 
prevent generating duplicates paths. 
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Notation: 
• Let p k  = <  S T A R T  =  v § ,  v k , v ) v + 1  =  E N D  >  is the k th  shortest path. 
• X : A set contains candidate paths for /(-shortest paths and their coinciding nodes. 
• T : A list of shortest paths calculated so far. 
• Pij : The path from node vk to node vk in the k th  shortest path. 
• U(pj'j) : The subset of columns visited in the path pkt. 
• HTk (y) : The set of edges whose head node is v. 
Algorithm 3 (TopologiesEnumerationK): Finding K-shortest paths 
input: Gtopo, K 
output: T(the list of K- Shortest paths) 
5 <-{1,2,3 ...,JV} 
T  * - 0  
k <- 1 
p <- shortest path in GJ0P0 
v k  « -  E N D  
X ^ { ( p , v k ) }  
while (X * 0 and k < K)do 
p k « -  s h o r t e s t  p a t h  i n  X  
X ^ X - { ( p k , v { ) }  
T < - T \ J { p k )  
remove edges HTik  i )(vk) from GT0P0 
j 1 
for each vk 6 {vk, vk,..., vk] 
remove edge e.„k , 
U ' ^ S \ U ( p k N )  
PsTART.i the shortest path from START to vk over the set of coloums in U' 
/*The path verifies min^y 
Qjpk PsTART,i  0  P v f+ VEND 
v f p k  < -  v k  
X^Xxj{{q l p k ,v^ k )}  
j ^ j  +  l  
endfor 
restore deleted edges to GT0P0 
fc«-/c + 1 
endWhile 
Rgure 23. The pseudo code of algorithm 3 (TopologiesEniNtierationK). Algorithm 
3 is used to find the /(-shortest paths of the topology graph. 
At each iteration k,  to find path p k ,  the pair element of shortest path in X is 
picked. The path is selected as path pk and new candidate paths are generated. To 
generate new candidates for pathpl,c(pl) > c{pk),l > k, every node of pk is 
analyzed from coinciding node vk until the node vk. For each node vk E pk^k , 
starting fromvck, a specific shortest path q € P — {TkUX} has to be computed. The 
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shortest path q is actually the concatenation of the shortest subpath from START to 
v i  ' PsTART . i '  a™*Pi,END> wtere the edge Ofi-i)'V^ is not in PSTART.I and PSTARTJ 
has not been generated. In order to ensure that candidate path PSTARTJ has not been 
generated before, the Gr0P0 graph should be modified by removing some edges. Let 
^T{k_r]ivc) be the set of edges whose head nodes is the coinciding nodeuck. 
Therefore, the set of edges in and the edge (V( i -1), v*) should be 
removed fromCr0P0. Finally the set of edges deleted should be re-stored after all 






Figure 24. The process of finding the shortest path to node vf by TopoDP. The 
process is to find the minimum cost of a path that visits the set of columns in 
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Rgure 25. The first two iterations to find P3 for the topology graph in Fig. 19A. 
The set of paths in T and X are shown. Paths in red are those paths will be saved 
in T, paths in black are paths will be stored in X. (A) The shortest path in the 
graph. The coinciding node is initialized to END node. (B) Shows the candidate 
paths generated from p1. The coinciding node is also shown. (C) The generated 
candidate paths from p1 and ft. 
The constraint of the graph (i.e., no column may appear twice in the path) 
should be maintained throughout the process of generating candidate paths. Thus, at 
each iteration k and for each node vf e p\VK, the shortest subpath VSTARTS being 
calculated should maintain the constraint. Consequently, the subset of columns being 
visited in PSTARTA should not contain any element of U(PFN), U{P^ I) = {1,2,..., N} -
U(pfi+i),w)- 1116 algorithm simply uses the subsets and their costs calculated in 
algorithm 1 to find pSTARTS • In other words, the algorithm searches for the intended 
path in a set of nodes that are tails of edges in HTk(vf). Any node v in this set that 
verif ies rnin{f{y ,U(jp^T A R T  i ) )  + w(v,  v f))  is chosen and the path from START to v 
is picked as the shortest subpath. Note that the set of edges 
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HT ( k_ { ) (Vc)  and (v£_i).vf ) are deleted at this time. The pseudo axle of the 
algorithm used to find the K-shortest paths is illustrated in Fig. 23. Fig. 24 illustrates 
the process of finding the shortest path from ST ART node to node vf. 
In Fig. 25, we show the "reverse-pseudo-tre '̂ of X U T k  ,  k  < 3, in the first two 
iterations of algorithm 3. In iteration number one, Tx has only path p1, and the three 
paths {qlpl, q2pi, q p̂i) will be generated and added to X starting from the coinciding 
node Vc = END to v\ =< 2,2,1 >. See Fig. 25A. At iteration number two, path 
P2 = Qipi ^11 be picked as the shortest path in X where c(qlpl) = 2. Starting from 
the coinciding node vc2 = END back to v\ =< 4,2,0 >, three paths are generated and 
added toX, then X = {q2pi,q3pi>clip2>qzp2>cl3pz}• See Fig. 258. At iteration number 
three (not shown in Fig. 25), the next shortest path p3 is either q3pl or qip2, and their 
coinciding nodes are v3 =< 2,2,1 > and v3 = END respectively. 
4*6.4 Results 
To investigate the performance of the dynamic programming approach, we first 
tested if the shortest valid path identified by our method is indeed the valid path with 
the minimum cost. We sorted the cost of all the valid paths and found that the 
shortest path identified by the dynamic programming approach is indeed the top-1 
ranked (Table 5, column 5) among all the valid paths. Note that the shortest valid path 
may not be the path of the true topology, due to the potential error in the weight. 
Recall that the weight used so far to be used in the topology graph is simply the 
absolute difference between the length of the loop can be found between the two 
SSEs-S represented in the rows and the Eudidean distance between the end of the 
two SSEs-D represented by the two columns. However, we will explain a more 
advanced approach in Section 4.7 to update this weight. The new approach uses some 
features extracted from the volumetric density map. 
We notice that the valid path of the true topology often has near minimum 
cost (to be discussed with Table 7). We then compared current approach with two 
previous approaches: the naive and the depth first search. In the naive approach, each 
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of the entire N\2N topologies were evaluated to search for the one with the 
minimum cost. As expected, the naive and the depth first search approaches took 
significantly longer time than the dynamic programming approach in the lar^e 
proteins (Table 5). For example, the time to find the shortest valid path is 1,410.49 
seconds (Table 5, row 8) for the naive approach, 8.753 seconds for the depth first, and 
0.014 seconds for the dynamic programming approach. In this case, the protein has 
nine actual helical SSEs-S on the sequence and seven helical SSEs-D sticks detected 
using HelixTracer. For this protein, our dynamic programming approach is 100,000 
faster than the naive method. It is expected that the difference in performance is even 
more for larger proteins. The time in Table 5 includes the time to build the graph and 
the search for the shortest path. All the tests in this work were run on a generic PC -
Dell Optiplex 980 machine at 2.8 GHz and 8 GB of memory. 












1 1SU0 5 3 1 0.002 0.014 0.125 
2 1B09 6 3 1 0.001 0.013 0.498 
3 UW2 4 4 1 0.001 0.008 0.209 
4 1A7D 6 4 1 0.002 0.018 0.944 
5 1AA2 7 4 1 0.009 0.068 1.268 
6 1DUS 6 5 1 0.004 0.186 8.038 
7 IF LP 7 6 1 0.010 1.224 9.452 
8 1NG6 9 7 1 0.014 8.753 1,410.49 
a: the number of helices in the native protein. 
b: the number of helices detected by HelixTracer. 
c: the rank of the shortest valid path using the dynamic programming approach, 
d: the time (in seconds) to find the shortest valid path using the dynamic 
programming algorithm It includes the time to build all subsets at each node. 
e: the time (in seconds) to find the shortest valid path using the depth first method, 
f: the time (in seconds) to find the shortest valid path usingthe naive method. 
Table 6 shows the performance and the memory usage for large proteins We 
were not able to work with proteins with more than seven helices using the naive 
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approach due to the large number of topologies to be evaluated [52,183]. Now we are 
able to \Aork with proteins with 33 actual helices on the protein sequence and 18 
detected sticks (Table 6, row 15). For this protein, it took 66.07 seconds to build the 
graph, 0.57 seconds to find the shortest valid path and it used 1.11 GB memory. We 
also listed the time it takes to get the top 100 shortest paths (Table 6, column 7). 
Notice that the search time is generally much shorter than the time to build the graph. 
However, the graph is only needed to build once for the search of top-/C paths. This 
makes our approach practically effective to obtain the top-ranked valid topologies. 
Although most proteins do not have as many as 33 helices, the total number of helices 
and (3-strands can be over 20 in a medium sized protein. 
Table 6. Run time and memory usage for the dynamic programming algorithm 
Num. FYoteinlD ftHelices* #Sticksb BUILDtimec ltttimed ToplOCf Memor/ 
1 1B5L 6 5 0.008 0.000 0.005 0.16 
2 1FLP 7 6 0.010 0.000 0.007 0.18 
3 1NG6 9 7 0.014 0.000 0.011 0.25 
4 1ZA0 13 8 0.291 0.001 0.039 0.72 
5 2H70 14 9 0.270 0.003 0.075 0.83 
6 3ACW 17 10 1.200 0.001 0.481 2.68 
7 3L9T 14 11 1.000 0.000 0.337 2.44 
8 2XB5 13 8 0.276 0.000 0.065 0.64 
9 30DS 21 12 1.800 0.003 1.000 7.44 
10 1A4S 20 12 1.400 0.003 1.200 8.61 
11 2PFT 27 14 24.09 0.020 4.200 39.99 
12 2X79 24 17 28.40 0.024 5.040 211.1 
13 20EV 26 18 35.02 0.028 6.050 531.0 
14 2XW 33 17 52.04 0.030 10.10 515.64 
15 2XSI 33 18 66.07 0.570 11.06 1,110.3 
a: the number of helices in the native protein, 
b: the number of helices detected by HelixTracer. 
c: the time (in seconds) to build all subsets in the graph, 
d: the time (in seconds) to find the shortest valid path. 
e: the time (in seconds) to find the shortest 100 paths. 
f: the memory (in MB) to store all subsets and paths. 
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Table 7. The rank of the true topology among all valid topologies. 
Num. Protein ID # Helices8 ^Sticks" Rank0 
1 2PSR 5 4 16 
2 1AEP 5 5 42 
3 1B5L 6 5 34 
4 1FLP 7 6 1 
5 1BVC 8 4 50 
6 1NG6 9 7 97 
a: the number of helices in the native protein. 
b: the number of helices detected by HelixTracer. 
c: the rank of the true topology ranked by our top-K method. 
Since we used a simple criterion to assign the weight for an edge, error is 
expected in the weights. We wanted to see if the true topology is near the top of the 
solution space using the current weighting strategy. We applied our top-K deviation 
algorithm to identify the tap-K shortest paths and see where the true topology is 
ranked. We tested six proteins with less than eight sticks detected in the volumetric 
density map. The rank of the true topology is between one and 97 for these proteins. 
For the largest protein (1NG6, Table 7, row 6), the true topology is ranked the 97th out 
of (7)7! 27 « 23 million possible topologies in the entire solution space. This 
suggests that the simple weight could be fairly effective in eliminating most of the 
possible topologies for these proteins. Note that the weight in our method employs 
minimal constraints. In fact, it does not involve sophisticated analysis of the 
volumetric density map and only reflects the fact that the end-to-end distance of the 
sticks is comparable to the length of the loop connecting them It is expected that 
more accurate weights of the edge can improve the ranking of the true topology even 
more. 
The current weight mainly represents the difference between the estimated 
length of the loop connecting the two sticks and the estimated distance between 
them in 3-D space. In order for the true topology to be ranked near the top of the list, 
the predicted helices based on the protein sequence have to be accurate enough. Two 
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situations will affect the ranking the most. One is when a long helix is wrongly 
predicted as two short helices that are connected by a short loop. The other is when 
two short helices are predicted as one long helix. In order to identify the true 
topology, the search needs to consider the possible errors from both the secondary 
structure prediction and those from the detection in 3-D space. 
The current implementation is limited in the ranking of the helices, although 
our dynamic programming approach is general for either helices or P-strands. In order 
to extend the current approach to P-strands, the location of the p-strands needs to be 
estimated. The P-sheets are generally not as accurately detected as the helices in the 
intermediate resolution volumetric density maps. It is expected that the p-strands will 
be estimated with many possible alternatives. It is still a challenging problem to rank 
the topology with both a-helices and 3-sheets without the knowledge of a template. 
4.7 UPDATE TOPOLOGY GRAPH USING VOLUMETRIC MAPS 
The topology graph was initially built with two kinds of edges, special and non-special 
edges. For special edges, edges connect the two special nodes START and END with 
other nodes; the weight was initialized, and should always remain, to zero. On the 
other hand, for non-special edges, the weights of edges connect nodes represent 
secondary structure elements, were initialized to ether oo or winit. Non-special edges 
that do not satisfy constraints in Section 4.2 are initialized to oo. Non-special edges 
satisfy constraints were initialized towinit. In this Section, we explain how we use 
CryoEM volumetric maps to update the weight of non-special edges that satisfy the 
constraint. 
Electron CryoEM is an attractive advanced image processing method for 
structure determination. Unlike experimental methods such as X-ray crystallography, 
CryoEM is able to produce volumetric maps of proteins that are poorly soluble, large 
and/or hard to crystallize. Furthermore, it studies the proteins in their native 
environment. Unfortunately, the volumetric maps generated by current advances in 
CryoEM technique produces protein maps at about 5-10A resolution in which it is 
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unable to determine the atomic-structure of the protein. However, some features of 
the protein can be visually and computationally identified such as the location of 
secondary structures and some connections between them. Therefore, recent work 
has shown the ability of CryoEM volumetric maps to help in de now modeling of 
protein structures. 
In recent work of Abeysinghe et al. [163], they have used a sort of thinning and 
pruning algorithms to produce a skeleton for the CryoEM volumetric map (Fig. 264). 
Gorgon [187] is one tool, and the only tool up to our knowledge, that generates the 
skeleton of the CryoEM volumetric map and uses it to predict the topology of the 
secondary structures. The skeleton obtained is used to extract the geometric features 
from the volumetric map and to guide the process of topology prediction as well. In 
Gorgon, the topology problem is represented as a subgraph-isomorphism between 
the sequence (1-D) and the CryoEM volumetric map (3-D). The tWD shapes w=re 
modeled as attributed relational graphs. A constrained inexact graph matching 
problem has been solved by a heuristic search. On some of proteins, will be shown in 
the comparison Section below, Gorgon fails to find the correct correspondence. One 
problem that prevents Gorgon from finding the correct topology is the gaps found in 
the skeleton. In Gorgon, an edge drawn between the two secondary structure ends in 
density graph if and only if there is a trace on the skeleton that connects these two 
ends, or the Euclidean distance between the two ends is less than a threshold e=0.15d 
where d is the size of the volumetric. In the presence of these gaps, Gorgon cannot 
find the trace resulting in wrong topology prediction. However, a manual sketching 
can be used to avoid such a problem in a method depends completely on the user to 
locate the traces of the skeleton. 
As reported, even if the problem of gaps is not considered, the method suffers 
some limitations [121]. The most important limitation is the computational cost (i.e., 
time and memory usage). Thus, due to memory limitation the method was unable to 
work on proteins have more than 25 helices without a large number of user-specified 
constraints [121]. Furthermore, on low resolution CryoEM volumetric maps, the 
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success rates of the method are low due to the pad quality of geometry skeleton 
obtained. Fig. 264 shows an example of a skeleton produced by Gorgon for the real 
CryoEM volumetric map at 6.8A resolution (EMDB ID 5100 [207]) and the 
corresponding Protein "Scorpion Hemocyanin resting state" (PDB ID 3IXV). The blue 
line represents the skeleton produced by Gorgon and red cylinders represent the 
detected secondary structures from CryoEM volumetric map. The black box shows 
one region where Gorgon fails to find the continuous skeleton. 
In this work, we use the skeleton produced by Gorgon to update the weights 
of non-special edges in topology graph. To resolve the problem of gaps in the skeleton 
and to avoid the manual sketching, we developed an automatic algorithm to find loop 
traces between ends of secondary structures on CryoEM volumetric maps with 
existence of gaps. 
Gorgon produces the skeleton that is represented as a list of voxel points. Each 
voxel point has a coordinate value for the location of the voxel at the CryoEM 
volumetric map. The main idea of the introduced algorithm is to translate each voxel 
point at the skeleton to a node in undirected graph. The voxel points (nodes) at the 
end of secondary structures are also marked. The edges between any twa nodes in 
the undirected graph depend on the distance between the two original voxel points. If 
the distance is less than 3.0A, the two nodes are considered neighbors and an edge 
created to connect them The weight of the edge is equal to the distance between the 
two corresponding voxel points. Bron-Kerbosch algorithm [208] was applied to the 
graph to find the cliques of at least of size three. The purpose of finding the cliques is 
to find the crowded regions on the graph. The set of nodes represents the clique 
found are replaced with one central node (geometrical central of all voxels form the 
clique). The depth first search (DFS) is used to find the paths between every two 
nodes marked as SSE ends, called complete paths. Moreover, it is used to find the 
incomplete paths between every node marked as SSE end with any other node in the 
graph that represents a dead end. For example, in Fig. 26B, there are three complete 
paths from node P and one incomplete path < P, R, S >. All paths found for each SSE 
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end is saved in a list endList f , where t  £ {0,1} and 1  < j  < N.  The variable t  
represents which end on the stick the paths starts from The length of each path is 
simply the summation of weights of edges along the path. 
Figure 26. the skeleton detected from the CryoEM maps using Gorgon vZl. (A) 
Shows an example of the skeleton detected for Scorpion Hemocyanin resting 
state (PDB ID code: 3IXV) using Gorgon at 6.8 A resolution. In (A) we can see the 
gap in the skeleton (inside the black box). The SSEs-D sticks are shown in red 
cylinders and the actual protein structure is shown as well. (B) Depicts the gap 
found in the skeleton and the some voxels found in the skeleton to represent 
nodes in the skeleton graph. The gap is shown in the dotted line connect S and T. 
The updating process of edges weights takes place once all lists are built for all 
SSE ends. For each edge((i,j,t),(i',j',t')) = winit of GT0P0> we find the complete 
path in endListf or the two incomplete paths in endListf and endListp that best 
fit the number of amino acids on the sequence between Ht and Hu. tc is the 
complement of t denotes the other end of the stick j. \Afe simply search for a 
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complete or incomplete path with a length that best fit the estimated length of the 
loop on the sequence. "The estimated length of the loop on the sequence is calculated 
by multiplying the number of amino acids by 3.8. In both cases, complete or 
incomplete, the length of the path should not exceed the estimated length of the loop 
plus e=5A. Verifying complete paths against loop is very simple. \Ne trivially compare 
the two lengths. For incomplete paths, v\e try all combination of incomplete paths 
between the two lists that are at most ISA apart in authentic maps or at most 10A 
apart in synthesis maps. The length of the new path produced from the two 
incomplete paths is the summation of incomplete paths, one from each list, and the 
gap betwsen them. For example, in Fig. 268, the two incomplete paths < P,R,S > 
and <T,Q > form one complete path < P,R,S,T,Q >. The absolute difference 
between the length of the loop on the sequence and the best path from the list(s) 
iswtrace- If no proper path (complete or incomplete) was found on the CryoEM 
volumetric map, the wtrace is set to oo. Finally, the new weight of the edge of Gr0P0 is 
the minimum between w in i t  and w t race. 
4.7.1 TOPOOP vs. Gorgon 
To test the performance of the dynamic programming approach (TopoDP), we tested 
the algorithm against the current version of Gorgon (v 2.1-windows-32bit) [187]. In 
Gorgon, a heuristic algorithm is used to match between two graphs, one graph for 
SSEs-S (called sequence graph) and another one for SSEs-D (called volume graph). 
Each secondary structure (particularly helix) in volume graph is represented by two 
vertices with a link connects them The links between two SSEs vertices are created 
based on skeleton. A link connects two SSEs vertices is created if a continuous trace 
can be found on skeleton that connects the two ends of corresponding SSEs-D, 
otherwise no connection is established. A Max Euclidian Loop Distance parameter (e) 
can be set to create a link between any two SSEs vertices if the trace on skeleton is 
missing or non-continuous. Consequently, a link is established between any two SSEs 
vertices if the corresponding SSEs-D ends are (e)A or shorter apart. In the course of 
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this experiment, parameter € is set to be 15A. Other than Max Euclidian Loop 
Distance, default parameters values are used. 
In Gorgon, as well as in TopoDP, the quality of the skeleton plays a major role 
in the process of prediction. However, the negative impact of the skeleton on TopoDP 
is less (will be shown in Table 8). The way it deals with gap and the best match process 
implemented in TopoDP makes it robust to medium quality skeletons. Two types of 
skeletons were used when predict the topology, grayscale and binary skeletons. The 
method used to generate the binary skeleton is composed of two algorithms: iterative 
thinning and skeleton pruning [163]. On the other hand, the grayscale skeleton is 
generated by deploying a segmentation-free algorithm [209]. The algorithm mainly 
employs the idea of structure tensor in addition to feature extraction. In contrast to 
binary skeleton, grayscale skeleton does not suffer from threshold dependency and 
does not need a segmentation process. Thereupon, the produced skeleton is less 
biased to human intervention. In consequence, the quality of grayscale skeletons is 
enhanced in relative to binary skeletons. Binary and grayscale skeletons were 
generated for each protein in the data set. 
The data set used in the experiment consists of 14 volumetric maps at 10A 
resolution of which 12 were are simulated from actual protein models found in 
Protein Data Bank (PDB) and two were authentic CryoEM volumetric maps from the 
EMDB (EMDB ID 5100 and 5030 at 6.8A and 6.4A respectively). For both softwares, we 
have used the actual position of secondary structure on the sequence obtained from 
the model in PDB. However, a secondary structure prediction tool could be used, but 
we intended to avoid the negative impact of wrong secondary structure prediction on 
topology prediction. The helices on CryoEM volumetric maps were detected using 
SSETracer [124]. The correctness evaluation of the two methods was carried out by 
comparing the produced topologies with the correct topology of each protein 
obtained from PDB. All the tests in this dissertation were run on a generic PC - Dell 
Optiplex 980 machine at 2.8 GHz and 8 GB of memory. 
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The results of the 14 CryoEM volumetric maps are listed in Table 8. Table 8 
shows the number of helices in each protein (SSE-S), the number of detected helices 
from CryoEM volumetric map (SSE-D), and the results of the two methods on the two 
types of skeletons. The memory usage monitored in Table 8 represents the memory 
needed to run the heuristic algorithm by Gorgon to rank the top 35 topologies and 
does not count the memory used to save graphs and data structures. In contrast, it 
represents the memory used to build Topo graph and its sets in addition to the data 
structure used to save traces found on skeleton. Furthermore, Table 8 shows the time 
needed to rank the topologies and not counts the time needed to build graphs for 
Gorgon. Nevertheless, it counts the time needed to build Topology graph and its sets 
forTopoDP. 
Table 8 shows the performance and the memory usage for relatively large 
proteins. The comparison with Gorgon focuses on the memory needed, the time to 
accomplish the task and the accuracy of the two prediction algorithms. We were not 
able to work with proteins with more than seven helices in our earlier work [52,183] 
due to the large number of topologies to be evaluated. Now, for instance, we are able 
to work with proteins with 20 actual helices on the protein sequence and 20 detected 
sticks (3HJL, Table 8, row 9). For this protein, TopoDP takes 1.6 seconds to build the 
graph, trace the CryoEM volumetric map and to find the top 35 proteins. Additionally, 
it used 240.9 MB of memory to save all sets, all traces, and the 35-shortest paths. 
Notice that the search time for top 35 topologies is generally much shorter than the 
time to build the graph and to trace the CryoEM volumetric map. However, the graph 
is only needed to be built once for the search of top-A1 paths. This makes our 
approach particularly effective to obtain the top-ranked valid topologies. Although 
most proteins do not have as many as 20 helices, the total number of helices and 3-
strands can be ever 20 in a medium sized protein. On the contrary, Gorgon has failed 
to find any correspondence for this protein using the two types of skeletons. Thus, the 
memory, time, and accuracy are not available. 
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As depicted in Table 8, Gorgon failed to predict the correct topology within the 
top 35 topologies in 12 cases when binary skeleton is used. Furthermore, it fails in 10 
cases when a grayscale skeleton is used. This shows that grayscale skeleton is 
improved over the binary one with more continuous traces. The two cases in which 
Gorgon could successfully predict the correct topology are rows 2 and 4 in Table 8 
(binary skeleton). The skeletons of the two proteins are either gap-free or the 
Euclidean distance between the tv\» sticks' ends is shorter than e. However, for some 
cases, even though the skeleton is gap-free, Gorgon failed to find the correspondent. 
It fails with most of relatively big proteins. Generally, the time and space Gorgon 
needs to carry out the prediction are greater than the amount of time and space 
TopoDP needs. The big difference in time and memory usage is clear in big proteins. 
Some entries in Table 8 show such big difference. For instance, the amount of 
memory used by Gorgon was 100 times larger than the amount of memory used by 
TopoDP for protein 3LTJ when binary skeleton is used (Table 8, row 4). Moreover, 
TopoDP is faster to accomplish the prediction process. This can be seen in the amount 
of time needed to rank the 35 topologies in 1Z1L the amount of time used by TopoDP 
is 10 times faster than the amount of time needed by Gorgon (Table 8, row 6). 
Gorgon is very sensitive to the quality of the skeleton used in the process. As 
mentioned earlier, bad skeletons negatively affects the quality of the prediction. 
When a low quality skeleton is used, more gaps expected to present. Unfortunately, 
Gorgon fails to predict the true topology successfully if a small gap present in the 
skeleton. The existence of a gap means that no continuous trace can be found 
between the two ends of SSEs-D. The problem is clear for the relatively small proteins. 
For instance, Gorgon fails to find the true topology of five proteins among the first 
seven proteins in Table 8. When an enhanced quality of skeleton used, the prediction 
is improved. This can be seen when a grayscale skeleton is used for the first seven 
proteins. Gorgon could predict the true topologies of four proteins out of the same 
seven proteins. However, this is not the only problem Gorgon suffers. On contrary, 
TopoDP has overcome the problem In TopoDP, the gaps shorter than 10A for 
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synthesis volumetric maps and 15A authentic maps are treated when incomplete 
paths are used to find the best fit trace (see Section 4.7 for more details). Thus, 
TopoDP could successfully predict all true topologies of the first seven proteins using 
both types of skeletons. However, the gap threshold was increased from 10 to 15A for 
one of the proteins (3ACW, Table 8, row 5) when a grayscale skeleton is used. 











Binary Grayscale Binary Grayscale 
space/timed Rank6 space/timed 
Rank8 space/time 
d Rank' space/timed Rank® 
1 IF LP 142 7 7 0.004/<=2 1 0.004/<=2 1 0.41/<=2 N/A 0.64/<=2 1 
2 1NG6 148 9 7 0.004/<=2 2 0.004/<=2 2 0.33/<=2 3 0.19/<=2 2 
3 2XB5 207 13 9 O.Q3/<=2 11 0.01/<=2 ld 1.44/<=2 N/A l.ll/<=2 N/A 
4 3LTJ 201 16 12 1.6/<=2 2 1.69/<=2 2 165.3/9.9 2 270.3/16.2 2 
5 3ACW 293 17 14 9.7/<=2 32 9.75/<=2 34d 16.6/2.7 N/A 9.2/<=2 N/A 
6 1Z1L 345 23 14 18.5/2.3 11 18.59/2.4 1 >1289.5/24 N/A >934.6/42.6 N/A 
7 30D5 415 21 16 42.3/2.8 12 42.34/2.9 2 275.4/10.7 N/A 377.4/15.2 23 
8 1HZ4 373 21 19 273.1/14.0 2 273.00/14.7 3 >959.3/68.9 N/A 458.8/40.3 N/A 
9 3HJL 329 20 20 240.9/<=2 1 236.9/<=2 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
10 20EV 705 26 20 1209.6/48.3 N/A 1209.5/74.4 N/A >1288.0/34 N/A >950.9/39.4 N/A 
11 2XW 585 33 20 1224.7/120 21 1225.1/126 4 >1315.6/25 N/A >1312.9/276 N/A 
12 2XSI 585 33 19 1381.9/141 13 1382.5/168 N/A >1341.1/23 N/A >1286.7/272 N/A 
13 3IXV_A 222 14 10 0.21/<=2 ld 0.004/4.2 ld 116.8/5.8 N/A >922.0/30.3 N/A 
14 3FIN_R 117 4 4 0.004/<=2 ld 0.004/<=2 4d 0.55/<=2 N/A 0.48/<=2 N/A 
a: the PDB ID of the protein. 
b: the number of actual helices in the protein. 
c: the number of detected helices from CryoEM map. 
d: the space (in MB) and time (in Sec.) needed to rank top 35 topologies. The sign > means that the 
task could not be completed. 
e: the rank of the true topology within top 35 topologies. N/A means the true topology could not be 
ranked within top 35 topologies. 
In addition to the gap problem, Gorgon appears to be less capable in handling 
large proteins. Recall that the problem being addressed is exponential. The A-star 
heuristic search algorithm used by Gorgon is known to suffer from memory limitation. 
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Conversely, the dynamic approach used in TopoDP effectively saves the memory. 
Moreover, the performance of TopoDP can be improved (in terms of time and 
memory usage) by a factor of 10. Recall that links in Topology graph have no 
correspondent traces on skeleton are maintained with a weight equals to w i n i t .  
Therefore, deleting these links could save memory and time when build the sets 
dynamically. However, this step may negatively affect the accuracy of finding the true 
topology. For instance, this process was successfully applied to protein 2XSI (Table 8, 
row 12) and the time needed to find the 35-shortest path was 14 seconds. Again, the 
true topology was ranked 12tft. On the other hand, it failed to rank the true topology 
within the top 35 topologies when applied to protein 1HZ4 (Table 8, row8). However, 
the time was improved by a factor of 10 to rank the top 35 topologies. Thus, a careful 
process on such links might be used to improve the performance of TopoDP and 
maintain the accuracy. 
The current weight mainly represents the best trace (complete and incomplete 
paths) can be found for the loop between the two sticks detected from CryoEM 
volumetric map. In order for the true topology to be ranked near the top of the list, 
the predicted helices based on the protein sequence have to be accurate enough. Two 
situations will affect the ranking the most. One is when a long helix is wrongly 
predicted as two short helices that are connected by a short loop. The other is when 
two short helices are predicted as one long helix. In order to identify the true 
topology, the search needs to consider the possible errors from both the secondary 
structure prediction and those from the detection in 3-D space. 
The current implementation only applies to the ranking of the helices, 
although our dynamic programming approach is general for either helices or p-
strands. In order to extend the current approach to 3-strands, the location of the 3-
strands needs to be estimated. The p-sheets are generally not as accurately detected 
as the helices in the intermediate resolution density maps. It is expected that the 3-
strands will be estimated with many possible alternatives. It is still a challenging 
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problem to rank the topology with both a-helices and 3-sheets without the 
knowledge of a template. 
4.8 PARALLEL SOLUTION 
In the work of the naive approach [183], we were not able to enumerate and build the 
structure of the entire set of possible topologies for proteins have more than seven 
helices using parallel computers evaluate (i.e., build 500 full-atoms conformations for 
each candidate and ranking them according to the multi-well energy potential). 
Moreover, the total number of possible topologies is expected to increase very quickly 
as the number of helices increased. 
In the work of the naive (Section 4.3) and depth first search (Section 4.5) 
approaches, the work of parallel method used is depicted in Fig. 27. On this work we 
have used a simple dynamic master/slave scheme. The master processor was 
responsible of generating the initial structure of SSEs-D sticks and finding the valid 
topologies among all possible topologies by either the naive or DFS approaches. A free 
slave processor asks the master for any available valid topology. The answer the slave 
processor is expecting is one of two, the next available valid topology or a flag to 
indicate that no more valid topologies left. When a slave processor receives a valid 
topology, it generates random 500 full-atoms structures by shifting each SSE-S up to 
two positions along the sequence and/or translate (i.e., move) each helical SSE-D stick 
one rise along its axis. After generating the initial conformation of the valid topology, 
the slave uses our own implementation of R3 algorithm [190] to add side chains. 
Finally, the multi-well energy [51] measures the stability of the structure is used to 
evaluate and rank the 500 structures. When an end-of-job flag received, the slave 
sends back the information of the best structures (i.e., have been sorted according to 
the contact energy) it has generated to the master processor. At the end of the job, 
and after all slave processors send their results to the master, it re-ranks them 
according to their energy values and pick up best structures to be topologies 
candidates. 
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For current approach, using topology graph, the time saving over the previous 
approach is significant. The time required to build the initial graph is 0(MN2) and the 
time required to build all subsets to find the top-K paths is 0((D + 1 )2N22N) which 
can be done using a single core processor for medium size proteins in comparison to 
the time needed to traverse a huge graph for big proteins. However, for larger 
proteins we still need to develop a parallel approach to traverse and enumerate top-K 
paths. 
SS stick s detected by HT Protein Sequence with 
SS positions are predicted 
itia! Skeleton 
ltd candidates 
© ®g ® 
eratc 500 Structures for each candj 
Sort structures for C candidate According to CE 
7 
Figure 27. The parallel approach to enumerate and evaluate all possible 
topologies. 
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One approach to parallelize graph traversing and valid paths enumerating is to 
distribute the load balance equally over the entire set of processors. In such a case, 
the speed up factor is maximized. One challenge of such an implementation is the 
difficulty to know in advance the number of valid paths outgoing from certain node. 
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CHAPTERS 
LOOP CLOSURE FOR LOOP MODELING 
Loop closure problem arises in nearly all loop prediction problems. Loop closure is a 
problem of generating a loop whose N and C terminal residues satisfy the constrained 
locations predefined by the two ends of the chain to be connected by the loop (Fig. 
28). The N-Anchor refers to the last (the C-terminal) residue of the first portion of the 
chain and the C-Anchor refers to the first (N-terminal) residue of the second portion 
of the chain (Fig. 288). The position and orientation of these two anchors are 
expected to remain the same during the process of loop closure. This problem is 
encountered in the last component of proposed system when the loop regions need 
to be modeled to fill the gaps in the atomic-resolution structure for secondary 
structures generated in component number two. 
To address the loop closure problem, both analytical methods and 
optimization methods have been proposed. Wederreyer and Scheraga have solved 
the problem for three consecutive residues through spherical geometry and 
polynomial equations [210]. Other solutions to this problem can be found in 
[211,212,213]. Recent work has extended the solution to any three residues that may 
not be consecutives [214]. It has been proved that the loop closure problem with six 
degrees of freedom has at most 16 possible solutions, whereas the number of 
possible solutions is infinite for the problem with more than six degrees of freedom 
[215,216,217]. A sub-angstrom method was introduced to solve the problem 
analytically for loops of up to 12 residues [179], 
The longest loop that has been constructed analytically has nine bonds of 
freedom using a geometrical screening through the solution space [218]. Optimization 
approach has been used for loops with more than six degrees of freedom These 
methods search for an approximate solution by iteratively changing the backbone 
torsion angles until the desired distance that is between the end of the loop and the 
anchor is reached. Tvwa such well-known methods include random tweak [173,174], 
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and cyclic coordinate descent [219]. A self-organizing algorithm is used to generate 
clash-free loops of lengths betvusen four and 12 residues [175]. The algorithm starts 
from random initial atomic coordinates followed by fast geometric matching of the 
conformationally rigid components of the constituent amino acids. 
Figure 28. The loop dosure problem. The 1st portion and the 2nd portion of the 
chain are to be connected by the loop (A). The /V-Anchor and the C-Anchor amino 
acids, represented by their H Q, and C backbone atoms (spheres in (B)), are 
expected to be fixed during the process of loop closure. The copy of the N-Anchor 
on the loop is superimposed with the N-Anchor of the 1st portion in (B). The 
mobile C-terminus that consists of a copy of the C-Anchor residue is expected to 
superimpose with the Target C-Anchor during the process of loop closure. 
Cyclic coordinate descent (CCD) aims at closing the loop by adjusting a single 
torsion angle at a time. It applies the idea of inverse kinematics in robotics. In 
robotics, inverse kinematics algorithms were proposed to solve the problem of 
moving a robotic gripper to a specific position by changing joint angles and segment 
lengths [220]. A biological specialized inverse kinematics tool was initially designed as 






been proposed [210,214]. CCD is easy to implement and computationally inexpensive 
and is adopted by Rosetta clocking and other variants such as FCCD [221,222]. For 
more literature details in this problem we refer the reader to our previous work on 
this problem [184,185] and [223]. 
5.1 INTRODUOION 
CCD is an iterative procedure to drive the Cterminal end of the loop to the destination 
at the C-Anchor. The process stops when the maximum number of cycles is reached or 
when the loop is converged to the target. A loop is considered converged if RMSD 
between the N, Q and C atoms of the moving C-terminus and their corresponding 
atoms at the C-anchor is within an accepted error [219], For easy reference, let us call 
the RMSD the distance error from destination. The threshold of the distance error is 
0.05A in the CCD method. Once the random loops converge, the second portion of the 
chain is fairly accurately positioned. From our previous experience of an 
implementation of CCD [184], we observed that the C-terminus of the loop often 
reaches a neighborhood of the destination in a small number of iterations. However, 
it takes significantly more number of cycles to converge from the neighborhood to the 
destination. For example, for a loop of length four (lqnr, Table 9), it takes eight cycles 
for the mobile C-terminus of the loop to reach from 4.7A to l.lA of distance error 
from the destination (data not shown). However, it takes 418 cycles to reach from 
1. lA to 0.08A of distance error from destination. 
Although the remaining distance error can be small (i.e., up to 0.08A), the 
second portion of the chain has to be moved to connect to the loop in order to 
generate a continuous chain. In the above case, if the last 418 cycles are omitted, the 
second portion of the protein chain will not be accurately placed due to the remaining 
distance error at the end of the iterations. The proposed method aims at developing 
an effective loop closure method that is not completely dependent on the 
convergence of the loop. Instead of spending the majority cycles of CCD for the loop 
to converge, our method uses a small number of cycles to lock the moving end of the 
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loop to a neighborhood of the target. It then directly adjusts the accuracy for the 
second portion of the chain using the iterations of backward walk. Our method 
generally needs smaller number of cycles to close gap than the original CCD method, 
yet produces more accurate second portion of the chain. 
Figure 29. Torsion angle update. The H Q,, and C atom of the C-Anchor are labelled 
as N_Target, Q_Target, and CTarget respectively. The N, Q,, and C atom of the 
residue n +1 on the loop are labelled as N_n +1, Q_n +1, and C_n +1 respectively. A 
torsion angle is updated with & that minimizes the S in formula (1). The three 
distances in S, dl, dl and oQ, are labeled. 
5.2 FORWARD-BACKWARD CYCLIC COORDINATE DESCENT (FBCCD) 
FBCCD is composed of two major steps: the forward iterations and the backward 
iterations. The target in the forward walk is the C-Anchor residue represented by the 
N_T» 
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IH Q, and C atoms. The target in the backward walk is composed of three points 
determined by the second portion of the protein. The idea is to use the forward walk 
to move the C-terminus of the loop quickly to the neighborhood of the destination 
and to use the backward walk to refine the loop based on the accuracy of the second 
portion of the chain. 
5.2.1 Forward \Afcilk 
After the N-anchor and C-anchor are added to the initial loop, the forward walk starts 
by overlapping the N-anchor on the loop with the N-anchor at the first portion of the 
chain (Fig. 288). In each cycle of the forward walk, the torsion angles of the loop are 
adjusted sequentially from the ip  angle of residue 0 ti l l  the cp angle of residue n + 1.  
The way of updating a torsion angle is the same as used in CCD [219]. Briefly, each 
torsion angle is updated so that the sum of squared distances, S in equation (1), is 
minimized (Fig. 29). 
5 =  d f +  4 +  d \  ( 1 )  
Where d l f  d 2 ,  and d 3  are the distances between the moving C-terminus and 
the C- anchor for the N. Q, and C atom respectively (Fig. 29). More details about the 
calculation of the update can be found in [185,219], 
Each cycle in the forward walk starts from the N terminal of the loop. The 
forward walk stops either when the moving C-terminus converges to the fixed C-
anchor or the maximum number of cycles is reached. A loop is considered converged 
if the distance error from the destination is within 0.08A [219]. The maximum number 
of iterations used for the results to be shown in Table 9 is 100 and 2000 for the results 
in Table 10. In order to explore the possibility of improving the accuracy and 
convergence rate, two versions of the forward walk were implemented. The first 
implementation uses the concept of greedy in selecting torsion angles for adjustment 
during the initial cycles of the \A«lk. In each greedy cycle, only one torsion angle is 
adjusted instead of all the torsion angles that are adjusted in a non-greedy cycle. The 
torsion angle that can move the mobile C-terminus closest to the fixed C-Anchor is 
chosen from all the torsion angles on the loop. In the greedy version of the 
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implementation, the first 10 cycles were greedy and the rest 20 forward cycles vwere 
non-greedy for the results in Table 9. For the results in Table 10, the first ten cycles 
were greedy, and the rest 790 forward cycles were non-greedy. The second version of 
implementation does not use greedy cycles, and is as described in the original CCD 
method. Although the comparison results between the greedy and non-greedy 
versions are not included in this work, we find that the greedy version does not show 
significant advantage. 
5.2.2 Backward Walk 
Depending on the maximum number of iterations used in the forward walk, the C-
terminus of the loop may or may not converge to the C-Anchor. Even for a converged 
loop, there is a gap of up to 0.08A distance error between the C-terminus of the loop 
and the C-Anchor at the end of the forward walk. 
After the forward v\alk finishes, the backward walk starts. To generate a 
continuous chain, the backward walk begins by connecting the second portion of the 
chain to the loop. Recall that residue n + 1 on the loop is a copy of the C-Anchor, the 
amount of translation and rotation for the second portion of the chain can be 
determined to superimpose the two amino acids, represented by the IH Qi and C 
atoms. The backward walk modifies the torsion angles sequentially starting from 
residue n + 1. The target of the backward walk involves three points determined by 
the second portion of the chain. The three points of the target include the two distal 
ends of the central axis of the helix and the last C atom of the helix (Fig. 30). The 
central helix axis can be approximated by connecting the two geometrical centers, 
one calculated from the first three Q, atoms and the other calculated from the last 
three Q, atoms of the helix. Although this is a rough estimation of the central axis of a 
helix, it does not seem to affect the accuracy of our method, since any three points 
from the second portion of the chain may be used. Each torsion angle is updated so 
that the distance between the three movable points and the three target points is 
minimized. The backward walk stops either when the maximum number of iterations 
is reached or when the RMSD is <0.00lA 
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Similarly to the forward walk, backward walk also implemented two options. 
One option is to have a small number of greedy cycles for the initial iterations. The 





Figure 30. Backward walk off FBCCD. The torsion angles on the loop are updated 
from the last to the first (direction indicated with an arrow). HI and H2 represent 
two helices, HI represents the first portion of the chain and is fixed during the 
process of loop closure. HI immediately follows the loop and is affected by the 
remaining distance error at the end of the forward walk. The three target points of 
the backward walk include the XSNO distal ends (CI and C2) of the central axis of H2 
and the last C atom of HZ. CI, CI, and C are moved to CT, C2' and C' respectively, 
when HI is connected to the loop, dl is the distance between CI and CI', dl is the 
distance between C2 and C2'. cB is the distance between C and C', the last C atom on 
the shifted helix2. 
5.2.3 Implementation of CCD 
To compare FBCCD with CCD, we implemented the CCD method according to the 
details in the CCD paper [219]. The differences between our implementation and the 
one in the CCD paper mostly lie in the initialization of the random loop, the maximum 
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cycles allowed and the number of random loops generated for each tested loop. The 
CCD method in the paper uses the random torsion angles from the existing structures 
of the PDB to build an initial random loop. 
Our implementation of the CCD uses random torsion angles from a feasible 
range (<j> 6 [-175,-40] and 4> 6 [-60,175]). The different sources of random torsion 
angles should not affect the comparison result between the FBCCD and CCD, since 
FBCCD uses the same feasible range as the initial torsion angles. The way to update 
the torsion angles, the threshold for convergence of the loop are the same as in the 
CCD paper and the same for the forward walk of the FBCCD. 
The maximum number of cycles in our implementation of the CCD is different 
from that was used in the CCD paper. The maximum number of the iterations is 5000 
in the CCD paper. Since this work explores for a faster method, two cases of maximum 
iterations (100 and 2000) were used for CCD in order to compare with FBCCD in the 
same situation. The number of random loops generated for each tested loop is 300 in 
our implementation of CCD. The same number was used for FBCCD. The number of 
random loops was 100 and 5000 in two tests respectively in the CCD paper. 
5.3 FBCCD EVALUATION AND RESULTS 
Ten loops of length four, eight and 12 respectively were randomly selected from the 
data set of two papers [219,224]. For each loop tested, 300 random loops were 
generated initially using random angles of (J) within [-175,-40] and i|) within [-60,175]. 
The torsion angles on the loop are iteratively modified using the forward and 
backward walk. The forward walk stops when the maximum number of iterations is 
reached or when the loop converges. For our implementation of CCD as well as the 
forward walk, a loop is converged if the distance error from the destination is less 
than 0.08A. The destination for the forward walk in FBCCD and for the CCD is the C-
Anchor residue. The destination for the backward walk includes CI, CI and C, a set of 
three points on the second portion of the chain {Fig. 30). The backward walk stops 
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when the maximum number of iterations is reached or the distance error from the 
destination is less than O.OOlA 
A: Iqnr lOOcycles 1 B: lqnr 2000cvcles 
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Figure 31. Structure fragments after 100 and 2000 iterations using FBCCD and CCD. 
The PDB ID code for the tested fragments is lqnr in (A) and (B) and ld8w in (C) and 
(D). The native fragment (in red) is superimposed on the fragment with the best loop 
(see also Tables 9 and 10) obtained using FBCCD (in cyan) and the fragment with the 
best loop obtained using CCD (in purple) after 100 iterations (A) and after 2000 cycles 
in (B). Similar superposition is shown for ld8w fragments in (C) and (D). The first 
portion, the second portion of the fragment and the loop are indicated with arrows. 
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Table 9. Comparison between FBCCD and CCD after 100 cycles. 


















































liOhA 123-126 1.16 5.62 3.44 7.97 6% 1.14 0.02 2.94 7.162 0% 
lqnrA_195-198 0.81 5.99 3.31 5.89 3% 0.49 0.74 3.31 7.721 0% 
ltca_95-98 194 4.6 3.39 5.29 2% 1.46 1.19 3.04 4.899 0% 
lejOA_74-77 184 10.8 3.46 5.20 2% 0.93 2.19 3.39 5.844 0% 
lfkf_42-45 0.80 2.59 3.42 5.69 5% 0.44 0.34 3.12 6.140 0% 
lqopA_44~47 1.30 2.11 2.84 4.80 1% 0.37 0.26 2.85 5.337 0% 
laaj_82-85 1.27 14.9 3.42 5.31 28% 1.33 0.46 3.97 6.503 0% 
lads_99-102 1.50 3.39 3.14 5.22 12% 0.52 2.06 3.46 8.135 0% 
lcbs_21-24 0.90 4.05 2.43 5.14 12% 0.54 0.17 2.42 5.306 0% 
lnfp_37-40 0.32 2.21 2.14 4.36 8% 0.99 0.23 2.70 4.928 0% 
Average 1.18 5.62 3.10 5.49 8% 0.82 0.77 3.12 6.197 0% 
Length 8 
lcruA_85-92 2.16 4.43 6.42 11.7 59% 3.16 0.41 8.33 13.91 1% 
lctqA_144-151 2.13 3.21 6.45 11.1 70% 2.32 0.39 6.35 11.52 0% 
li0hA_145-152 2.88 15.3 5.37 10.0 19% 2.92 2.14 5.25 10.50 1% 
Xgk8A_122-129 166 13.1 4.70 7.40 19% 1.91 0.50 4.79 7.770 0% 
lixh_106-113 2.05 13.8 5.46 9.62 20% 2.18 0.42 5.50 10.46 0% 
ld8wA_334- 2.37 7.81 5.94 10.5 5% 2.58 0.80 7.45 12.16 0% 
ldslA_20-27 1.69 6.22 5.12 9.62 51% 1.49 3.41 5.29 10.62 1% 
lcbs_55-62 3.22 8.59 7.79 10.7 30% 2.61 3.06 7.97 11.53 0% 
lddt_127-134 2.69 14.7 7.58 11.5 41% 2.39 2.17 7.23 13.80 0% 
lbtl_50-57 2.53 17.9 5.57 10.1 31% 2.97 0.98 5.78 10.55 0% 
Average 2.34 10.5 6.04 10.2 34% 2.45 1.43 6.39 11.28 0% 
Length 12 
lqlwA 31-42 3.96 12.5 9.26 15.8 28% 4.48 0.11 10.6 17.11 6% 
lctm_9-20 3.84 1.76 9.04 14.9 71% 3.62 0.91 8.51 15.45 6% 
leguA_508-519 2.87 2.88 6.30 10.1 24% 2.86 0.09 6.21 11.47 0% 
lede_150-161 3.91 2.07 8.17 14.8 63% 3.89 0.16 9.35 15.87 0% 
ld8wA_46-57 9.05 8.94 12.2 17.1 62% 9.07 0.29 12.8 17.71 0% 
ldslA_291-302 3.26 20.3 9.80 16.7 39% 3.81 0.76 11.8 18.44 0%. 
lf74A_ll-22 4.29 6.84 9.22 16.0 61% 4.86 0.47 10.7 16.75 32% 
lqopA_178-189 6.96 1.08 13.6 18.3 82% 6.13 1.08 12.9 19.83 14% 
154l_153-164 3.61 10.3 9.67 15.4 54% 2.85 0.32 8.18 16.88 0% 
lmsc_9-20 4.16 11.7 12.4 17.3 54% 5.02 4.78 13.0 18.40 6% 
Average 4.59 7.84 9.9 15.7 54% 4.66 0.90 10.4 16.79 6% 
a: the RMSD of the best loop among 300 loops generated for each tested loop. 
b: the RMSD of the second portion i n the structure fragment with the best loop. 
c: the average RMSD for all of the 300 loops. 
d: the Maximum RMSD among all 300 sample loops. 
e: the percentage of the convergent loops; For FBCCD, after the 30 cycles of forward vwalk. 
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Table 10. Comparison between FBCCD and CCD after 2000 cycles. 
CCD FBCCD with greedy 
LOOP "> £% i | ll > §•"> ? o 
O ® (N E g O o N t O £ N t g O O ™ t -J CO O <j ~J U O —l0Q o O u o 
Q. Q. (X & 
Length 4 
liOhA 123-126 1.04 7.2 58% 1.24 0.93 1.03 0.01 21% 1.04 0.00 
lqnrA_195-198 0.49 3.2 91% 0.61 2.52 0.38 0.02 7% 0.76 0.00 
ltca_95-98 1.49 1.6 78% 1.81 1.84 1.21 0.11 1% 2.15 0.00 
lejQA_74-77 1.41 1.5 59% 1.41 1.51 1.09 0.03 1% 2.35 0.00 
lfkf_42-45 0.72 3.3 84% 0.72 2.43 0.36 0.08 0% N/A N/A 
lqopA_44~47 104 1.8 65% 1.05 1.88 0.55 0.06 1% 0.59 0.00 
laaj_82-85 1.17 1.5 95% 1.17 1.56 1.03 0.07 15% 2.14 0.00 
lads_99-102 1.21 1.5 95% 121 1.54 0.72 0.82 2% 1.89 0.01 
lcbs_21-24 0.89 3.8 66% 0.89 3.88 0.54 0.01 15% 0.56 0.00 
lnfp_37-40 0.22 1.4 51% 0.22 1.48 0.33 0.01 8% 1.31 0.00 
Average 0.97 2.7 74% 1.03 1.96 0.72 0.12 7% 1.28 0.00 
length 8 
lcruA 85-92 1.83 2.5 100% 1.83 2.56 2.19 0.03 52% 3.71 0.00 
lctqA_144~151 2.22 1.4 100% 2.22 1.46 1.70 0.01 57% 2.50 0.00 
li0hA_145-152 2.60 3.4 100% 2.60 3.44 2.61 0.04 28% 3.12 0.00 
lgk8A_122-129 1.49 6.0 100% 1.49 6.00 1.16 0.03 9% 2.42 0.00 
lixh_106-113 1.54 3.7 99% 1.54 3.73 1.42 0.01 67% 1.42 0.00 
ld8wA_334-341 1.63 3.8 76% 1.63 3.89 1.90 0.16 9% 3.42 0.00 
ldslA_20-27 1.72 3.0 100% 1.72 3.02 1.93 0.01 98% 1.93 0.00 
lcbs_55-62 2.92 1.9 100% 2.92 1.95 2.27 0.01 61% 2.27 0.00 
lddt_127-134 2.57 2.9 100% 2.57 2.93 3.02 0.01 30% 3.03 0.00 
lbtl_50-57 2.28 3.3 100% 2.28 3.39 2.34 0.01 47% 3.03 0.00 
Average 2.08 3.2 97% 2.08 3.24 2.05 0.03 46% 2.69 0.00 
length 12 
lqlwA 31-42 3.65 1.7 100% 3.65 1.71 4.24 0.05 37% 4.59 0.00 
lctm_9-20 3.85 1.7 100% 3.85 1.77 3.78 0.01 90% 3.83 0.01 
leguA_508-519 2.88 2.8 100% 2.88 2.87 2.78 0.01 85% 2.79 0.01 
lede_150-161 3.91 2.0 100% 3.91 2.07 3.86 0.04 34% 3.95 0.00 
ld8wA_46-57 9.12 4.3 100% 9.12 4.31 8.76 0.01 35% 9.20 0.00 
ldslA_291-302 3.68 1.8 100% 3.69 1.84 3.87 0.05 14% 4.41 0.01 
lf74A_ll-22 4.39 2.1 100% 4.39 2.12 3.65 0.01 91% 3.65 0.01 
lqopA_178-189 6.97 1.0 100% 6.97 1.07 4.74 0.03 50% 6.82 0.00 
1541153-164 3.47 2.7 100% 3.47 2.75 3.15 0.03 35% 3.30 0.00 
lmsc_9-20 4.79 2.2 100% 4.79 2.20 5.45 0.03 29% 5.86 0.00 
Average 4.67 2.3 100% 4.67 2.28 4.43 0.03 50% 4.84 0.01 
a: the RMSD of the best loop among 300 loops generated for each tested loop. 
b: the RMSD of the second portion in the structure fragment with the best loop. 
c: the percentage of the convergent loops; For FBCCD, at the end of the forward walk, 
d: the RMSD of the best converged loop. 
e: the RM5D for the second portion in the fragment with the best converged loop. 
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Our past experience in implementing the CCD method suggests that it takes 
significant more number of cycles to place the C-terminus of the loop exactly at the 
target than to place it at a neighborhood of the target. The proposed work 
demonstrates an approach to reduce the number of cycles needed while producing 
loops of comparable accuracy and more accurate second portion of the chain. 
5.3.1 Overall Fragments 
We performed two tests for FBCCD and CCD using the maximum number of iterations 
of 100 and 2000 respectively. For FBCCD, the distribution of the cycles among the 
forward and backward walk can be found in the caption of Tables 9 and 10. Since both 
CCD and FBCCD are meant for generating candidate loops that close the gap rather 
than predicting a native-like loop, a metric to judge the method is to see the quality of 
the best loop in the candidate pool in terms of its RMSD from the native loop. 
Fig. 31 shows two examples of the structure fragments constructed for a 
tested loop from two proteins respectively (with PDB ID codes are lnqr and ld8w). 
Each structure fragment consists of the first portion, the best loop in the pool and the 
second portion of the chain. For simple viewing, only a short segment of the first 
portion is shown in the Fig. 31, since the first portion of the chain remains fixed during 
the process of loop closure. Fig. 31A shows the overlay of the structure fragments 
after 100 cycles. It appears that the best loop generated by FBCCD and CCD have 
comparable accuracy. In fact the RMSD of the loop is 0.81lA for CCD and 0.493A for 
FBCCD (Table 9, row of lqnr). The major difference lies in the accuracy of the second 
portion of the chain. We observed in Fig. 31A that the fragment obtained using FBCCD 
(in cyan) is closer to the native fragment (in red) than that using CCD (in purple). The 
same observation is true even after 2000 iterations of the same fragment (Fig. 318). It 
appears that the second portion in the fragment of FBCCD (cyan in Fig. 3LA) is closer 
to the native at the end of 100 iterations than that is obtained using CCD (purple in 
Fig. 31B) after 2000 iterations, even though we did not overlap them in the figure. In 
this case, the RMSD for second portion of the chain is 3.245A for CCD at the end of 
2000 cycles (Table 10, lqnr row), and it is 0.742A for FBGCD at the end of 100 cycles 
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(Table 10, lqnr row). The accuracy of the loop and of the second portion appears to 
improve from 100 iterations to 2000 iterations for both methods (Fig. 31A vs. B). Fig. 
31A and B investigated a loop of length four. Fig. 31C and D show a similar comparison 
for a loop of length eight (ld8w). \Afe observe the similar message for this loop as to 
the shorter loop in Fig. 314 and B. It appears that the second portion of the fragment 
produced using FBCCD using 100 cycles is more accurate than that obtained using CCD 
after 2000 cycles. The loops generated by the two methods appear to have 
comparable accuracy (Fig. 31Cand D). 
5.3.2100 Iterations 
Tables 9 and 10 shows the details of the results for 30 loops after 100 (Table 9) and 
2000 (Table 10) iterations were performed respectively. The best loop is the loop with 
the smallest RIVED from the native among the 300 possible loops that are able to 
connect the two portions of the chain. This work investigated the problem: how 
accurate the second portion of the chain will be after a loop is used to connect the 
two portions of the chain. Although the general belief is that if a loop closes the chain, 
the second portion should be fairly accurate, there has not been data to demonstrate 
the accuracy of the second portion, before and after the convergence of the loop. 
The accuracy for the second portion of the chain is judged by the RMSD from 
native for a maximum of 40 amino acids in the second portion of the chain. Table 9 
shows a situation that most of the 300 loops for each tested loop are not converged 
to the C-Anchor, since only 100 cycles were used. It is not surprising that the second 
portion is not quite accurate for CCD. The average RMSD of the second portion in the 
fragment with the best loop is 5.623A, 10.503A, and 7.835A for loops of length four, 
eight and 12 respectively. However, the average RMSD of the second portion in the 
fragment with the best loop is 0.772A, 1.433 A, and 0.902A for loops of length four, 
eight and 12 loops when FBCCD was used. The quality of the best loops is comparable 
for the two methods, with an average of RMSD (1.188A, 2.342A, 4.594A) for CCD vs. 
(0.821 A, 2.453A, 4.660A) for FBCCD when loops of length (4, 8, 12) are considered. 
The comparable loop accuracy is not surprising since both methods use the same 
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number of iterations and the same number of random loops. In order to improve the 
accuracy for the best loop, more random loops need to be generated. For example, 
5000 random loops were used for Table 4 in the COD paper [219]. The percentage of 
the convergent loops is shown for both methods (Table 9, Column 6 and 11). The 
percentage for the FBCCD is the percentage of the convergent loops at the end of the 
forward walk For example, lqnr_A has nine out of 300 loops converged within RMS 
0.08A from the C-Anchor for CCD. No loops of the 300 converged for FBCCD at the end 
of 30 cycles of forward walk. In fact, the percentage of convergence is still close to 
zero at the end of the backward walk (data not shown). \Miat is interesting is that 
even though less loops converge in the FBCCD method, the accuracy for the second 
portion is consistently smaller than that for the CCD method. 
5.3.3 2000 Iterations 
Table 10 shows the testing results using 2000 iterations when more loops are 
converged. On average, 74% of the length-4 loops converged using CCD method 
(Table 10, Column 4) and 7% loops converged using FBCCD method (Table 10, Column 
9) after the 800 cycles of the forward walk. The percentage of converged loops is 
higher for longer loops. The quality of the best loops is still comparable between the 
twD methods for lengh-4, length-8 and length-12 loops (Columns 2 and 7). However, 
the RMSD for the second portion of the fragment with the best loop (Columns 3 and 
8) is consistently smaller for FBCCD than for CCD. When the comparison is restricted 
to the converged loops, the quality of the best loops is slightly better for CCD than for 
FBCCD. However, it could due to the number of converged loops, since less number of 
the loops converged in FBCCD than CCD (Columns 4 and 9). In fact, it is appropriate to 
use the converged loops as the candidate loops in the CCD method since the 
converged loops have small error for the second portion of the protein. However, the 
entire population of the 300 loops can be used as candidates for FBCCD, since even 
the non-converged loops have small RMSD for the second portion of the chain. 
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5.3.4100 vs. 2000 Iterations 
A goal of this method is to reduce the number of cycles needed to produce 
comparable or more accurate chain when it is compared to the CCD method. If we 
cross check Tables 9 and 10, we observe the following statistics. After 100 cycles, the 
second portion of the chain has on average (0.772A, 1.433A, 0.902A) RMSD to native 
for fragment with the best loop of length (4, 8,12) respectively (Table 9, the average 
rows of Column 8) when FBGCD was used. After 2000 cycles, the second portion of the 
chain has on average (2.746A, 3.241A, 2.277A) RMSD to native for fragment with the 
best loop of length (4, 8, 12) respectively (Table 10, the average rows of Column 3) 
when CCD was used. Therefore, the second portion of the chain is more accurate 
when FBCCD is applied for 100 cycles. After 100 cycles, the best loop out of 300 has on 
average (0.821A 2.453A, 4.66QA) RMSD from native for length (4, 8, 12) when FBCCD 
was used (Table 9, average rows of Column 7). After 2000 cycles, the best loop out of 
300 has on average (0.969A, 2.081A, 4.673A) RMSD from native for length (4, 8, 12) 
when CCD was used (Table 10, average rows of Column 2). "Therefore, the best loops 
generated by the two methods have comparable quality. The results suggest that 
instead of running CCD for 2000 iterations, it is possible to run 100 iterations of FBCCD 
and produce loops of comparable quality and more accurate second portion of the 
chain. The current criterion to determine if a loop closes the gap of the chain is to 
check if the RMSD is within a small error, such as 0.08A. This criterion was used in the 
CCD paper as well as in the current work 
One would expect that if the RMSD for loop A is 0.09A and RMSD for loop B is 
0.07A, for instance, the second portion is more accurate when loop A is used to close 
the gap than when loop B is used. However, our data indicate that this is not al\A«ys 
true. Table 11 shows five such examples. For each of the five loops, the three 
distances, dl, d2 and d3, are shown before and after the backward walk. In the 
example of the first loop, a smaller RMSD error (0.085A vs. 0.139A) produces more 
error in the second portion of the chain (2.44lA vs. 0.125A) (Table 11). The data in 
Table 11 suggests that there might be ways to close the gap to provide more accurate 
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second portion of the chain, without requiring that the RMSD of the error distances to 
be extremely small. An intuition of this is that the RMSD only measures the distance 
error; it does not measure the orientation error directly. The problem can be related 
to the alignment of two sets of three points (i.e., N, Q, and C atoms) in 3-D space. 
There is only one way to align them exactly but there are infinite number of ways to 
align them not exactly. Our method relaxed the requirement of the RMSD error to 
certain extent and screen for those alignments that result in more accurate second 
portion of the chain. 
Table 11. RMS of distance and accuracy of the second portion. 






















































1 0.102 0.079 0.067 0.085 2.441 0.161 0.114 0.138 0.139 0.125 
2 0.127 0.101 0.014 0.094 2.909 0.203 0.011 0.014 0.117 0.003 
3 0.103 0.089 0.035 0.081 2.493 0.249 0.096 0.095 0.164 0.207 
4 0.096 0.056 0.088 0.082 1.786 0.138 0.089 0.085 0.107 0.199 
5 0.239 0.181 0.037 0.174 5.309 0.379 0.021 0.027 0.219 0.006 
a: RMS of dl, d2 and d3. 
b: RMSD to native for the second portion of the chain, measured for up to 40 Ox atoms. 
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CHAPTER 6 
BUILDING THE FULL MODEL 
In Chapter 5, a reverse kinematic solution for the loop closure problem in loop 
modeling is used. In loop closure problem, the N- and C-anchors of a missing fragment 
in the initial model are known. In this Chapter, we will use the traces extracted from 
Protein skeleton and the initial model built for secondary structures to build the entire 
model of the protein using FBGCD. 
Given the skeleton traces on the density map and the initial partial structure 
built for SSEs-D sticks, the full model of the protein can be built in a two-stage 
approach. The first stage is to fill the gap between secondary structures in the partial 
model using the traces from volumetric skeleton obtained using Gorgon. In the 
second stage, the full models built for top topologies will be re-ranked using a multi-
well energy function. 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The problem of loop closure is similar to the inverse kinematic problem in robotics. In 
robotics, if the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) is less than six, the number of 
solutions for the manipulator in 3-D space is finite. It has been proven that the loop 
closure problem with six degrees of freedom has at most sixteen possible solutions, 
whereas the number of possible solutions is infinite for the problem with more than 
six degrees of freedom [211,215,216,217]. Some analytical solutions were proposed 
[179,210,211,214]. Vuhen the number of DOF exceeds six, no analytical solution can 
be found. Therefore, one of the optimization methods should be used [215,216,217]. 
More details can be found in Chapter 5. 
Building a loop fragment that fills the loop portion and best fit the trace found 
in the skeleton is similar to a robotic problem called sample-based motion planning. In 
robotics, the motion planning problem is to avoid collision with known obstacles while 
producing a continuous motion that connects a start and goal configurations. One 
solution for motion planning problem is to use sampling-based algorithms. In 
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sampling-based algorithms the configuration space is represented with a road map of 
sampled configurations. The algorithm samples number of configurations in 
configuration space, and retains those in collision-free configuration space to use as 
milestones. A road map is then constructed that connects two milestones if the 
connection is completely in collision-free configuration space. Numerous works can be 
found in the literature that solves the problem of motion-planning using sampling-
based algorithms. Most of methods are based on the probabilistic framework 
proposed in [225]. One method is to break the loop into active and passive parts 
[226]. In the active part, the forward kinematics sampling techniques are used and 
close samples then connected using a local planer. Exact inverse kinematics solution is 
found for the passive part and the samples follow the motion. Cortes et al. [227] 
have extended the active-passive method where one DOF is sampled at a time. A 
recent application of this extension to protein modeling was introduced in [228]. 
Another method [229] is to ignore the constraints at the beginning and then apply 
them through gradient descent. If no obstacles exist, a polynomial-time planner 
introduced with spherical joints [230]. 
The problem of filling the gap in the incomplete structure model is addressed 
in [231]. In their work, Lotan et al. [231] aimed to fill the gap using the density map of 
X-ray crystallography. The algorithm proposed consists of two stages. In the first 
stage, a total of 1000 random initial conformations are generated. The GCD method is 
used then to close the loop. Additional constraints are used to consider the density 
map and to avoid the collision. In the second stage, the initial conformations are 
ranked according to their density fit. The top-ranked conformations are then refined 
by minimizing a standard real-space target function. The problem addressed by [231] 
differs from our problem In [231] the density map used has a high resolution and the 
partial structure given is well defined. The run time needed to build loops varies from 
30 minutes for short loops (four amino acids) to 178 minutes for longer loops (15 
amino acids). In the problem we are proposing, the traces and partial conformation 
are approximate. Lindert et al. [232] proposed a de novo folding approach, EM-Fold, 
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guided by medium resolution volumetric maps, EM-Fold. EM-Fold uses a Monte Carlo 
sampling method to build the initial model of SSEs. A Monte Carlo refinement process 
then used to improve the placement of SSEs. On a later step, the loop and side chains 
are added by Rosetta's iterative side-chain repacking and backbone reconstruction 
protocols in which to generate a model at atomic resolution. 
6.2 METHODS 
The method of building the full model of a protein using its volumetric density map 
consists of three steps. The first step is to extract the features from the volumetric 
map. These features include the position of the secondary structure elements and the 
connections (loop traces) between these secondary structure elements. The first 
feature (i.e., the position of Secondary structure elements) is used to build the 
topology graph (see Section 4.4) where the second feature (i.e., loop traces) is used to 
update the weight of the links in this graph (see Section 4.7). Next, a number of full 
model all-atom candidates for each topology are built using the traces extracted from 
the volumetric map in the first step. The FBCCD method introduced in Chapter 5 is 
used to build the missing loop portions using the traces. Finally, the models of all 
candidates are ranked using a multi-well energy potential. 
6.2.1 Feature Extraction from the Volumetric Density Map 
We use a newly developed method, called SSETracer [124], to extract the position of 
secondary structure elements from volumetric density map. In SSETracer, image 
processing concepts are translated to features in a multi-task learning problem and 
are then solved by using Support Vector Machine (SVM). Each voxel in the volumetric 
map is classified into one of the three types of voxels: helix voxels, sheet voxels and 
background voxels. The feature extraction step in SSETracer characterizes each voxel 
based on the local geometrical features. Local gradient is often used to characterize 
the geometrical features and the local tensor used to define the local shape. Fig. 324 
sho\A« the secondary structure elements extracted from volumetric density map using 
SSETracer. 
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Figure 32. The SSEs-D helical sticks and Gorgons' skeleton. (A) The density map 
(grey) \A«S simulated to 10A resolution using protein 1HZ4 from the PDB. The helical 
SSEs-D (rods) were detected using SSETracer and viewed by Chimera. (B) The 
skeleton obtained for the same protein using Gorgon. The skeleton has some gaps. 
(C) The helical SSEs-D sticks (rods) superimpose the skeleton obtained by Gorgon. 
In order to obtain other features from the CryoEM volumetric map, we used 
Gorgon to produce the skeleton of the protein (Fig. 32S). Based on the skeleton, we 
extracted the traces between secondary structure elements. One drawback of using 
Gorgon is the existence of gaps in the produced skeleton. The user may be able to fill 
the gaps through a graphical interface. However, we are able to overcome the 
problem of gaps in the skeleton when use the method introduced in Section 4.7. At 
the end of this step, a list of possible traces between each pair of SSEs-D sticks' ends is 
generated. These lists are used to update the weight of links in the topology graph. 
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6.2.2 Enumerate Top-K Topologies 
The second step to build the full model is to reduce the large topological space quickly 
to a small subset of possible topologies without the use of energy evaluation. The goal 
is to include the true topology in such a subset, so that the conformations can be built 
for the likely topologies. We use the topology graph introduced in Section 4.4 to 
enumerate the top-K topologies. The design of the graph aims to utilize the constraint 
that arises from the length of the loop connecting two SSEs, since the loop length is a 
strong constraint to distinguish the correct topology. Note that any two nodes 
connected by an edge provide the information of the assignments of two consecutive 
SSEs on the protein sequence. The level of satisfactory of this constraint can be 
naturally expressed as an edge weight. The current weight mainly represents the 
difference between the estimated length of the loop connecting the two helical SSEs-
D sticks and the estimated length of the trace extracted using Gorgon's skeleton 
between them in 3-D space. For more details see Section 4.7. Fig. 33 shows the traces 
extracted from CryoEM volumetric map for one topology. In order for the true 
topology to be ranked near the top of the list, the predicted helices based on the 
protein sequence have to be accurate enough. Two situations will affect the ranking 
the most. One is when a long helix is wrongly predicted as two short helices that are 
connected by a short loop. The other is when two short helices are predicted as one 
long helix In order to identify the true topology, the search needs to consider the 
possible errors from both the secondary structure prediction and those from the 
detection in 3-D space. Biswas et al. [233] have studied the question, that is, how to 
reduce the computation of the mapping when the inaccuracy of the secondary 
structure predictions is considered. They have presented a method that combines the 
concept of dynamic graph with our constrained shortest path to identify the topology 
of the secondary structures. 
The current implementation is limited in the ranking of the helices, although 
our dynamic programming approach is general for either helices or (J-strands. In order 
to extend the current approach to P-strands, the location of the |3-strands needs to be 
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estimated. However, the (3-sheets are generally not as accurately detected as the 
helices in the intermediate resolution density maps. It is expected that the p-strands 
will be estimated with many possible alternatives. It is still a challenging problem to 
rank the topology with both a-helices and 3-sheets without the knowledge of a 
template. 
6.2.3 Building the Atomic Model 
The process of building the atomic model is divided into t\/\» major steps. In the first 
step, the atomic model of the helices was built. In the second step, the loops were 
reconstructed to connect the helices. The loop reconstruction was guided by the 
traces obtained from the skeleton of the volumetric map. 
Figure 33. The skeleton obtained for the true topology. The traces extracted for 
protein 1HZ4 from the skeleton. SSEs-D sticks (rods) are shown. The full model 
has a minimum multi-well energy is shown. 
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6.2.3.1 Helices Reconstruction 
SSETracer [124], an extension version of HelixTracer [115], was used to detect the 
SSEs from the volumetric map. The detected sticks are not always straight. In 
SSETracer [124], the helix is defined by a set of points, called spline, represents the 
central axial of the helix. For each topology ranked in the previous process, the helices 
are constructed to agree with the spline obtained from the volumetric map. The 
forward walk of FBCCD [185] was used to reconstruct the helices in this work. FBCCD 
aims at closing a gap that satisfies the constrained locations predefined by two ends 
of the chain by adjusting a single torsion angle at a time. It applies the idea of inverse 
kinematics in robotics. The idea of the construction of a bent helix can be potentially 
applied for the construction of 3-strands. 
The process starts by building a perfect helix using the torsion angles of a-
helices. The values of phi and psi torsion angles used are -57 and -47, respectively. The 
number of amino acids in the perfect helix is determined by dividing the length of 
density spline by the rise of the helix (i.e., 1.5A). The initial perfect helix constructed is 
straight. A set of points represent the perfect spline is calculated. The number of 
points in perfect spline and the spline detected from density map were selected to be 
equal. The points are selected in which any two consecutive points are 6A apart (i.e., 
four amino acids apart). The only exception is for the last two points represent the last 
segment. The process starts by aligning the first point of the two splines. Fig. 344 
shows the perfect helix and its spline after this step. The two splines virtually form n-1 
segments, where n is the number of points in each spline. For the perfect helix, the 
torsion angles of the four amino acids correspond to each segment is determined. The 
alignment of segments from the two splines then starts one at a time. The eight 
torsion angles (i.e., two torsion angles for each amino acid) correspond to the 
segment being aligned are updated using FBCCD. To preserve the structure of the 
helix the update is only accepted if the new value of the torsion angle is within the 
predefined range (i.e., (J) £ [-80, -40] and £ [-60, 10]). The process terminates either 
when the maximum number of cycles is reached or the distance between the two 
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points represent the ends of the segments is less than the cutoff distance. In our 
current implementation, the maximum number of cycles is set to 100 and the cutoff 
distance is set to O.lA. Fig. 346 shows the t\A» splines after all segments are aligned. 






Figure 34. Helices reconstruction process. (A) The points (in black) represent the 
spline of the helix stick detected from volume map and the points (in red) 
represent the perfect helix constructed (in red). (B) The two set of points represent 
the two splines of helices are aligned. The bent helix is shown in red. (C) The bent 
helix superimposed with the native helix. (D) An example of a bent helix 
constructed (red) for one helix (gray) from Protein lOXJ (PDB ID). (E) An example of 
a bent helix (red) constructed for one helix (gray) from protein 2IU1 (PDB ID). 
The process of building bent helices improves the final RMSD of the model. In 
a previous study [183] we have used straight helices in the modeling process. The 
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accuracy of reconstructed helices negatively impacts the final RMSD. Table 12 shows 
the RMSD of straight and bent helices reconstructed with the native structure. RMSD 
is calculated for backbone atoms (i.e., N, Q, C, and O). For example, the RMSD of bent 
helix reconstructed for protein 30DS is 0.88A whereas the RMSD of the perfect 
straight helix is 1.72A. This displacement in one helix will negatively affect the 
accuracy of the final model and enlarge the difference with the native structure. 
Moreover, this is expected to impact the potential energy of the final model because 
the contact map of residues is different than the native structure. Therefore, the true 
model may not be ranked among highest structures. Another advantage of the 
process is its speed. The process is very fast. It takes less than 40 milliseconds to build 
one bent helix of 51 amino acids (Table 12, row 5) using a regular laptop computer. 
The average time of reconstructing one helix of five bent helices is 37.4 milliseconds 
on a Lenovo X300 laptop (at 1.2 GHz). 
6.2.3.2 Building Loops using the Skeleton 
Loop closure problem arises in nearly all loop prediction problems. Loop closure is a 
problem of generating a loop whose N and C terminal residues satisfy the constrained 
locations. It has been proven that the loop closure problem with six degrees of 
freedom has at most sixteen possible solutions, whereas the number of possible 
solutions is infinite for the problem with more than six degrees of freedom [215,217], 
Although analytical solutions have been proposed [179,210], optimization methods 
are often adopted [214,215]. 
The skeleton trace obtained from the volumetric map provides a rough 
estimate of the loop shape in this problem The goal of our task is to build a loop that 
fits the trace. This is similar to the sample-based motion planning in robotics. The 
motion planning problem is to produce a continuous motion and to avoid collision 
with known obstacles. One solution for motion planning problem is to use sampling-
based algorithms in which a roadmap of the collision-free configurations are retained. 
Most of methods are based on the probabilistic framework proposed in [225]. Dawen 
et al. break the loop into active and passive parts [226]. In the active part, the forward 
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kinematics sampling techniques are used and close samples then connected using a 
local planer. The exact inverse kinematics solution is found for the passive part and 
the samples follow the motion. Cortes et al. [227] have extended the active-passive 
method where one DOF is sampled at a time. A recent application of this extension to 
protein modeling was introduced in [228]. Yakey et al. [229] ignore the constraints at 
the beginning and then apply them through gradient descent. The problem of filling 
the gap in incomplete structure model is addressed in [231]. In their work, Lotan et al. 
[231] aimed to fill the gap using the density map of X-ray crystallography. The 
algorithm proposed consists of two stages. In the first stage, a number of initial 
conformations were randomly generated. The CCD [219] method was then used to 
close the loop. Additional constraints from the density map were used to avoid the 
collision. In the second stage, the initial conformations were ranked by their fit to the 
density map. 
Table 12. The performance of reconstructing bent helices. 





1 lOXJ 644-669 26 2.61 1.26 55 
2 1BZ4 90-123 34 1.32 0.81 30 
3 2IU1 365-384 20 1.73 1.36 31 
4 30D5 124-146 23 1.72 0.88 31 
5 20EV 646-696 51 2.98 1.97 39 
average 30.8 2.07 1.26 37.4 
a: the PDB ID of the protein. 
b: sequence number of the helix reconstructed. 
c: number of amino acids in the helix. 
d: the RMSD of the backbone atoms between the perfect straight 
helix reconstructed and the native structure. 
e: the RMSD of the backbone atoms between the bent helix 
reconstructed and the native structure. 





Figure 35. The approach of reconstructing the loop. In this example the loop and 
skeleton trace were divided into two segments each. The pink spheres represent 
the target points at skeleton trace. The two red spheres represent the moving 
points of the loop to be superimposed with pink spheres. (A) The structure of the 
two SSEs with skeleton trace. (B) The initial random loop is built and divided into 
two segments. (C) The loop was built to agree with the trace of the skeleton. (D) 
The loop after reconstruction shown in ribbon style. 
Although the problem addressed by [231] shares the similar nature with our 
loop problem, it differs by the precision in the density map. The density map obtained 
using X-ray crystallography often has much higher resolution than the medium 
resolution map in our problem Therefore, the method in [231] aims at finding the 
specific loop that satisfies the density constrains in fine precision. Since the skeleton 
of the medium resolution map only provides rough trace of the loop, we aim to find 
one of the many loops that align with the skeleton, but efficiently. The run time 
reported in [231] needs 30 minutes to build short loops (four amino acids) to 178 
minutes for longer loops (15 amino acids). \Afe developed a segment-wise loop-
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building method that can produce approximate loops efficiently. A typical collision-
free loop of 10 amino acids takes approximately three minutes to build. 
The step of building the loop is similar to the step is used to build the bent 
helices with two minor differences. In helix, the entire initial helix is built at the 
beginning and FBCCD is used to update the structure to superimpose the density 
spline. Moreover, the length of density spline and the length of the spline of the helix 
are equal (the density spline is used to estimate the length of the helix). In loop 
modeling, one segment of the loop is modeled at a time. Moreover, the length of the 
density trace and sequence trace are not necessarily same. The skeleton represents a 
rough trace of the loop and the length of the loop sequence is predetermined (i.e., the 
sequence between two SSEs). The process starts by dividing the sequence into 
segments of four amino acids. Thus, the virtual length of each segment is 15A. In 
order to divide the skeleton trace into same number of segments, the points 
represent the segments were chosen in which they are (LengthTrace/nLoopSegments) 
A apart. Where LengthTrace is the length of the skeleton trace and nLoopSegments is 
the number of segments in the loop sequence. Note that the length of the segment in 
the skeleton trace may not be the same to that on the loop sequence. We used the 
length of four amino acids for the segment of loop sequence for the ease of building. 
If the segment length is too short, the length of the skeleton trace will be very short 
and the agreement of the two segments will be hard. On the other hand, a long 
segment can produce loops quite different from the skeleton. Each segment is then 
reconstructed using the FBCCD in a process similar to helices reconstruction. VJE use 
the forward walk of the FBCCD to build one segment at a time. An initial random loop 
of four amino acids is constructed. It is simply connected with the first SSE, if it is the 
first portion of the loop to be modeled; otherwise it is connected with the previous 
modeled portion of the loop. One torsion angle is updated to move the end point of 
the loop segment to the end point of corresponding trace segment. The process 
continues until the two end points are 0.5A apart. Also, the process is terminated if 
reaches the maximum number of cycles. The maximum number of cycles for all 
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forward walks is set to 300. \Mien terminated for the current segment, FBGCD moves 
to build the next segment. The same process is used to build all segments of the loop 
except for the last one. The backward walk of FBCCD is used to model the last 
segment of the loop. Backward walk is used due to its accuracy to model the segment 
and keep the second SSE in the original position. The target points we use in the 
superimposition step are the last twD backbone atoms (Q and C) and the first Q, atom 
of the second SSE. The process stops either if the RMSD of moving atoms is less or 
equal 0.05A with the corresponding target atoms or the maximum number of cycles 
reaches 300. For more details about the FBCCD method we refer the reader to 
Chapter 5 and [185]. Fig. 35 shows one ©(ample of the approach used to reconstruct 
the structure of the loop. 
6.2.3.3 Ranking Final Models 
The work in this dissertation aims to establish an effective computational framework 
to derive the atomic detail of protein that is not visible at the medium resolution of 
volumetric maps. After the correspondence between SSEs on the map and SSEs on the 
sequence determined, the full model of the protein is computationally reconstructed. 
The structure of the SSEs and loops between SSEs are modeled using the two steps 
illustrated in the previous Subsection. Current implementation of this work calculates 
only the best 100 topologies. However, our experiments suggest that the true 
topology can be found among the best 35 topologies (see Subsection 4.5.2). 
For each calculated topology, 100 random structures are modeled using the 
two steps described in the previous Subsection. Two kind of information are needed 
to construct the full model. For each SSE, we randomly assign the translation and shift 
for each stick and sequence elements, respectively. The translation parameter, T, is 
used to deal with the errors of SSEs detected from CryoEM volumetric map. The SSEs 
extracted from volumetric map using SSETracer might contain errors (i.e., the actual 
length) and can be off from the actual position. The shift parameter, 5, is used to 
simulate the error of the secondary structure prediction of sequence segments. We 
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allow translation for each stick in 3-D to be between [-3, 3]A and we allow a shift on 
the sequence up to [-2, 2] amino acid positions. 
Thus, for each topology, we constructed a pool of backbones, each of which 
can be represented by a set of parameters (S2,r2),...,(5M„TW), where 
N < M' < M,  M is the number of sequence segments and N is the number of density 
sticks. The side chains of the modeled backbone structure are then packed using our 
own implementation of R3 algorithm [190]. The 10,000 modeled structures were 
sorted by the effective multi-well contact energy [52] and the RMSD100 of backbone 
atoms (i.e., N, Q, C and O) is calculated for each modeled structure. RMSD100 is a 
normalized RMSD to a 100 residue protein [234]. RMSD is the averaged distance 
between two superimposed proteins. 
6.3 EVALUATION AND RESULTS 
A data set of 15 a-proteins was used to test the performance of our approach. The 
data set consists of 13 simulated volumetric maps and two experimentally derived 
density maps. The simulated maps were generated from the PDB structures using 
chimera [2] to 10A resolution. The two experimentally derived density maps (EMDB 
ID 5100 with 6.8A resolution, and 5030 with 6.4A resolution) were downloaded from 
the Electron Microscopy Data Bank. The atomic structure (3IXV and 3FIN PDB ID, 
respectively) is available and aligned for both of the two CryoEM maps. The proteins 
range from 100 to 415 amino acids in length. We selected medium to large proteins 
in the data set due to the fact that many proteins in the CryoEM maps are medium to 
large in size. All the 15 proteins selected are a-proteins that do not contain P-sheets. 
Helices are often detected more accurately than the P-sheets in the medium 
resolution density maps. It is still a challenging problem to derive the atomic 
structures from the medium resolution data when P-sheets are involved. We used the 
actual position of secondary structure segments on the sequence obtained from the 
model in PDB. The helices on CryoEM volumetric maps were detected using SSETracer 
[124]. The Binary skeleton was obtained using Gorgon [187]. We built the topology 
graph and assigned the edge weight by tracing the skeleton. The K-shortest paths 
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approach was used to calculate the best 100 topologies for each protein. We built 100 
models for each of the 100 possible topologies. The models were ranked by our multi-
well energy function. The models were evaluated by the RMSD100 of the backbone 
atoms when they are compared to the native structures. 
Figure 36. "The full model built for the true topology. (A) The traces extracted for 
protein 1HZ4 from the skeleton. SSEs-D sticks (rods) are shown. The full model has 
a minimum multi-well energy is shown. (B) The superiimposition of the native 
protein structure (light-blue) and the built model (dark-magenta). 
Fig. 364 shows an example of helix sticks (red) detected from the density map 
that was simulated to 10A resolution. In this case, SSETracer detected 19 of the 21 
helices (1HZ4, Table 13, the 12th protein). In theory, there are 2N) different 
topologies that is about 134 x 1023. In reality though, a stick is often possible to be 
connected to only a few nearby sticks, instead of all the rest of the sticks, the resulting 
topology graph is often less dense as expected in theory. The true topology was 
ranked the 2nd in the huge topology space. We built 10,000 models for each protein, 
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and used the multi-well energy function to rank the models. The highest ranked 
model with the correct topology (dark purple in Fig. 368) is the 2nd out of 10,000 
structures (Table 13, row 12). It has RMSD100 of 3.87A for the backbone atoms when 
it is compared to the native protein. Note that our method models the full chain 
except the first and last loop, since they are often not resolved in the density map. 
More examples of the structures built are shown in Fig. 37. 
Our approach to rank the topologies appears to be effective. For all the 15 
proteins tested, our topology detection method consistently ranks the true topology 
among the top 35, with top-1 for six of the 15 proteins (Table 13, column 6). The 
10,000 structures were ranked by our multi-well contact energy that uses the center 
of the side chain as a reduced representation of the side chain [52].The highest rank 
of the structure that has the correct topology is listed in column 7 (Table 13). Our 
previous study has shown that if the backbone coordinates of the native structure are 
fixed, the correct topology can generally be located at the top 25% of the list that is 
ranked by the effective contact energy [52]. In this study we relaxed the requirement 
of fixing the backbone coordinates of the native structure and built the possible 
backbones from the central helical axis. In addition, we used the connection 
information between the helical sticks to estimate the likelihood of the 
correspondence between the sequence segments and the sticks. Note that although 
the skeleton provides critical information regarding the connection relationship, it can 
be ambiguous in many places of the skeleton. Our work suggests that a true structure 
can be found near the top of the list (within the top 5% in the test). For example, in 
the case of 3LTJ (Table 13, row 8), the highest ranked conformation with the correct 
topology is at the 396th (the top 4% of all the 10,000 structures generated) of the list 
that was sorted by the energy 
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Table 13- The accuracy of protein modeling using CryoEM. 
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1 2PSR 100 5 4 1,920 31 21 5.45 
2 1BZ4 144 5 5 3,840 1 7 3.34 
3 1A7D 118 6 4 5,760 1 6 3.87 
4 liMW 146 6 4 5,760 11 25 4.65 
5 1FLP 142 7 7 645,120 1 35 3.45 
6 1NG6 148 9 7 23X106 2 33 3.63 
7 2XB5 207 13 9 13X1010 11 10 3.49 
8 3LTJ 201 16 12 35 X1014 2 396 4.07 
9 3ACW 293 17 14 97X1016 32 43 3.29 
10 1Z1L 345 23 14 116 X1019 11 114 3.51 
11 30DS 415 21 16 279 X1020 12 31 3.27 
12 1HZ4 373 21 19 134 X1023 2 2 3.87 
13 3HJL 329 20 20 255 X1022 1 37 2.99 
14 3IXV_A 222 14 9 372 X109 1 13 5.90 
15 3fin_R 117 4 4 384 1 189 5.98 
a: the PDB ID of the protein. 
b: number of amino acids in the protein. 
c: the number of actual helices in the protein. 
d: the number of detected helices from CryoEM map. 
e: the approximate total number of all possible topologies for the protein. 
f: the rank of the true topology using topology graph. 
g: the highest rank of the model of the protein with the correct topology among 1000 using 
the multi-well energy function. 
h: the backbone RMSDIOO of the best true model reconstructed with the native structure 
based on potential energy. 
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Figure 37. The full model built for some proteins. The native structure (light blue) is 
shown and superimposed with the built structure (dark-magenta) in (A) 1NG6 (B) 
1Z1L (C) 3ACW(D) 3HJL(E) 3LTJ (F) 3IXV. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This dissertation has addressed the problem of de novo structure modeling of a 
protein using its CryoEM volumetric density map. Proteins are the molecules carry out 
the vital function and make more than the half of dry weight in every cell. The 
function of proteins varies from acting as enzymes, cellular signaling (i.e., hemoglobin) 
and Molecular transport. Protein in nature folds into a unique and energetically 
favorable 3-D structure which is critical and unique to its biological function [4,5]. The 
unique conformation in which the protein folds into is called a native structure [9]. 
The sequence of amino acids build up the protein ultimately determine its native 
structure, in which corresponds to the favorable energy of the molecule [10]. 
The current methods of protein structure determination are complicated, 
time-consuming, and expensive. Moreover, they are not suitable for all kind of 
proteins such as membrane proteins. On the other hand, the sequencing of proteins is 
fast, simple and relatively less expensive. Thus, the gap between number of known 
sequences and determined structures is growing, which is expected to keep growing, 
and the need for computational methods to increase the number of structures 
available is become critically important. 
In contrast to traditional experimental techniques used to determine protein 
structures, CryoEM is a promising advanced image processing method for structure 
determination. Unlike X-ray crystallography, CryoEM is able to produce volumetric 
maps of proteins that are poorly soluble, large, and/or hard to crystallize. 
Unfortunately, the volumetric maps generated by CryoEM are unable to determine 
the structure of protein at atomic-resolution. However, some features of the protein 
can be visually and computationally identified such as the location of secondary 
structures. 
The two protein structure prediction techniques (i.e., ab initio and 
comparative) have been proven to be capable of producing relatively good structural 
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models for isolated proteins or domains [106]. Therefore, recent work has shown the 
ability of density maps to help in discriminating between models built by ab intio 
and/or comparative modeling to build final models [54,100,110,111, 112,113] and 
other works show the grateful help of CryoEM maps in de novo modeling of protein 
structures. 
7.1 CONCLUSION 
In our wDrk, we simply divide the de novo modeling of a protein using CryoEM 
volumetric map into two steps. The first step is to model the secondary structures 
elements. Then we model the missing loops between the elements. NAfe use the 
CryoEM volumetric map to detect secondary structure elements. Several tools are 
available to detect secondary structure elements from CryoEM volumetric maps. In 
order to model secondary structure elements, we first solve the problem of 
correspondence between the SSEs-D detected from CryoEM volumetric map and the 
SSEs-S predicted from the primary sequence. 
The topology determination for the secondary structure elements detected 
from the density map is a critical question in deriving the backbone from the CryoEM 
map at the mediurr\ resolution. The major challenge in this problem is the large 
solution space due to the combinatorial nature of the problem The number of 
possible topologies for a protein of M number of helices in the primary structure and 
N sticks in the CryoEM volumetric map is (̂ )N! 2N. The topology determination is 
proved to be NP-Hard (Subsection 4.6.1). We have proposed three approaches to 
solve such a problem 
The first approach is the na'fve approach (Section 4.3). In the naive approach, 
we have enumerated all possible topologies and then used a geometrical screening 
step to keep the only valid topologies. This approach does not involve the 
construction of the loops, yet it is still able to distinguish most of the bad structures. 
Such approach includes the newly developed parallel simulated annealing process, the 
distance and length screening, and the incorporation of more efficient algorithms for 
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adding side chains. A test wth 35 low resolution density maps shows that the highest 
ranked structure that has the correct topology can be found within the top 1% of the 
list ranked by the effective energy that is formed by the helices. 
We presented a graph representation to the problem of the enumeration of 
the valid topologies of the skeletons that can be detected from the CryoEM 
volumetric density map. Our implementation shows that the graph is effective in 
enumerating the valid topologies in general. For some proteins, it is more effective 
than others depending on the geometrical nature of the skeletons. 
In the second approach, we used the depth first search algorithm to generate 
valid topologies of a protein directly from its topology graph (Subsection 4.4). This 
approach, as expected, beats the first approach in terms of speed. This approach, 
similar to the first approach, does not involve the construction of the loops. The 
geometry screening step was implicitly used in the building of the layered graph. A 
test of 25 low-resolution density maps shows that the highest ranked structure that 
has the correct topology can be found within the top 1% of the list ranked by the 
same effective multi-well energy that was used in the same approach. 
In the third approach we have introduced a dynamic programming approach, 
TopoDP. In TopoDP, the complexity of the problem was minimized. The factorial term 
in (")N\ 2N was reduced to (D + 1 )2/V2, where D is the difference between number 
of SSEs-S and SSEs-D (M-N). However, the problem is still NP-Hard. We gave 
a 0((D -i- 1)2/V22n) dynamic programming algorithm to find the valid topology with 
the minimum cost (Section 4.5). An initial test of 15 proteins suggests that our 
dynamic programming method is feasible for the proteins of much larger size than we 
could handle before. It also suggests that it is possible to derive a small subset of the 
entire topological space and contain the true topology. The test shows, as expected, 
that the third approach beats the first two approaches in terms of speed and memory 
usage. 
In contrast to the second approach, we used more features from CryoEM 
volumetric map to update the weights of the topology graph. The skeleton of the 
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protein was extracted using Gorgon [162] and a list of traces between each two 
secondary structure elements was built. The problem of gaps may be found in the 
skeleton was solved in Section 4.7. \Ne also showed the concept of finding the top-K 
ranked valid topologies (Subsection 4.6.3). To find the top-K topologies, we converted 
the problem into a problem of finding /(-shortest paths for the constraint topology 
graph. An algorithm based on Yen's algorithm w«s introduced. A comparison between 
our dynamic programming algorithm and Gorgon [162] on a set of 14 proteins has 
shown the superiority of our method over Gorgon in terms of accuracy, speed, and 
memory usage (Subsection 4.7.1). The comparison was mainly accomplished by 
comparing the quality of the set of candidate topologies each method produces. 
In an advanced step, we used CryoEM volumetric map features to build the full 
model of the protein. The traces built using the skeleton which obtained by Gorgon 
were used to model the loops between secondary structure elements on the CryoEM 
volumetric map (Section 6.2). We have used the concepts and techniques from 
robotics and computational geometry to model the long chain kinematics of missing 
loops. In order to model the missing loops, the loop closure problem should be solved. 
CCD is a well-known method for the loop closure problem It is mathematically clear 
and easy to implement. We have investigated the accuracy of the second portion of 
the chain when CCD is used to close the gap. The RMSD for superimposing the C-
terminus of the loop with the C-Anchor has been used to judge if a loop converges to 
the destination in CCD. We have given counter examples for the relationship between 
the RMSD error and the accuracy of the second portion of the chain, measured by the 
RMSD to native. In Chapter 5, we have developed an effective method to connect two 
portions of a chain using FBCCD. This method is not dependent on the convergence of 
the loop. It relaxed the requirement of the RMSD error to some extent. Our results 
indicate that it takes less number of iterations to produce comparable quality of loops 
and it consistently produces more accurate second portion of the chain than the CCD 
method. This is due to the addition of the backward walk that directly adjusts the 
accuracy of the second portion of the chain. 
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A test on a set of 15 proteins and their density maps at 10A resolution was 
done. We built a topology graph for each protein and generated the shortest 100 
paths which represented the top 100 topologies. For each topology, we constructed 
100 conformations each consisting of the coordinate of the heavy atoms in the 
backbone and side chains of the protein except for the first and last loops. The 
conformations were sorted based on their effective energy. The test shows that a true 
structure can be found within the top 5% of the structures generated. 
7.2 FUTURE WORK 
For larger proteins, de novo modeling needs efficient algorithmic methods and 
advanced computational resources, such as supercomputers. Additionally, 
computations carried out by High Performance Computing (HPC) resources will exhibit 
better performance and speed-up. This will certainly aid in predicting more proteins 
than conventional computational resources. Furthermore, this will shorten the gap 
between protein sequences available and structures of proteins modeled. 
Unfortunately, the current HPC resources might not be available for many 
researchers. Therefore, we are planning to use Graphical Processing Unit (GPU), as an 
alternative, because it is more readily available. Additionally, GPU exhibited 
impressive processing capabilities, as well as helping in the reduction of power 
consumption and cost. Those two factors are considered the main driving force 
behind the rapid increase in the use of GPUs for scientific computing over the last few 
years. 
We plan to extend previous work to include sheet secondary structures in the 
framework in the near future. The recently proposed tool, SSETracer, shows some 
positive results for extracting the sheets secondary structure from the CryoEM 
volumetric density maps. Fig. 38 shows an example of a region detected by SSETracer 
for the sheet secondary structure. 
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Moreover, we plan to develop the current framework as a tool which can help 
researchers in predicting proteins using CryoEM volumetric maps. Such a tool will be 
available online as a better alternative for Gorgon. 
Rgure 38. SSEs-D detection using SSETraoer for protein 2AWD. (A) Density map of 
this protein at 8A resolution; (B) Initial predicted helix (red) & sheet (blue) voxels 
after machine learning step; (C) helix (red) & sheet (blue) voxels after post-processing 
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